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Only One Honest Answer To NAACP Letter
• • To School Board - Voluntary
Desegregation
Five More Enter Queen Of Clubs Contest
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\Hope Expensive Legal
Action Can Be Avoided
BY I.. F. PALMER, JR

M. HOLLINGSWORTH
or Elks

CLEMON CRAWFORD
Binghampton Otte League

B. BRIDGEFORTH
Seth Ward Civic Club

CLEMMIE BOSLEY
Lakeview Country Club

OTIIA M. BROWN
Second Baptist Church

Devout Church Family Says Cops
Beat, Humiliated Them In Home

oo 111(11 dtin initiative instead of suit in a prompt appeal to the
'waiting for Negroes to bring law I courts for relief in
this tiresome
Some 100 Negro parents in Memphis look a giant
step suits against them. The opinion
of the Supreme Court is well matter of the dual school system.
last week when they petitioned the local
school hoard,
The NAACP has asked the.
known anti surely the board mem
through the NAACP, to out an end to segregation
in public bers have read about these things board to consider the petition of
happening in Little Rock and the te0 parents at its next meetschools.
Nashville. Why do they wait until
thadtemaannd
iemd ,m eadniatea
d rig hn:
t
Five long years have passed since the
historic Supreme the last minute and then come
itso, must
Court Decision outlawing separate
-- - - - up here anti claim they need more swer be forwarded to its office.
schools for Negro and white chit.
time in which to adopt a PolicY•.
."'The board has been mum on the
dren. As Dr. Vasco A. Smith, Jr.,1 Or, Smith called attention to the
Dr. Smith assured newsmen who'NAACP letter and no comment is
fact
that
desegregation
is
already
chairman of the NAACP's educaarecaot lieu's confi reilt; lhe
oreitsnextmeeting.
E(iucationRe.
tion committee, pointed out so operating smoothly in Si nie of the tliuit time NAAtl,is hopeful
expectedbef
Soutliern
school
districts
in
the
state
ol
clearly in his letter to the hoard:
action will not be necessary to porting Service has reported
that
-It is our opinion that the Board.Tennessee, "yet our school board bring about
desegregation of four of Tennessee's 142 biracial
of Education has openly and no- has not made any tangible effort schools in !Memphis. He said the
school
district's
at
are
least
to
paroperate
our school system with- NAACP
toriously ignored the Constitution
has faith that our school tially desegregated. They
are in
of the United States, as interpret- in the framework of the Constitu- board members will act within the
Anderson
county,
Rutherford
tion
but
has
stubbornly
defied the framework of the law and
ed by the Supreme Court of the
voluncounty, Nashville and Oak Ridge.
United States . . . The condition highest law of the land."
tarily put an end to segregated
The Tri-State Defender urges
has existed in spite of the fact JUDGE SIsEAKS
schools.
the Memphis Board of Education
that each member of the Board
U. S. Judge William F. Miller, NO DOUBT
to act immediately and with al)
of Education has previously taken Middle District, Tennessee, has
Though he left it unsaid. there good intent to desegregate Menw
oath to perform his duties as a said:
is no doubt at all in our minds phis public schools in order ts
rnemPer of the board in accord- "I can't understand why school that
any dilly dallying on the prevent ugly, lengthy and expo
ance with the 'Imo at the land,' boards do not take some
action part of the school board will re- sive legal action.
including the Constitution of the
United States as interpreted by
the Supreme Court."

BY CHESTER GOOD
Inoon started out pleasantly enough
until they heard a commotion in
Quick action in snatching their five, month - old puppy the backyard. They (the family)
from the menacing clutches of an enraged police dog catch. came out and saw the dog-catcher,
his truck parked in the back,
Cr last Thursday afternoon exploded into an unforgettable chasing their puppy through the
yard. Frederick, perhaps quicker
day of beatings, inaults itat total humiliation for Mrs. Edna
thes,--.the othara, .rushOd out and
Rideout, her sons Frederick, 19 and Terry, 17 and her 79- picked the dog up and brought
him into the house, the dog•catch.
year-old mother, Mrs. Rosie Lee
er right on his heels.
Wright, all of 527 Linden.
into the backyard and carried The officer stopped at the back
After Frederick had rushed out
the dog to safety inside the house door. Mrs. Rideout, her mother
tlttllllllttttt 1111111 1111111Illlttlllt Ihlllhlhitttltllltlltt ill It I It It II
from the dog catcher who was and her sons met him.
11111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMII11111111111111111111111111111111111 wildly chasing it. the action speed•
"I'm going to shoot that g d..
ed up until, before the sun set, dog," Mrs. Rideout said the ofsaid the
the family
following ficer yelled, and began throwing
events had transpired:
other obscenities at them.
Frederick said he told his moth1. Terry had been kicked by a
O. Z. Evers has taken his
er and the family to move back
"short policeman."
fight straight to the Civil Serv2. Frederick was taken "for a into the house so that he could
Here's bad news for "stump
ice Commission. He filed an apbarbers"—men and women who ride" in a squad car and brutally close the door. The officer, Fredpeal with the commission prorut hair without benefit of a li• beaten and vehemently cursed be- erick said, reached for his pistol.
"What's
the
you
matter,
want to STARTED IT ALL — Frederick testing his diamIssal from the
fore being taken to jail.
cense.
3. Mrs. Rideout. manager of the start something?" he said the of. Rideout, O. holds "Teddy", the local post office as "outright
Buck Vernet), president of the
State Board of Barber EX2111111. apartment building at 527 Linden, firer said to him. "I'll bring a little dog who started a chain of prejudice against him" for no
events at the Rideout residence other reason than that he is a
ern, and Roosevelt Ratliffe, wasn't even allowed to finish squad car back here."
West Tennessee examiner, have dressing when arrested. The po- He left, the family said and they which ended in beatings and hu• Negro.
The forthright and militant
announced a crack down on lice broke into her bedroom while thought the incident was closed. miliation of the Rideout family
by Memphis police. The Rideouta, Evers was fired from his postshe was clad only in her under- How wrong they were.
"bootleg" barbering traffic,
al job because authorities conA few minutes later, Mrs. Ride- a devoted church family, live
According to these officials, things, forced her bodily to acat
tended he violated postal reguout said a Policeman burst through 527 Linden where Mrs.
too many men are subjecting company them to county jail. She
Edna
the
side
door
dashed
in
and one
Rideout manages the apartment lations by announcing for a pubthemselves to the perils of un- only had time to grab a duster
through the front. Terry, who was building. Staff photo by Hardin. lic office in the last election.
sanitary barbering methods, not and throw it around her body.
Emirs, who never qualified for
to mention the fact it is against
4. Mrs. Wright, 79, when she standing in the hall. said he hap- (See other picture, Page 2).
the race, insists he had permisthe law to use the clippers with accompanied the group to the pened to get in the path of the
sion from proper authorities to
HISTORICAL
ANNOUNCEsquad car. was cruelly elbowed policeman coming through the side'
out a license,
run for city commissioner. The
MENT Is made by Dr. Vasco
who door and was kicked hard for his
Mr. Vernet! and Mr. Ratliff@ by the ''short policeman"
trouble. Frederick, enraged. leapBinghampton
Civic
League
A.
Smith.
Is
jr.,
chairman
of the
close
too
getting
objected
her
to
will
offenders
be
promise that
now conducting a fund drive to
ed to defend his brother and Mrs.
educational committee of the
prosecuted to "the fullest es- to him. "Get your hands off me,
help
Rideout
stepped
finance
in front of him.
Evers' fight for his
Memphis branch of NAACP,
nigger," the policeman spat out
tent of the law."
sayAng she feared for his life beas he reads to members of
as he jabbed her, she said.
It1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111W.
cause
the
officers
had
quickly
the press a letter to the MemMrs. Rideout said the after1
drawn their guns.
Hundreds attended the final 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111191 phis Board of Education reEvidently thinking Frederick services for Mrs. Vella Wiggins
should be taught a lesson, Mrs. of 935 So. Lauderdale. Mrs. WigRideout said they grabbed him and gins' funeral was held Sunday,
hustled him out to the car and Dec. 13 at Pentecostal Temple on
took off.
Wellington.
Frederick said they took him
Born in Whitehaven, Tenn., to
down Lauderdale, one sat with Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Jones, Mrs.
him in the back seat while the Wiggins had established herself
other drove. The one in the back as a church and civic and edit began calling him every dirty rational leader. She attended GeeBy BURLEIGH HINES
name In the book of dirty names ter school, LeMoyne Normal inHer house is located about 75
and started punching him in the stitute arid LeMoyne college.
'yards from the end. The pipe,
(See Picture, Page 2)
'of the organized and now proles- stomach as the car neared
NIGHT SOUNDS
Mon- Leaving LeMoyne with a B. A.
which passes under the street and
Can a n y interracially good sional race-baiters, the White Ci• roe, he said.
degree in art she went to Chi- A lot of people in Memphis emits water between her house
organized and
When he didn't cry out, Freder- cago university, Fisk and receiv- think that out-going commissioner and 1771 is the only one of its
thin.; still come out of the South? tizens Councils ...
The answer was given a couple originating in Mississippi.
of public works and mayor-elect kind running across land under
See FAMILY, Page 2
See RITES, Page 2
Henry Loeb has done a whale of the street. There are two other
of newsworthy times last week. PIN POINT
First, was the action of Mississip., Now, to pin-point the usage of
a job in the public works depart- drains on the opposite side runthings"
term
as
rethe
"good
Governor .1. P. Coleman after
ment. But to one woman, Mrs. nine parallel to the street.
e had made a visit to Jackson lated to the two incidents already
Lola Bonds of 1775 Eldridge, his Mrs. Bonds' home is at possi.
college. His reaction to the visit cited, it must be admitted at the
name might just as well be what bly the lowest area on either side
was a ringing speech before the outset that they are intangible ..
she gets on her front porch each of the street, standing two
or
Mississippi law-makers, deplor- can't be measured immediately
time it rains—mud!
three feet below street level and
ing the lack of facilities and the in terms of dollars and cents,
Mrs. Bonds said she and her the obnoxious drain pipe.
Mrs. Ruth Paulett, 28, and Mrs.
general dilapidation at the school nor wrapped up and shipped as
husband moved into their lovely DIG
DITCH
Sarah L. Jones, 25, both charged
. , . and expression of a philoso- Christmas packages.
home Dec. 23, 1957, but every Right
now, the only relief from
an
But
just
definitely as the five with entertaining and cavorting
time it rains the water from a
phy of interracial fair-play which
the flood waters is a ditch about
drain pipe takes dead aim on her 45 yards long
has been the long-time view of senses can register sensations, with Thomas R. Shephard and
and a foot deep
so definitely the social body and Louis R. Dickson, both white,
property and almost forces her to that Mr.
the Moderate South.
Bonds dug, from the
of the South reacts to tolerable last Friday afternoon in Mrs.
,e
leave.
He expressed a view which has
drain
to
the
rear
of the house.
and considerate happenings in the Jones' residence charge that evhave literally
waded "That doesn't do any good at
been too much stifled in the ten.
through several feet of water to all," Mrs. Bonds said, "Whenever
atmos- area of race relations. Just like erything about the case smells of
ion-ridden, hit•and-run
Isalve to sooth an aching &bra- a dirty frame.
get in," she said angrily. "I've
phere of the South and most of
it rains a little harder, we entersion . . so are evidences of mod. The young women
called Commissioner Loeb on the tain the overflow of water."
were arrestthe nation since 1954 S. C. R. (Su
leration nowadays on the racial ed and charged with operating
average of two times a week in
a
preme Court Ruling).
Mrs. Bonds said she has writfront in the South.
the last two years that I've lived ten to
disorderly house, soliciting males,
The second answer given in the
the commissioner's office
They are newsworthy for many drunkenness and disorderly
here and wasn't treated at all like several
conSouth last week, relative to good
times. She has in her
reasons. In the first place, the duct at 1958 Frisco.
a city tax payer.
things interracially coming out of
possession
letters from Mr. Loeb
voice of reason has been too long
Rath Paulett
Sarah Jones CAN'T REACH LOEB
the South, was also given in Mis"It's
all
lie,"
a
dirty
exclaimed
with
his
"fast illegible" on it,
drowned out in screams of anger,
too, strongly denies that anything Mrs. Bonds said she has never three letters in fact. The last letsissippi. A high state official cast
Mrs.
Jones,
who
said
she
knew
recrimination. Hite, and distress.
was wrong when the police offi- been able to contact Loeb but his ter is dated July 2, 1958 which
restraint to the winds and wonThe moderation of reasonable the 55-year-old Shepherd since she cers burst in
dered out loud why the state of
upon them. "Sure, secretary would keep telling her says in part:
little girl. "He visits my
was
a
people has almost been forgotten
Mississippi
shouldn't
provide on
house frequently," said M r s. we had had a few drinks but that that she would give him the mes- "This street has no curbs and
both
sides. The Negro in imtiqual care for Negro and white
Jones, "and it was just a simple was all. There was nothing wrong sage. At one point the secretary gutters . . . no sidewalks . . yard
said "stop hounding Mr. Loeb." lower
hildren who are mentally retard- patient desperation, and the white afternoon in which some of my in what we were doing."
than the street . . . natural
man in enraged exasperation,
ed and otherwise handicapped. lie
friends came to call. That's all Mrs. Jones said that every job Mrs. Bonds said the go-called low point for drainage. To remedy
have
both
reached
points
of
(rug.
did this in face of the risk a white
she has ever had came from the hounding would stop as soon as this is no simple
there
was
to
it,"
she
reported
to
maintenance
tration from which there seemed
help of Mr. Shepherd, who is something is done about the wor. job
man runs in much of the South
the Tri-State Defender.
. . . will require quite a bit
from Glendora, Miss. She said that risome drain.
when he openly displays eonaid- no return and no neutral ground. 'NOTHING
underground
drainage
of
to carWRONG'
That part of Eldridge on which
station for Negroes, in the face Se* SHADOWS. Page
Mrs. Paulen. of 1844 Hearst, See FRAME, Page 2
Mrs. Bonds lives is a dead-end. See MUD, Page 2

Civil Service Unit
Gets Appeal From
Evers In Job Fight

Heat's On 'Stump
•Barbers' Who Cut
Hair Against Law

a

Hundreds At
Mrs. Wiggins
Final Hiles

MARK

questing on behalf of more
than 100 parents the complete
desegregation of public schools
here. Seated around table are
NAACP officials, left to right.
Rev. David S. Cunningham.
president: Jesse Turner, chairman of the board; Atty. Rue-

sell B. Sugarmon, Jr., and
Atty. A. W. Willis. Jr., mein.
hers of the legal staff. Stand.
ing in rear is Atty. R. 'F.
Lockard, also a member of
the legal staff. (Staff phole by
Hardin)

City Stalls As Mud
Piles Up In Her Yard

by NAT D. WILLIAMS

Nabbed With White Men
2Women Scream'Frame'

To Place Your Want Ad.
Call "Miss

Results" — JA. 6-11397
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THIS COUPON IS WORTH 10 VOTES IN
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Mail to Contest Director, Tri-State Defender,
P. 0. Box 311, Memphis, Tennessee
or
Bring to Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington.

C

•

• cast

10 votes for the Queen of Clubs contestant
whose news•
appears below with the knowledge that each voter may
send
in as many coupons as he or she wishes so long as they ars in
the office of The Tri-State Defender or postmarked by 6 P.
M."
February 29, 1960.

•
•

1 Vote For
(Please print contestant's name.)

MRS. LULA BONDS points to
the area that gets flooded and
muddy everytime it r a Ins
near her home at 1775 Eldridge. Arrow points to the
cause of the continual flood.
lag. a drain pipe that empties
almost directly Into the modern new brick structure. Mrs.
Bonds is waging a running
fight with the Public Works

BEATEN AND HARASSED—
Mrs. Edna Rideout, (second
from left) of 527 Linden said
that she and her family were
badly mistreated by Memphis
policemen in
an incident
growing out of a dog chasing
episode. In the ensuing action
Terry Rideout, 17, (seated
left) said he was kicked by a
—
-

office to try and have something done about the trouble.
some drain. She said over the
two years she has lived in the
house she has called the Public Works office on an average of two limes a week. Ilef
next step is a petition which
she hopes to have ready when
the new City Commission
takes its seat.

Shadows
(Continued From Page 1)

policeman; Mrs. Rideout said
she was forced to leave the
house semi-nude; Frederick,
19 (seated second from right),
said he was taken for a ride
by two officers and brutally
beaten before being arrested;
and Mrs. Susie Wright, 79,
Mrs. Rideout's mother, said
she
was
forcefully
and

thoughtlessly elbowed by one
of the officers. The episode
reportedly started when Fred.
crick, watching a police dog
catcher chasing the faintly's
five-month-old puppy, rushed
out and took the dog to safety. The dogcatcher then called the police.

Report Record Kill
of D
Deer In Shelby

Too many people have got mad.
Too many people have squared
off for a shoddow now is thetoth 1
off for a showdown, drag-out bat-i A record kill of 90 deer was 1Biologist for the Tennessee game
tle. Too many people have forgot- made on the Shelby Forest Wild-!and Fish Commission.
T h i s is
ten the power of the soft answer, life Management Area during the H20 more than the
previous record
and the psychology of the peace-'managedhunts which were held of seventh deer killed in
1957.
maker. Too many people have t h e r e from Nov. 9 — Dec. LI Approximately
15 percent of the
forgotten the adage about doing according to Jim Lewis, G a m 0 participating hunters
were suegood to those who spitefully use
- Icessful in bagging a deer. The
them.
Too
many
have
forgotten
iwere
preFestival
was
made
into
the
Night
the el:
Harvest
7A DeoIlargest being a 229 pound, 10atill I y
enter! by the Capleville Junior'nization. They will receive their the principles of Christ, wh3 is
jpoint buck. At least 10 deer were
Ugh PTA in the school auditor'. first degree of farm hand at a supposed to be the ceuter of our
!killed and not recovered by t h e
m Dec. II, 8 p. m. The affair later date. This brings the total Western culture.
Ihunters. Bucks or does were legal.
(Continued From Page I)
The second half of the dove seafor the Capleville ,membership of the organization' Right here during this Christ-1
/as
-- indergarter which is operated to 50 boys under the advisorship 1.11aa season. 1959. la a good time,
-- -ick said the officer turned red,son will begin at noon on Dec. 19
WIDE BREAKFAST PARTY,
to recall some of Christ's teach-I
y the PTA. Mrs. Margaret Holm- 'of Ordrell Yarbrough.
comes to the WLOK studios
and continue through Jan. 1, 1960.
choir desiring to participate
a new venture at "The Suclings as they apply to race 'Tie-)and began clubbing him vigorous.
s is president and teacher.
,
to sing and have breakfast.
in "Breakfast Party" should
ily on the legs with his police stick.
cess
Story
Station,"
unanimoustions . . . to all human relations.
is a live
The student council
The menu is made up from
WLOK's
contact
"Golden
Then he raised his sights and club
show from 8:30-9:30 a.m. ,evHun is a simple,
ect MeSSa¢P
message bed the youth once alongside
r elected William Faulkner aa
several of the radio station's
Girl," Mrs. Joan Golden, at
lir
the
ery Saturday. A
different
resident for the year 1959-60.•
on the subject .. . just, 'Do unto
advertisers' products. A n y
JA 7-9585.
neck Frederick said. Still he didn't
choir from a leading church
others as you would have them do , 'there elected were Ben Key( vice;
cry
- out or scream so the officerl
(Continued From Page 1)
resident; Velma Dandridge, se-'
unto you" . . . "Love your neieh(Continued From Ter -e 1)
stepped tip his cursing pace, Fredb. • as yourself" Simple, isn't it?
Ruth McNe '
i
retarY; Sammie
said.
during her childhood she rememry the water to the south. Until
,So simple until it sounds unreal, erick
reasurer; John Strickland, ser..You black
s .. of a b
tiered M r. Shepherd's coming to impractical,
I curbs and gutters are
cant at arms; Ella J. Smith.
and strange,
installed
,, visit her grandfather and her
,ought to break you g
em
i dogng
"
hoila
:ae:
1 And yet, that is just what's be,,' d
alroanin
ga gew:iththet heexistamcg
The election was h a'''''. family
comspitaunaytiinog
n
when she lived near Glen- ing
I ne.ck. You can't help
done
nder the leadership of Calvin
dora. Mrs. Jones reported that!w hite and when moderate folk,
you thick lipped, kinky head
black,
;cannot
materisaly
Wills,
be
urge
improved. ,
I.
right, juswhen Mr. Shepherd had a bakery
l tice, and peaceful approaches to , black has. . . You
Art Holbrook."
The Brownie Scout Troop 232, shop in
looking s. . .of a b. . ." Frederick the maintenance Art Holbrook is
Memphis she worked forl
the solutions of our racial issues
engineer who rewhir the leadership 01 Mrs ,
M. him and
said the officer raved on and on
there has been nothing
norted the survey findings to Mr
in t e South and nation,
. Rivers, has 21 active members wrong
or immoral about their reand on until they were again back Loeb.
h
sts school year. Preparation is i I,
WHITE MODERATES
at his home.
INO PROMISE
ow being made for the Fly-Up
Mrs. Paulett said she was just Perhaps it's a good thing that LIEUTENANT
This -was in 1958 and the letter
ARRIVES
ervice of six Brownie girls at
over to the Jones' home to visit a the voices of white moderates can i
they
As
drove
up
to the house 'carried a statement under it, that
us writing.
,friend. Neither of the women be heard above the din Just at Frederick
said they met another ith view of the above report, and
Their community service p r te knew
Mr. Dickson. Mrs. Jones this time when United States police car with a
Lieutenant in it. lacking the money to do what
let this year will be tray favors
.,
n was. introduced to them Preeident Dwight Eisenhower is
The Lieutenant had a warreet forisleauld
done, "I can only ask
or:the Frank Toleyqtes4pital.
a a ftiend7 win hid -cortiii to abrola oa
Slatory-makftsit tour'
their arrest, he said. Whether the the drainage engineer to consider
Ley Harris, reporter for Caple- Memphis,
to take care of some of peace. It is remarkable that.first two officers
had any legaLthis, without promise, in next
ille chapter of the New Farmers business
this former general of fighting
!right to be there, they didn't know, year's program".
I America reports that the Wits- Mrs.
Jones said after reading ar mies • • • accustomed t° rnak- 1 the family said.
Nineteen fifty-nine, the year in
ion ceremony was held Thursday, the accounts
of the episode in oth- ing tours of ''force" against an
Mrs. Rideout said the officers which the drainage engineer was
lee, S. T'hirty-five freshmen boys er
papers she wondered why there enemy, is now engaged in a tour
Iburst
in
on her just as she was to consider the matter, without
— was no mention of Jake '
•
Richard- af "peace" against an enemy • • dressing to go and see what
more
thee promise, has only two
ion, Negro, who brought Mr. Shep- an enemy of all mankind . . ..
had done to Frederick she report- l weeks. The July, 1958 letter is the
hard and Mr. Dickson to the house such enemies as
1
7
.
1 1
ed that these two guardians of the last one she has received from
and was present when the Police derstanding, distrust, arid
law protectors of Mempliis' eel- the commissimer.
arrested them. "There were five Maybe he will do some good.
(Continued From Page 1)
supposedly Memphis' finest On Dec. 9, a street working
el her master of arts degree from of us taken down," said M r s. Maybe the season has arrived —would
would not even allow her to put crew was on Eldridge, in front of
. Jones. "It looks kind of funny when the still, small voice of
femme*
university.
Abil
on her clothes.
Mrs. Bonds' house. She took the
Wiggins had been a men, to me," she said and
... of moderation ... and
Mrs. Paul. reason
Mrs
r
Terry, shocked at how they had opportunity to discuss the drain.
right . . . can be lifted effectiveter of the St. Stephen Baptist ett echoed her feelings.
(Includes Taxes it Insurance)
forced their way in on his semi- age nuisance with a Mr. Echols,
'Mach for over 30 years. During Mrs. Jones said that Mr. Shep. 4. And even in the South, a man nude mother, said he tried to rea- supervisor of the crew.
fie
told
hard
can
often
e
raise
in
Lakeview
a
comes
voice
for moderation son with them to let her
to the house
Gardens extend to you an invitation to visit with us,
Isis time she was connected
put on her it would cost too much money
with several Federated clubs, the when her husband is there and,without being castigated by his some clothes but they waved him to build a drainage
your earliest convenience. Now we won't promise you majestic
system that
mounled Cross girls and the YWCA. has lent them money on sever- i fellows on the grounds •,,f race,
with their
revolvers and would empty toward the end of
tains, and green fertile volleys, but we do promise beautiful tree
;he held membership in the Sig- al occasions. She also reported Incidentally. a note of the in forced
away her to go as she was, one the street. She said
studded,
that
Mr.
that there were several of her creasing trend toward moderation
rolling lots, with homes of finest quality. The likes of which
na Gamma Rho sorority.
stocking half on, clutching for a Echols further added that they
cannot be
Perhaps her biggest niche in children in the house during this was sounded with the decision of dthuestd
found any other place in Shelby County.
eo
roars they pushed her through "didn't have any business buying
occasion.
"So how could there a Memphis jury in the Henry
Memphis history lies in the edua house in that area" and that
-atIonal field, because she taught have been anything bad going,Teial. involving 3 group of young
In this season of the year when everyone is shopping for a bargain,
Ironically enough, as the officers nothing could be done about it.
we
(Negro men and boys. There are
n the city school system for over,"•' she asks.
herded the family into the squad It does seem, however, front
have a real bargain for you.
Investigating
officers
people
said
hereabouts
that a tot of
who
$0 years.
at Porter school
Atty.
she
Russell
Sugarman
B.
these
was Starting
quarters,
woo elevated
that if a woman
to the all the house occupants were un- can remember the day when there
car.
drove up in answer to a call from called a commissioner some 208
arincipaiship of Kansas Avenue der the influence of alcohol. Wen. wouldn't have even been a trial. Mrs. Rideout. Mr. Sugarmon
.iemenisry
times
was
about
a
school, from which dell Robinson, Negro officer,
street
problem, the
said There are a lot who could have the chief spokesman for the Negro
commissioner should grant her
he was informed about the .,pai..,foretoid the decision of the
she retired two years ago.
Jury contigent that met
with Police the simple courtesy of
Her eulogy was preached by i Y" and found the aftermath of a'days in advance. It would have ,Commissioner Claude Armour sev- • with her at
least once.
Pentecostal pastor, Bishop J. 0. dinner with the dining table set been what would have amounted eral weeks ago in an effort
to Mrs. Bonds said she is going to
Patterson. Rev. 0. C. Crivens for five places. He said there to a mass execution . . . death decrease so much police
brutality get a petition together and subgave the scripture and prayer were whiskey bottles a t re wn in the electric .chair.
In regard to Negroes.
unit it before the commission in
e room.
.
•N
and Prof. Blair T. Hunt gave reSUGARNION REBUFFED
the near future. She is determinMrs.
Jones
Although
said
the
that
decision
the
two
rendered
Marks.
Mrs. Rideout said Atty. Sugar- ed to get something done about
SALESMAN ON DUTY EVERY DAY UNTIL DARK
on the couch and resulted in severely long senten- mon
Others taking part in the sem. men were eitting
-was met with a gruff rebuff the water pipe, that is a source
DIRECTIONS: Drive South on Highway 61 to Horn Lake
were Mrs. Elizabeth Town- she and Mn, Paulett were sitting ces for the men involved . . . con- from one of the officers when of property
Road,
depreciation. The
in chairs when the offieer came.sidering the mitigating circumsend
tend and Prof. Harry T. Cash.
,,.
he asked 'Is that Mrs. Hideout house is re.latively new, brick,
„
s
stances that led to such a deck.
drive
South
Survivorsare two sisters, Mrs.' °ooay ran. she said. •
on
Horn
Lake
Road
to one block South of Gooier School.
you have in the squad car?"
and formidable.
Estelle J. Campbell and Mrs. Etta The quintet forfeited
bond ion . . . the fact remains that in "It was disgusting," Mrs. Ride- But this could
all change if the
J. Drake; brother, A. P. Joust amounting to over $700.
r a. in its way, the decision was a out exclaimed. "My boys
sing water keeps tearing at it like it
and other relatives and friends. ;Jones and Mrs. Paulett said theYlvoice of moderation in many with the Christian Harmonizers was doing
last Friday.
didn't appear in court because it sen`e s,
and are known throughout Memwould only make things worse. I The point here in mentioning
phis as good boys. They sing on
revolting situation in all their lives.
Mrs. Jones reported that when this subject of moderation at all
radio and are always singing in
Staunch church goers all, they
she was taken in for questioning is to call attention to what may
churches. They have never been
said they had never heard such
one of the officers tried to make be an effective new approach to
in anything like this and neither
"had
profane
one -our racial problems. This new
her admit that she had
language as that hurled
have I."
at them by the police officers.
of the men." She said he told her approach would simply be a matThe officers took Mrs. Rideout
Mrs. Hideout said that she overif she didn't confess, "she'd never ter of giving more publicity to to
WORN
the county jail and locked her heard
IVIIYON11
one of the officers say as
'the good things that heee-n and
get out of jail."
after telling her that the charge she was
being released, -There
"I told him I'd agree to a lie less to the bad. It would include was
pe/a/se fa• Laril•edaiko
disorderly conduct and re• sure
has been a lot of fuss raised
.detector test or a physical exam-: expressions of appreciation for
Miaow 1,4 1141411
sisting
arrest.
The
bail
was
$77,
over this damn Rideout woman,''
iination." she said. "But they the good folks, the good words, The
same charge was placed
Perhaps he hasn't heard the halt
the good acts, and the good attiwouldn't test me."
Frederick
who
was
also
of it.
tudes.
locked behind bars. Terry was
i It isn't always necessary to .
A
rush to the newspapers or get on itirnee over to the juvenile court
sirs.
AWL
the radio or television to express dence,Wright was left at the resi
she said, nursing the sore GREENSBORO. N. C. — A&T
,
appreciation either. Sometimes a
spot where the officer had jabbed college was last week admitted to ih',,
well-timed telephone call, telefull membership in the Southern
her.
I gram, or letter, can do much
Mrs. Rideout said she phoned for Association of Colleges and Sec.more good.
the idea'
, If more white folk and more help and was released about four e'ndare schools,
The announcement was made at
'Negroes in the South would get hours later, at 6 p.m. She scraped,
up the money and got Frederick' the Thursday session of the annual
ithe habit of watching for
expres;.release
meeting
d
Fri_
of the Association being
Terry
was set free
I sem!' of what all of us know ti
I be right and good attitudes . . . day morning without any charges held last week at Louisville, Ky.
land would just simply contact having been placed against him. —
--- 7- - HEART CONDITION
the person or persons who
give
Mrs. Hideout, who said she gutsuch expression, it would no
doubt be surprising h-iw much fers from a heart condition, reported she has called Atty. A. A.
/good would be done
It would he encouraging to such Letting in on the case. She said.
she
is determined to fight the
persons to do even more . . . it
of the Incident as far as
would assure them that every legality
Special Invitation Sri
knee hadn't bowed to Beal . . . she can
The
whole
family
said
have
they
even in the deepest South. Why
not make It a New Year's rests- never been involved in a
lution to encourage the growth
k.S5 Wee..
- — , 14tWiv
of moderation In the South' Why body. local or national in signifil‘
AU* '4 Whoa. faller SO MOP
not
make
must
ranee
that
.
.
mail
a
concratillate
.
to
and
their
Mau.file 1111% MI Ilibi VIM PIMP tills
• !among your holiday greetings' moderation . . . if they've shown
TN WW1 INt UMW •
agiumel estiims NIIMIM II Yen I PON 511111K rt tumor. fl.
Fla
I Theces yet time. Pick out some.'any. Wahl
UM 1 KM
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• 4 Bedroom
• 2,250 Sq. Ft.
Floor Space
• Complete
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• Landscaped Lot
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Down Payment
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614 •10MES • 2 CHURCHES • 2 SCHOOLS
SHOPPING CENTER --- LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
21 Different Excitingly Styled Homes

WOLFE HOMES INC.
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GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFU
DECANTER BOTTLES

• WINES • BRANDIES • CORDIAL • GINS
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KKK Threatens Member
•Of Greenville CORE

GREENVILLE, S. C. December
all of the major Negro
8: A person calling himself
organisat h e
tions in the state will participate
Grand Dragon of the KKK h a
'
s
threatened Reverend .1. S. Hall, in the prayer protest,
called by
jr., chairman of the
Greenville ('ORE and the Greenville Ministerchapter of CORE (Congress of
Ra- ial Alliance. Leaders say
that the
cial Equality) and leader of t
h e pilgrimage will be the
first
Emancipation Day Prayer pilgrimmovement of its kind in
South
age to the Greenville airport. This
Carolina.
is the air port where Jackie RobinA legal challenge to the segreson, Rev. Hall, and others were
lated waiting facilities in the airasked to move out of the 'white'
port is pending in the courts. A
waiting room.
request for a temporary injunction
Reverend Hall says that he is was denied
last July by Federal
"not at all
disturbed"
by the Judge George Bell Timmerman.
threats. lie goes on to say that the -Greenville Mayor
J. `Kenneth
prayer pilgrimage is necessary "If Cass said he had
no comment on
justice is to run down like water the protest demonstrat
ion.
and righteousness as an overflow- Chairman Olin
H. Spann of the
ing stream.
Greenville
Airport
Commission
"We hope the pilgrimage to the said, when asked for
comment,
airport will hasten the day when that any would have to
come from
we will beat our political swords the full commission,
which will
into pruning hooks, and our politi- hold a meeting December
15.
cal spears into plowshares.
Police Chief P. P. Oakes had no
"We hope we will soon be able comment, Its said, however, there
to sing 'My Country 'Tie of Thee' were many legal aspects of such
when the words will be applicable a meeting that would have to
be
to every citizen."
interpreted.
FIRST OF KIND
Reverend Hall said, "Whisper a
Rev. Hall said that officials from prayer for us."

e

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sot., Dec.

FEATURED IN RECITAL-The Walker School PTA will
sponsor
recital at the school
Friday. Dec. IL at 7:30 p.m.
Featured artists will be Mrs.
Mettle Friendly Burnett, left,
soprano; Crawford A. I.ucas,
lyric baritone; and Mrs. Marguerite Moody, pianist, Mrs.
Burnett, who studied at Lane
college has toured with the
college choir and made many
personal appearances. She is

the daughter of Mrs. Annie I..
York and wife of Cap Burnett,
jr,. 225 Elder rd. Mr. Lucas is
a graduate of Mississippi in'
dustrial college and has done
ads anted study at Tuskegee
institute. A former member of
the M.I. choral club with
which he did extensive travel.
ing, be has been acclaimed by
inualc lovers. Mrs. Moody,
Mr. Lucas' pianist, is the
daughter of Mrs. Elmertha

Cole and wife of Judge Moody.
A graduate of MI. college.
she has done graduate work
at Tennessee State A & 1 Dalversity. She began her training at the age of five under
the tutelage of her mother
and has since studied with
Prof. J. Whittaker at LeSloyne. Mrs. M. V. Slaughter
of M.I. and Mrs. Minnie Jones
of Foster School of Music

19,
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SAVE

Appoint Two
Members To
Cancer Group

W N. Wilkerson and John K
May will be vice-chairman of the
1980 April
Cancer
Crusade in
Memphis and Shelby County.
Leslie M. Stratton Ill, Crusade
Chairman for the local unit of the
American Cancer Society made the
announcement.
1 Me. Wilkerson is president of
John T. Everett and Co. and of W.
IN. Wilkerson and Company. Ile is
a member of the University Club,
Ahe Chickasaw County Club, and
,is president of the Rivermont Club.
He is a graduate of the University
of South at Sewanee, and is a
niember of
Calvary
Episcopal
Church.
. Mr. Wilkerson has been active in
various civic activities such as the
Community
Chest
and YMCA
Students from Grant, Hamilton, areas at Vanderbilt.
drives, lie NA'S chairman of DiviPorter and Booker T. Washington
Regional advisor in Memphis is sion B of the S. U. N. drive.
won first prizes in the Science exW. W. Gibson of Le Moyne col- Mr. and Mrs. Wilkerson and their
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Denis hibition held at Lealoyne college,
lege with Otto Lashley of limit- three daughters live at 146 East
Cowan made his public debut as Bruce Hall, Nov. 27.
Cherry Drive.
director of the Fisk university' Students winning the firsts in ton high as regional co•advisor. ' Mr. and Mrs. Wilkerson
n d
choir last week end when the choir , their respective classes were: biThe program of the Junior Aca- their three daughters_ use at 146
presented its annual Christmas ological science, grades 7-9, Ju• demy is for
and by secondary East Cherry Drive,
concert in Fisk Memorial chapel. illIS Graham of Grant; and grades'school students, Grades
7-12, who 1 Mr. May Is vict•president
of
In order to accommodate the 10-2, Michael Brassel of Hamilton; are interested in science.
Any stu- Mound City Planting Co. of Slarion,
Ey EDGAR T. STEWART
It seems that Cuba is bent on large number of music lovers who Physical science, grades 7-9, An- dent. or
representa
any
tive of a Arkansas, lie attended Vanderbilt
Many years ago William Shake- nationalization of assets without attended this se^ual event, the nie Ruth Terrell of Porter and science club, inay present a pro- University and is a 1Vorld
War ll
grades 10-12, Floyd Bass of Book- ' ject of scientific nature -- an ex- .yeteran of the
speare, or whoever wrote the plays. compensation. That will hurt its : concert was presented at 8 p.
Army Air Corps
attributed to him, wrote a trage- ability to get foreign investments.: Saturday and Sunday (Dec. 12 and er T. These students were sent periement, a demonstration, an having served in Italy. He is mardy on the death of Julius Caesar. • With Batista out of the way it 13). While the choir has appeared to Nashville Friday, Dec. 11, to exhibit, or a collection. Each en- ried to the former Dorothy StegIn it he attempted to show that, seems that the rallying point has under Mr. Cowan's direction at . compete at Vanderbilt university trant is allowed a maximum of ineir of Nashville.
bloody revolution is not the way• become anti-Americanism. There campus church and convocation• for state wide honors.
10 minutes in which he or she Mr. May is a member of the
to secure permanent political re- is a difference between order and services, this was the first Cow: The meeting at Vanderbilt was may discuss the project — in the Kiwanis Club and is director of
an-directed program open to the the 18th annual session of the Ten. manner of a research
form.
Antony
and
report by a Stewardship of St. John Methodist
Octavius,'
nessee Junior Academy ef Science. professional scientist. TJAS papers Church. lie has participate
friends of Caesar, took over as Under normal conditions, Cuba general public.
in
d
$ good countryis
The principal work on the pro- Under the TJAS National Science 'are judged on the following points much charity work including the
Brutus, Cassius and the other con- I
Here is hoping she gets herself gram
was Johann Pachebel s
spirators fled the city.
'ill originality (2) scientific value Methodist Hospital Drive.
"Magnificat." In Christian liturgy gional meetings were held through- (3) effectiveness of presentation
Antony's oratory undid within'right.
Mr. and Mrs. May and
their
"The Magnificat" records t he out the state to select the finalists (4) workmanship and (5) thorough- daughter live in Kimbrough Towa few minutes all that the conspirawho
repri'.nte
d
.11111111111111111111
their
words
respective
of
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
,nes.
praise spoken by Mary
tors had done after months of
ers.
when she knows she is to hear,
planning.
Jesus,
the
Son
of
God
(Luke 1:46This writer doesn't favor either ,
56). It has been set to music
side in the Cuban dispute. for:
many
times
through
the centur•
the simple reason that I don't know I
WHENEVER Ps
ies and this particular version was.
nough about what each group
retENO OF
composed in the early 18th cen:
tands for.
VOUQG TINICF.5
tury.
COLUMBUS, Ohio — (UPI) —
Building governments is a much
The choir was accompanied by
SICK, 1-114
harder job than destroying them. Ohio Gov. Michael V. DiSalle is instrumenta
lists front the NashNURSE IG
one man who has trimmed his ville Symphony Orchestra.
ALWAY5
Soloists in "The Magnificat"
Christmas card list to the bone
- OPENER*/
were Henrietta Yancy, soprano.
he doesn't send any cards at all.
Linda Branch, alto, Anderson ElIn fact, he hasn't sent any for lison,
tenor and Laurence Fortson,
20 years.
hi Celan sad Coaar
bass.
, Cambiaorlana
Other soloists in the Spirituals
"1 came to the conclusion that
for Why,sod
and Christmas anthems were Eusome of the people who sent nie
ealaatioms
genia Burroughs, charlie Brooks,
cards didn't mean the greetings Gloria Chalmers,
MINN 3111111TVIII
Jacqueline Wade,
Malts, Pm,(man.lealaa
at all and I know I didn't mean Henrietta
Yancy, I.inda Branch,
it
when I sent some cards, so to James Thomas,
lameat Pram Awallobl•
Anderson Ellison,
WRITE FU ME CAULK
keep things truly in the spirit of Archibald BuBose
and Lawrence
Christmas, I just decided not to Fortson.
send
out
any
more,"
he
LI. 77 Atalanta St., an.
said.
The audience participated in the
Wasaintes 2,Lt. £5115553,
la
carol singing.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111119111111111111111110111111111

Public Debut Students Win Firsts
Made By Fisk's In Science Exhibit
Choir Director

•A Short Discourse
On Enigmatic Cuba

i
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Ohio's Governor
Keeps Yule Spirit,
Sends No Cards

ik

IT NEVER FAILS

CHOIR &PULPIT
GOWNS

•eve

7,5 1St., FASIION IINIFORMS
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Israel Cabinet
Snubs Leftists

STARTS SUNDAY!
4-BIG DAYS-4

JERUSALEM, Israel — (UPI)—
Premier David Ben.Gurion Mon, day was completing a new cabinet
I that will exclude left wing parties
, and' is expected to press for affiliation with NATO and seek clospr
1 economic ties with European trade
blocs.
1 The list of cabinet members
being compiled by the Prime Minister will represent the Maine',
National Religious and Progressive
parties.
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by HATTIE HOUSE

Wednesday ago. SamI Christmas, its true biblical of church a
gneaning. . .and little children mie Williamson is the president
"Where is he that is born King that which will enable men to find
vide-eyed with the awe and anti- Miss Fay E. Gentry is the ad
of the Jews, for we base seen. Jesus. We cannot be satisfied
visor.
occasion
joyous
the
eipation of
Ills star and are come to weir-. merely with just seeing things but
will become as one in our sanc- That same night, the pastor me
ship Him!" — Matthew 2:2.
we must be moved from within to
tuaries this week when their pro- with the presidents of all auxillar
do that which is best for thir
grams will claim the spotlight. ies to schedule dates for programs
These words are the words of whole world. One would wend
Mothers and fathers, proud as of the new year.
wise men. Wise men have always today what would base happene
peacocks, will delight in speeches, The Missionary Society held its
sought Jesus. The presence. of if these wise men had been satisMonday,
on
Dec
Bazaar
lively
little
pongs and plays by their
wise men in our world nave al- fied only to see the star. But the
14. A variety of useful things
ones.
ways been the pivot around which Bible tells us that they set out to
sold.
Refreshments
were
were
.or
.
you?.
.won't
Remain.
.
t
everything else moves. The prea- do something that Christ might bereturn if you must to hear these free. Mrs. Rosilee Lee is presience of wise men throughout his- come a reality roe all men. it is
lehildren's programs at the church dent.
tory have been the difference of thus the efforts of wise men have
COLLINS CHAPEL CME
of your choice.
things. The wise meu of all ages been the force that has made this
The combined choirs of Collins
AMR
CHAPEL
hay
AVERY
been those people with In- world what it is.
APPRECIATION day was held
to honor and show appreciarus and the Douglas Trio.
hers of the committee. Bro.
Chapel CME will render a Christ
sight that has led them to higher History
The children's program at the
Sunday, Dec. for Mrs. Imotion for Mrs. Hill's untiring
Others appearing on the proEarlie
has shown us that men
Bernard
Recital, Sunday, Dec. 20, at
gave the
Avery Chapel AME church will mas
and
better
gene L. Hill, at Trinity CME
things.
work in the church. She was
gram included
Bro. M. T.
who have had the initiative to
greetings, Mrs. Katie Burch7:45 p.m. Guest soloists will be
be presented during the mornchurch, paltered by Rev. P.
feted
in
song
by
several ebb.
Smith, chairman of the event;
These wise men had been long move have been those who have
ett, remarks; Garmer Currie,
Mrs. Jean Fender, Miss Bonetta
ing, Sunday, Dec. 20. Mrs. LilliGone* Hentrel. Rev. Hentrel
ruses and choirs, among them
Brothers
expecting the coming of Jesus. made lasting ,..ontributions to their
Andrew
Jackson,
presentation. Mrs. Imogene
Smith, Harold Brooks. The recian Briggs is the program chairstands on Mrs. Hill's left
the
Pearly
Male
Gate
chorus,
Moses
They
Bridges,
loo.ced for Him day in and day and time. One of the most
Willie
Young
Hill is the pianist and dieee.
will be under the direction of
ran. Mrs. Annette Edward is the tal
above. The program was held
the Gospel Temple Male choday out. Night by night they disturbing facts about modern liv•
and Eddie Crawford, all memtress of the Trinity Male choAlfred Motlow, minister of music
superintendent.
watched the stars for any new ing is wrapped up in the fact that
rus, which sang for the affair.
Baskets of food for the needy at the church. Prof. A. L. Peyton
:changes that might appear. Then too many of us never get disturbed
will be distributed by the Mis- s the organist and Mrs. Bernice
one night the star appeared. But ,to the fact that we want to do
sionary Society of church on Thomas is the pianist.
may in 1938 transfer to the full not only did something happen on something about conditions. What
Sunrise Service will be held on
Christmas Eve.
Retirement Program if he is at the outside but on the inside as means most to all men in this day
Christmas at 6 a.m.
A Musical Story of Jesus will
well. These men were moved and time is that we get the spirt
the age of 55 or less.
The New Era club of St. John
be rendered on Christmas morn2. Or, Owner may withdraw the from within to do something about of the wise men and set out
Baptist
church,
Vance
at
Orleans
ing at the house of worship.
total amount of all dues paid in the finding of Jesus. This is a pat- find Jesus. When men find Jesus
sts., presented its Annual Musical
Rev. Loyce Patrick is the minplus whatever interest is availa- tern for the wise men of today as their whole lives are changed. HisProgram Sunday, Dec. 13, at 4:30
ister.
well,
ble.
tory tells us that these men gave
p.m.
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
3. Or, Owner may be paid a Today men in all walks of life to Jesus the hest available in recThe Progressive Baptist mem- Thls year the special guest was The purpose of the Retirement membership money Is used to total payment of membership monthly
stipend until all funds see things that give us evidence ognition of His appearance. Men
bership will hold its children's the Booker T. Washington glee Savings PlaitIs to build a per- help build the Retirement P r o- dues into the fund. If he
with- paid in have been exhausted,
that we should be alerted to do of today must not only be satclub under the dynamic direction manent fund of about two million gram. The principle remains as
a
program Sunday, Dec. 20, at 3
dollars on which we can establish cash saving for the pastor and draws after five years he shall 4. If Owner should be incapaci- something for the finding of Jesus isfied to merely find Jesus hut to
p.m. Speeches, songs and a play of E. L. Fender.
Refreshments were served im- a permanent retirement fund for his beneficiary. The first benefi- be refunded the total amount paid tated because of unemployment on the part Of all of those about give Him Something once He is
will comprise the presentation.
In plus the rate of interest agreed he may cash his certificate at any us. This will never be realized found.
mediately after the program. Mrs. aged ministers.
lciary is the pastor's wile, the secMrs. Ophelia Smith is chairman.
upon by the Executive committee time without penalty, providing he'except we are moved from with. The world today
Carolyn Williams, president and
needs men who
On Christmas morning at 4, the pro.tem;
The plan is made available to ond beneficiary is the church.
of
the Retirement Savings Fund. If has given a thirty day notice. In to do something about condi- have seen a star — an
Mrs. Joyce Springfield,
opportupastor, Rev. 0. C. Collins, will
all ministers irrespective of age. 5. The Federal Government has the
tions.
secretary; and Rev. A. McEwen
owner
The
should die before the
real challenge of life to nity to find Jesus but also to
deliver a sermon. The singing of
No medical examination is re- already issued a statement exWilliams, pastor.
calendar
day
rests
year
in the fact that we must catch His spirit once He is found.
of 1988, his first
Christmas Carols will climax the
quired. Each pastor should take empting the Retirement Savings beneficiary
TURKEY FLAVOR
move from within to do some. We speak today of
will receive the full
conversion hut
worship.
advantage of this plan because: Fund from income tax.
cash
thing.
value
The
of
the
center of real action along with that conversion must
certificate.
If, For added flavor, extra
'GREATER MT. PLEASANT
1. It will be ito him a form 6. Churches that have not con- the
juiciness comes not
first beneficiary should pass]
through
the
eyes
but also come a desire to make this
Club
When theWest Side
of insurance if be does not have tributed to the Retirement Fund, before
196g, the cash value of the]and perfect tenderness in your through the heart that makes us world a little better
by something
a sufficient insurance program. and are joining for the first time certificate
beld its Annual PrograCivicm at thei
own recipe for holiday turkey move to do something that
will
be
paid
to
the
secmen
happening to us.
2. If both his congregati6n and beginning with January, 1960, will
Greater Mt. Pleasant Baptis I. •
ond beneficiary.
sprinkle
the
cavity
of
the
No
bird
one
can
with
m‘
deny the fact that
ifhitth ii,,
church, the Tri-State Defender's
himself pay into the fund, it will'pay a joining fee of $25.00. This
ndor
Idesucso.nditions as they once these wise men
seasoned meat tenderizer before;are, today j
be an ins estment worthy of the fee will go to the expense of °per- 10 Options:
editor, Mr. L. F. Palmer, appear-1
had found
we need wise men who Jesus something further
I.
The
Owner
of
this
certificate
"Bolsi.'
venture.
discussion
ations.
panel
stuffing
happened
ed on the
and roasting.
I have the moral fortitude to do to them.
peas Agency." Other panelists
3. Many other retirement funds 7, Certificates of membership
avere James Bradley, Elias W i I.
have been started by gifts from are in the following denomina•
MISIMIMMItaNdIlatarialalltikatlairMatadalltarMatatatirM
Dams, James A. Gilliam, Hay- Mayor of Beale, Matthew Thorn. wealthy people within the denom-,tions: $25 — $100 — and $500.
ataintatataintatilasasisnatinnatraMMYtMasatiltatabaaltatiltatatiltatil4AAAAAAAA
Iltatiallthatharlankataa
wood Mills, Atty. J. F. Estes, H. ton points out that there
are sty- inations. We are not a denomina•I 8. How may membership dues
• Gilliam, D. Johnson, Rev. II eral young. progressive
tion
of
wealthy
men
and
women.lbe
Answer:
paid?
Monthly;
Quar
men in
Ford and Ruth Price. The panel Memphis that should be ,.,',s- hence we must rely on ourselves'terly; Semi-Annually and Annual knoderator was Atty. A. W. Wil-;nized. Ile hopes that the
program for future ly.
entire to build
lie, jr. The Friendship workers,community will get behind him in generations. But in this saving 9. Withdrawals:
plan, while we are helping to If a member should withdraw
Club Choir provided the music. congratulating these men:
Mrs. Miley Johnikan of City Beau. Rev. B. L. Hooks, Dr. W. O. build, we ourselves are protected from the fund within three year
kiful was mistress of ceremonies. Speight, Jr , Atty. Russell B.
after joining, he shall pay a serv
Su- to the limit of our gifts.
Rev. L. A. Aldridge is pastor garmon A. wt,,,..,
,
.Walker
. Atty. 4. Only the interest from the ice charge of 10 percent of the
bf the Greater Mt. Pleasant Bap- Ben. Jones, C. C. Sawyer. Will
tist church
Owens, H. T. Thornton, Horace
MARTIN TEMPLE CME
Chandler, R. S. Lewis Jr., Taylor
, The coke party was fun. .and Hayes, Charles Washburn, Sam
making it even more so was the Qualls, Otha Sawyer, A. B.
unforgettable fact that the belov- Owens, Jr., James L. Wright, Joed pastor, Rev. L. A. Storey, was seph Westbrook, William Warr,
host. The party was given 1 o r Harold J. Whalum, Thaddeus T.
Youth Council in the lower level Stokes, Lewis Trigg.

Install New Ministers Retirement
Plan As Part Of National Baptists

(.0

•

Mayor Thornton
fucks Memphis'
Progressives

For Easy, Economical Xmas Shopping,

VISIT YOUR QUALITY STAMP
REDEMPTION CENTERS

PRAYING TIME
Our world is in great tears of trouble. Let us pray at 7 a. in.
for 7 minutes and again at 7 p. m. You don't have to stop your
work to pray 7 minutes for better human relations. White friends,
I want you to pray along with us
because you really need prayer to
help you also.

NOW--At 3 Convenient Locations!
1. 1323 UNION AVENUE
2. In The SOUTH GATE SHOPPING CENTER
3. In The NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER S.

FLORSHEIM has
the "wear-with-all"
for Fall...

Seven plus seven equal fourteen. Read the 14th Chapter of St.
John beginning with the lit verse.
Our president has gone all out for
peace with his life for the sake of
peace. If you are going to pray,
write to Brother Wade at WDIA
saying you are going to pray, at 7 a. m. and 7 p. m. for se‘en
minutes as ery day until January 7. — Reverend W. L. Shipp

Mahe A Visit To The One Nearest You Today!
Yes Madame,

FESTIVE POUND CAKE
The holiday season is upon I lb it C.) Jack Sprat enriched
chest flour
us and before you know it you
a tsp, salt
will be up to your heart in fesis C. flunched almonds
tive preparations. Isn't this jey1 lb. butter or margarine
ous season or anytime especially enchanting when you make 1 lb. eggs 19 medium)
C candled Cherriee
your own gift!
1 lb sugar
Jack Sprat is always happy
1 tsp almond extract
to have the best in flour and
meal for you to use in your
Start oven 325 degree F. Sift
gifts. What would a more handthe flour and measure (makes
some gift than this festive 5
cups). Sift again with salt.
pound cake, encircled by a silChip almonds and cherries fine.
ver leaf wreath.
Cream butter until light; grad-

a

ually add the sugar continuing
to cream until mixture is very
fluffy and light. Beat in eggs,
one at a time. Reserve /
1
2 cup
of flour mixture. Add rest of
Sour to mixture. Beat until batter is smooth. Add almond extract; mix remaining '
,a cup
flour with cherries and nuts and
stir into batter. Spoon into
greased mold or 10 inch tube
cake pan and hake for 1 hour
or until done. More Christmas
ideas next time.

• II

Bye for now,
Jana Porter

a
JANA PORTER

-

eI

•

VISITORS — While attending
the National Convocation of
the Church of God in Christ,
Miss Betty Das is and Willie
Owens fleftl, chat in the New
Puhlishnig house with Bishop
.1. D. Smith of Chicago, III.
Mr. Owens and Miss Davis

are both students at Tennessee
State A & I university. The
Bishop is pastor of Resival
Center Church of God in
Christ in Chieago. All three
have done evtensise religious
work together.

the new concept in shoe color
"Brown and Black"... the B and B
shade you can wear with anything.
The new and original concept in
shoe color is yours today—
Florsheim Perfecto Brown.
So rich and dark you'll
weer it with the new lighter
blues and prays or dark
brow no and charcoal shades
of your Fall clothes.

IS"IRON-HUNGRY BLOOD"ao
MAKING YOU

ONLY "HALF" A WOMAN?
You fia Run-Down You

Can't Give Your Husband end family
Are
Real Companionship? Then Discover The Wonderful
Illood-Strringehioning Action of This Spatial iron Tonic for Weirton(
Saw tragic when a woman feels Thus quickly help build rich, red
so Used, so weak and run-down blood
to restore strength and
gar can't be a real companion t energy so you feel fine again fast!
It's often due to "IronPinkham's unique formula can
Blood"(*simple iron de- also bring blessed relief from
anemia). Then it's need- functionally-caused monthly
for those women to suffer cramps and "Hot Flashes" of
eful weariness.
change-of-lifet No wonder so
a wonderful Iron tont° many women use
Pinkham'a
help relieve this condittoo
Tablets an Pi roush their hoes!
renew your MOH t It's
If "Iron-Hungry Blom" has
I.Pinkham's Table s. only left you weak and run-down —
Wale made especially for only "ha/f" a woman—get Pinkie Rich In iron, Pinkham's ham's Tablets from druggists.
start to strengthen Then
en see if you don't soon feel
..yluno-y Blood"in one day! "all" woman again ,
!MALE AILMENTS! nortore• tests prow famous Lydia a
Vigor-ht. Compound (liquid I Wm
quiet relief
ilmension. at monthly path and thanes-etbruars
-afe.

potr
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INSPIRING SHOW is ala s the order of the day
when the parade
of youthful stars take to the air-lanes on the
listenable Big Star
Talent Show broadcast every Saturday morning
at 11:10 over the
Mid south most powerful watts carry this fine
talent to a large
line of Southern states. It's clear to see that there
are young stars
of tomorrow. The Big Star Food Stores of
Memphis and the NM

South are happy to give literally hundreds
and hundreds of young
stars this opportunity to demonstrate
to the vast Mid South
audience what they can do. Contact
WHIA if you would like an
audition. Above are Shirley Harrison,
Lillie Robinson, Delores
Thomas, Glenda Harvey, Mona Brooks
and Utile Poe.
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Vocation for two for seven days and six nights
at the luxurious Sir John Hotel in Miami.
Florida, with room and meals. Transportation
NOT included.

Beautiful thre•-piece Oskosh luggage set, rust
like the set used by Miss America. FIOITI
Gayose Luggaos Company, 29 S. Second.

f-w8
Admiral Stereophonic Hi-Fr set with match•
ing speaker. From Tri.Stato Vacuum CI
Co.. 1113 Madison.

0

ER
ER

$100 mirth of lone playing records.

Wonderful
Admiral Custom
Dual-Temp

Lovely Philco table model radio. From Rhodes.
Jennings Furniture Co., 66 N. Morn.

Refrigerator.
From
Tri-State
Vacuum

Beautiful pair of shoes wills matching handbag and box of hosiery. From Kaufman's Shoe
Store, 2250 Lamar.

Cleaner Co.,
1583 Madison.

•1 o

Dinner

for

two

once-o

month lot a
Rood.

year

at

Tony's Inn, 1404 Lyceum

THIRD PRIZE
Sensational Eureka Vacuum Cleaner

CONTEST OPENED NOVEMBER 30th

With All Attachments.
* *
* *
From
Tri-State
KURSK*
tows*** mos*

Fame' Members Of Social, Religious, And Civic Clubs In Tennessee, Mississippi And Arkansas Eligible To Enter.
QUALIFICATIONS FOR ENTERING CONTEST: The contest is
open to any female member of a social, religious, civic er
charity club or to any ”Sweetheart" of any male club in
Tenn
, Mississippi or Arkansas. Every Contestant MUST
be sponsored by a club. To qualify as an official contestant,
ovary applicant must complete an application form and mail
or bring in to the office of the Tri-State Defender with
two (2/ one-year subscriptions to the Tri-State Defender
s•Id at 56.00 for each one-year subscription or four IC
one-halt year subscriptions sold at 53.50 per one half year
subscription. The remittance must accompany the •pplicaHens and the subscriptions.

Vacuum
Cleaner
Company
1583 Madison
2.

All Others Win..
young
South
C In
!ores

Ten Percent Commission On All Subscriptions
Sold In Addition To Qualifying Subscriptions.

PLUS $100

SAVINGS ACCOUNT TO CLUB SPONSORING
GRAND PRIZE WINNER!
t.

HOW WINNER WILL BE DETERMINED: The contestant with
the highest number of vote, at the and of the
will be determined the winner. Contestants will receive 200
votes far every one-year subscription to the Tri-State Defender
sold, and 100 votes for every en•-half year subscription said
after qualifying. For tho duration of the contest, • free
vote coupon will appear in every issue of the paper good
for ten votes. When a contestant qualifies, she will receis•
SOO FREE votes automatically.

Bring or mail this coupon with check or money order
at $3.50 each.

ton two

r

3.

WEEKLY REPORTS. Contestants will be required to make
weekl• reports to the Contest Director by 1 p. no, Saturday
of EVERY week. This newspaper will publish every week
th• names of th• threis leading cotttttants but will net
publish the number of votes each has gained.

4.

CONTEST DATES:
The contest opened November 30,
1959 and will close at 6 p. m. February 29, 1960. Th•
Tri-State Defend*, offic• will be open until 6 P. noon February 29 to receiv• reports. The door will be closed
promptly at 6 p. m. and no contestants will be permitted
to enter to make reports after that tiewc Reports mailed
to the offic• must be postmarked by 6 p. no. February 29,
1960 in order to be acceptable.

S.

NOTIFICATION OF WINNERS: Winners will bc notified by
March 7, 1960.

6,

EMPLOYERS OY THE 151-STATE DEFENDER and members
at their immediate families are not eligible to enter the
contest. Employees in offices rented from the Tri-State De.
fender are net eligible to enter the

A
A

one.yoor subseriptions to Tri-State Defender at $6.00 each or four half-year subscriptions
SOO FREE VOTES FOR QUALIFYING!
DO NOT DELAY!

Oil NIS Mill In Ell Ell IIII
QUEEN OF CLUBS CONTEST ENTRY BLANK
Tri-State Defender
236 So, Wellington
Name

Phone

Address

City

State

Name of Sponsoring Club
Name and Address of Club President

1.1••
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Dear Mme, Chante: You bring plexion, pleasing personality, af
happiness to so many people. I fectionale, intelligent, don't smoke,
would like to become a member drink or use bad language. I deof your pen pal club. I am a sire to meet and marry a young
,young lady in my early 30's wha Christian lady. If not serious,
I would like to meet an intelligent, please dc not write. Will answer
Will an- all letters. H. J. Pett, 7141 S. Wa!industrious gentleman
swer all letters. Please send photo bash ave., Chica"o 19, Ill.
•• •
in first :etter. Miss L. Hemingway,
Dear Mme Chantet: Would like
1501 E. 60th St., Chicago 37, 111.
*Rome:4 40U Aso Quin FEW
to hear from young ladies between IOM'S JUS1
S..
,114M PMFIASE!1HE WHOLE
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Ja- the ages of 18-35, weighing be- OIHIERS ouGwc lo Dam
cAaNDiNG
maican woman who would like to tween 100-135 lbs. I am 35, 6 feet WORLD IS MOM 1146 FORWARD INN I LE NOW
EAStewai...HERC5 ANEW PolaSt
correspond with pen pals in the 'tall, 168 lbs., brown complexion. 5411..t...TAKiNG
OR xou TO PASS ALONG '10 IHOSE LIKE VOU!
USA. I am 27, single, a beautician, Will gladly consider marriage.
dark complexioned, 5 feet, 5 inch- Girls please send picture in first,
es tall, 145 lbs. Willing to exchange 'letter All letters will be promptly
photos and letters. Theresa Ram- ;answered. D. C. Smith, 222 Ciransay, 2 1-4 Price street, Kingston de St., Pittsburgh 33, Pa:
•••
12, Jamaica, BWI.
Dear Mme Chante: I am a lone•• •
man of 35, dark brown skin, 155
Dear Mme. Chante: I see where ly
lbs., 5 feet, 8 1-2 inches tall. Would
you have helped many. I wish you
like to meet a nice lady between
could help me. I am a Christian
the ages of 35 and 40. She must
lady 52 years old and of the Bapbe easy to get along with. I have
tist faith. I am looking for a nice
!never been married and would like,
man between 58 and 62 with goad
to give it a try if I can find the j
character — one who loves church
'right lady. Will tell more about 1
and the better things in life. Do
t myself in first letter. Please send
not wt.:1.e if not sincere. Meadier
photo, will answer all letters. Joe;
Prowell, 726 3rd at., N.E. Mass;Carry, Rt. No. 2. Box 42, South !
Ion, Ohio.
'Haven, Mich.
•••
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a.
!young Christian man of 40, 5 feet,
17 inches tall, 190 lbs., light com-1

GE_T BUSY!
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o ern World Events
Link Africa, Tuskegee

Education U.S.A
A Battle Royal'

•

tional aid for his people, the dyn- He sees the increase In African
amic young political leader was students in America as "a very
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Al,. at
one time the guest of Dr. King healthy thing," and points out that
— The three were not strangers in Atlanta. Pursuing his purpose,:"one of the tragedies of segregaThey were friends.
the visitor told King and others tion is that you seem to get a misIn the teemy, tropical East Af- that he had arranged for transpor- conception of Africa." The result,
tation for a number of African stu- he says, is that "you get only
rican town of Sarnia, Kenya, Nutdents to the U. S., but that once half-truths about African culture.
olas IVandia Raballa was born et here, they needed aid.
We come to the point of being
farmer parents 23 years go. Dur- In turn, King called on
the ashamed of our heritage."
ing his boyhood, he labored in the Southern Negro Leadership
Con- CITES KING
cotton fields 'of Sarnia, attended'ference which he heads, his church
Ranked by LINK, a leading
the Catholic mission schools pro- and a number of
individual friends weekly newsmagazine in India revided by the British gavernment,1 In September, 81
students (an:cently, as the world's 11th most
and listened daily to his elders' atl-time high) left
Kenya for study ;effective worker for "the cause
conjecture on the eventual doff- abroad —
six going to schools in .of independence and freedom," Dr
ing of British domination, and posAtlanta, and four, including Ra-'King has positive notions on the
sible higher education for African balla, to
Tuskegee.
I effect Africans i n
American
youngsters.
Raballa came to Tuskegee at!schools will have on international
Sarnia is some 7,000 miles from !the
recommendation of U. S.-edu-'affairs.
Alabama where Martin Luther cated Dr.
Gikonyo Kiano, of the I "It will work to the good of the
King, jr., has become a symbol of Kenya
Parliament, and former U. S.," he says decisively. "The
a people's struggle for freedom, classmate of Mrs.
Martin L. King !foreign students will go to res
and wliere Tuskegee Institute has at
Antioch. In coming, Raballa 'Bible positions some day, and I
been a symbol of educational hops joined 36
other foreign students:am sure that some of the experfor the hopeless since 1881.
who come from other parts of Afri- Ilences they have will be lasting in
ver Weerasingle, wife) of a BROUGHT TOGETHER
ca, Indonesia, India, China, South their memories. This is a chalBut events of the day have
Ceylonese UN official, and
and Central America and the West lenge to the U. S."
Mrs. Thephathy Vidathoorige, brought Rabalia, King and Tuske- Indies.
,
When Rabat's, a lean, pleasant
gee Institute together with an unSTUDIES CHEMISTRY
man of quiet manners, visited
wife of the Charge D'Affaires
common sense of mutuality, and A junior,
King
majoring in chemistin Montgomery recently, he
of the Laotian Mission to the with a purpose as old as brotherry, Raballa hopes to become either was surprised to find his new
IN. Woman at right is un- hood.
a medical doctor or a research friend so young and politically
When Kenya's Tom Mboya visit.
identified. The Asia House is
specialist. Meanwhile, his fees will atypical. "He was so young, and
the U. S. last May to corral
the new permanent headquar-.. eel
be paid by King and his friends, approaches politics from the difU. S. business and enlist educenumbered among them the South- ferent point of view — from the
ters for the Asia Society and.
ern Negro Leadership Confer- humanitarian point of view."
the Japan Society. The new
ence and several churches in Mont- King assured Raballa of his
building will he formally opready support, invited the stugomery.
Whe
enel to the public Jan. 7, 1984,
Already, says King, three Ne- dent to visit htm occasionally,
Among MOrtall. wood
when the first exhibition goes
gro churches in Montgomery have but admonished him to "get what
on view in the art gallery
Masada are wisest.
each agreed to sponsor an African you came for" at Tuskegee Insti—(icsetildsel
which is a major feature of
student at Alabama State college tute.
the house. UPI Telephoto
next year, and he is looking for T h e smiling African shook
churches to sponsor five more Af- hands with one friend, and turned
•
to another to study.
rican students,
By S. F. YETTE

tensive system of privately-financBy LOUIS CASSELS
1
parochial schools. The Nation; ed
United Press International
al Catholic Welfare Conference has
A battle royal over federal aid informed Congress that is opposes
o education is in prospect when, any legislation which envisions
:ongress convenes next month. "permanent" federal contributions
''Battle Royal" is the prizefight!
to public school costs, or federal
sromoter's term for a wild melee aid for teacher's salaries.
two
just
not
are
a which there
It says that if any federal monout several combatants in the ey is spent to help education, it
once.
ing at
should be temporary and restrictThat is an accurate description ed to specific purposes in areas
sf the legislative fight that's shap- of proven need.
mg up over school aid.
AFL-C10
In one corner, and already paw- Other occupants of t he fourth
ing the canvas for aetion, is the corner include the AFL-CIO,
National Education Association which
Murraysupports the
(NEA) which represents 700.000 Metcalf bill, and the Chamber of
superprincipals,
school teachers,
Commerce, which opposes a n y
intendents and others profession- large-scale federal outlay for ededucation.
in
involved
ally
ucation. There also are farm orJapanese doctor in New York;
NEW Asia
NO COMPROMISE
ganizations and veterans organiz- ENTERING THE
Kartadkiemenda,
A.
Mrs.
/ The NEA has pledged itself to tions on both sides of the issue. House at 112 E. 64th at., in
wife of a United Nations offiNew York, (left to right) are'
an all-out, "No compromise" fight Senate Leader Johnson has indicial from Indonesia; Mrs. OIL
Mrs. Yasuko Ishii, wife of a
or passage of the so-called Mur- cated that the starting bell for this
ay-Metcalf bill, which was ap- battle royal may ring soon after
f
.
i
proved last year by the House Ed- Congress meets. He predicts
A
•
ucation and Labor committee.
law"meaningful action" by the
The Murray-Metcalf bill would makers.
rovide string-free federal grants The NEA says that unless! Con•
to states on the basis of $2.5 per gress does enact "sound and ade
chool child per year. The money quate" legislation, it will do its iitould be used at each state's dis- most to make federal aid to eduretion for teachers' salaries or!cation a paramount issue in the
assroom construction.
1960 presidential campaign.
This legislation would cost about!CITES STUDIES
1,100,000.000 a year, and is en-! He said complaints of a similar
MOBILE, Ala. — A bastion of in their vehicles or in a nearby
visioned as a permanent program pattern of segregation in other de- segregation at the big Brookley storage room for their duty orof federal sharing in school costs. toartments as well as alleged job'Air Force Base here crumbled ders.
The NEA says nothing less than discrimination policies at the base when Maj. Gen. Dan F. Callahan, l
The new waiting room, built in
his will relieve the "worsening are now being investigated.
commanding officer, ordered the August, w..s provided with a parnancial crisis" which confronts
separating
partition
removal of a
itition and separate toliets but no
merica's public schools It ar- 15,500 civilian employees, including!
white and Negro drivers in the signs indicating racial designagues that local property taxation—!about 4,500 Negro workers.
'tim.
last
disclosed
was
it
pool,
motor
e main support of school financ.1
week.
1 LeFlore took issue with Gen.
is at present — and state aid both!'ARK DEER
affected the new ,Callahan that the partition was not
have been pressed close to the, Fresno — Sequoia national park' The action
of 130 mo- intended as a segregation device
feasible limits in many areas, and and Kings canyon national park in waiting room facilities
white and He contended that it represent
hat continuing federal aid is the California
habitat of tor vehicle drivers, 58
are the
ad a subtle method to perpetuate
.72 Negro.
only answer to the steadily-climb- thousands of mule deer.
• As a result of the general's anti- a separation of the races notwith
ing cost of educating our everTUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Ala.—I sociologists, Charles U. Smith of!
bias order, white drivers have standing professed fair employ-1 The
growing population of young peoextent to which the white:Florida A&M, and James W. Prowaiting-room.
the
boycotted
jment
ple.
Words of the Wise ! The jim-crow pool policy was The civil rights leader said Nei youth will h.e.e a right to live in i thro of Florida State university
LATER
PAY
—
BUILD NOW
free democracy depends largeCynics build no bridges;
protested by the Alabama Civic gro workers dared not violate this ily on the Negro youth
In another corner of the legislathey make no discoveries; no
exercising!in linking behavior and social conCitizen'sHunwritten" law lest they suffer !his rights, a
The
and
Assn.
'Affairs
them.
by
tive ring, and equally adamant
spanned
are
white social psy- ditoins of the Negro. The study
gaps
reprisals.
ago. job
against compromise, is the Eisenchologist told the Tuskegee Civiel coneluded, he said, that large numCynics may pride themselves !Committee anout two months
Rev. J. E. Lowery is president The point was strengthened by 'Association here.
hower administration. It favors a
on being realistic in, their
bers of Negroes can be classified
white
to
drivers
use
of
refusal
Prof.;the,
and
assn.,
approach, but progress and of the civic affairs
"build now, pay later" bill under
I Paul N. Giesel, inquiring rhet- as high in conventionalism, authe onward march of Chris. C. E. Powell, chairman of the the waiting room since removal orically if we are "confining our!
which the federal government
thoritarian aggression and subof the partition.
tian civilization demand an citizens' committee group.
would help to underwrite the cost
!youth behind a psychological fence mission, with a high regard for
The segregation complaint was! LeFlor( said that segregation of color?" told the
inspiration and motivation
of debt service on long-t e r m
all-Negro
audi1"power
and toughness."
that cynicism naver affcrds. filed by J L. LeFlore civil rights .had existed at the air base motor ence that both races must
school construction bonds.
work
Giesel warned Negroes against
If we want progress we must !case work director for both or- pool over the years, despite art Of- collectively "to
The aid would be available only
it."
remove
lie
!using
several
as a "crutch for inrace
f
order
Defense
of
lfice
take that forward look.
,ganizations.
to 'needy" school districts, a n d
added that we have "become so!adequacy" and explained:
We
--(Paul L. McKa7, D.D.)
White drivers now avoid using years ago banning separate faciliwould be restricted to classroom
interdependent . . . so utterly in-,can never teach a Negro child
the new waiting room. They waitities for the races.
construction over the next five
divisible, that we either are free!that he is not a Negro, but we
years. The cost to t he federal
men together or slaves together."! can teach him that it does not
treasury, estimated at S600,000,000
A candidate for this doctorate'have to be a handicap unless he
would be spread over about 211
degree at Nashville's Vanderbilt. makes it so."
years.
university, Giese' is assisting in ; He traced probable reasons for
AlShough no congressional corn
a Tuskegee Institute research pro- Ifeelings of inferiority and pointed
mittee has endorsed this propos
le.ct to study the cultural retarda- out that a Negro mother may undebt
a
says
administration
al, the
tion of youth In southern cons- wittingly make anti-Negro a n d
;service bill is the only kind the
pro-white remarks as "That's for
President will sign.
ute. a study by two Florida whites, keep out."
Hcited
1mine
A third corner is occupied by. Secretary of Labor James P. more thought and expend more el-i
the Senate committee on labor and Mitchell said recently that more fort on the training of younger'
public welfare. It has approved a education and training will be re.,
ungietbrIgM
workers and woks some quick reRib ettlt
SuCO a LOWLY S011ts•II
On No. 11).10‘1041 t
60•61t.
bill to provide $1,000.000.000 in fed quired of job applicants in the next :
OK! VW.12i0tatse5 ktrtiGHT .Ikrt.
Dag t'D 10)6 TO TIMM A TRAMP
visions in our attitudes about olderal grants, for classroom con- 10 years.
liskt FAceoivr omig wout.oii
VS4erovi6s4 /SUE WOODS
struction only, during the next two' "Educational requirements of er workers who are so often de-1
STOP asi s16st ow twos...rr
irra-,
of
because
employment
nied
years.
jobs will he rising all across the ;
I_VD
.
gm° BLING
slOPS -cot 'Armco os Tose
The fourth corner is crowded board," Mitchell said in a speech tional age barriers and prejudied
with a diverse assortment of in- to the American Vocational Asso- es."
HMO
Mitchell said the nation should
dividuals and organizations w h o ciation's annual banquet.
(.9
academic
have strong ideas of their own
There will be a decline in the I not neglect traditional
about federal aid to education.
number of industrial and produc-'subjects in preparing students for
GUARANTEE LOANS
tion jobs and a sharp increase in !technical or vocational work.
One of them is Senate Demo- professional technical and service I "We should not make of our edu;cational system a cash program
cratic Leader Lyndon B. Johnson workers, he said.
Mitchell predicted that nearly in an international race for a apeof Texas. lie has announced that
said
ha Is drafting an aid hill under half of the 13,500,000,000 Ameri-' cial kin() of brain," Mitchell
which the federal government cans who will enter the labor He was referring to Russia's emwould guarantee loans made by • force in the next decade will be phasis on science in education.
He noted that problems of goycolleges and universities to needy under 24 years old.
; "It is clear," he said. "that if ernment, farming, lahor.managestudents.
Mother is the Roman Catholic we expect to operate the economy I merit relations and eennomlea hos
*with. whiek "prates its own es-id the MO's, we will have to give all Americas eititens. -arm___
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AFRICAN STUDENT Nicholas
Wandla Raballa (I) and Martin Luther King meet at Tue.
kegs* Institute, where Dr.

King praised the financial
support given by churches and
groups to make Americas
study possible for Africans.
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Sir Winston Churchill --- A Paradox

Keep 'Christ In
Christmas Urged
'

By CLAIRE COX
There are stheral bracelet
NEW YORK —(UPI)--Church- charms with Christmas themes
goers are being encouraged to such as holly and Santa Claus
keep Christ in Christmas by ex- about to go down the chimney, but
changing gifts of religious signifi- quite a few have religious themes.
cance.
Among them are a miniature St.
There was a time when just Patrick's Cathedral, a tiny gold
about the only religiously inspired church with the Lord's Prayer
presents were Bibles, rosaries Of printed Inside, a reproduction of
St. Christopher medals.
the Virgin Mary and child, and a
Now there is a wide range from Bible with covers that open, rewhich to select gifts for all mem- vealing the Lord's prayer.
bers of the family.
For readers, there is a set of
Many Christmas items are on solid brass book ends in the
shape
sale. They range from elaborate of the old rugged cross. Lamps
Nativity scenes costing MiS and up for the library table have been
and a Tiffany portrait bust of the fashioned wth bases
late Pope Pius XII, for $35, to with the Last Supper or decorated
the Garmodestly priced sets of paper nap- den of Gethsemane.
kins imprinted with prayers.
Entertainment with a religious
For automobile owners, there is theme is featured
a St. Christopher medallion with Among the items for Christmas.
a built-in magnet to hold it to the men is a record in this depart.
of two
dashboard. Car-companion statues voices of famous album
religious leadof the Virgin Mary and St. Chris- ers, including Dwight
L. moody,
topher are fitted with either mag- Billy Sunday, Gen. William
Booth,
nets or suction cups.
Peter Marshall and Homer RodeInexpensive Christmas gift items hee ver.
include a Scripture text calendar, Religious games for the
entire
with a different Biblical picture family are on
some Christand verse for each month, and mas shopping lists.
Also for chilelectric light switch plates f o r dren, there are Bible
children's rooms, allowing the books and glass tiles thatplaytime
can be
guardian angel. a boy and a girl. fashioned into Biblical
mosiscs.
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Sir Winston Churchill celebrated his like trees
in the path of a storm.
eighty-fifth birthday recently. Upon that ocNigeria, which will attain its indepencasion he was the object of lyrical adulation dence
in October, next year, would not have
throughout the English speaking world. He reached this
status under Churchill. When
has become a character in history, a living he was asked
in 1944 whether the provisions
legendary figure of immense proportions. of freedom as expressed
in the historic AtSome call him Britain's greatest living lantic Charter applied
to British West Afristatesman; others see him as the embodi- ca as well, Sir Winston snorted
that he was
ment of John Bull — brave, dogged, loyal, not appointed by His Majesty's
Prime Minischivalrous and hardheaded.
ter to "liquidate the British Empire."
Though tinged with inordinate exuberBut circumstances have forced him on
ance and sentimentalism, these judgments the sidelines, and Africa,
especially British
Sir Winston's fellowmen may be accurate Africa, is marching on the road to freedom
and true. The final estimate however, will and equality. Much of the movement toward
have to await the verdict of later history. independence of once enslaved peoples might
We may be forgiven if we do not share have originated with this man who
could
fully the Anglo-Saxon enthusiasm for sway so many of his countrymen by
the
Churchill. We do not see him in the light of brilliance of his oratory. But, no; he
stood
a great statesman. Great, perhaps, only in athwart the path of human progress. He was
the sense that he sought to preserve the a defender of the faith in statue quo.
By ROBERT J. SEALING
In Hie Piedroonl crash, all the
dimensions of the British realm at what• Throughout his whole political career, WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Avi- fatalities resulted from "load forcever costs.
there isn't a single act of benevolence or ation experts believe the chances es" exceeding what the human
surviving an air crash will im- body can stand. Seats and safety
We'll agree that Sir Winston is the solid even a deed that might have inspired hope of
prove when science devlops•
belts were ripped loose, throwing
symbol of John Bull; but a John Bull who for eventual autonomy for Africa that
the occupants forward violently.
could —Rupture - proof gas tanks.
—Sit
(Inger
In the Allegheny crash, the imwould rather arrest the march of history, be traced to his government. Yet he had
airliner seats.
reverse the course of human events to sus- more opportunity to do so than any other . The survival question was under- pact force apparently was less and
most
of the deaths are believed
lined recently in two crashes with
tain the might of the British Empire.
Prime Minister in English history.
a grim similarity: there was only to have resulted from fire. The
lone survivor said later he could
We see him as the impassive Englishman
If greatness is to be measured in terms one survivor in each accident.
One man escaped alive when a hear people screaming.
who would have denied independence to In- not of oratory or'power, but in terms
of the Piedmont airlines DC-3 crashed Thus, in one accident stronger
dia, freedom to Ghana and Nigeria and who individual's dedication to the service
of man- near Charlottesville, Vs , killing 20 seats might have cushioned the
uld have kept the rest of the darker world kind without reservations as to
passengers. He was sitting in the impact; in the other, rupture-proof
race • or rear of the plane.
gas tanks might have prevented
nder the giant paws of the British Lion creed, Sir Winston Churchill
leaves too The other fortunate survivor fire.
had he been able to have his way. But events much to be desired. He is a
typical English- was on an Allegheny Airlines Mar- What is modern aviation doing
to develop safe sei;ta and tanks?
do not always obey the wishes of those who man to whom only white
The Meaning Of Faith: Catholic
civilization and tin 202 which hit a mountain near Much already has been accomWilliamsport, Pa. This man wis
dream of conquests, of power and more pow- white men count, all else
plhhed in seat research. Seats in Among the more than 300000 C.iurch." Since Jesus did this,
is incidental or lilting in the center of the
cabin,
lion for all time. ''l will be with
er. Individuals too are swept aside by events meaningless.
next to the window lie was the the new Jetliners, for example, of- Roman Catholics in the united Catholics accept it. When lie
only escapee out of the 22 pas- fer considerable crash protection. States, the '''World Almanac" lists founded s human Church to rep- you all days to the consummation
The gas tank problem is not so
sengers.
resent ltiiii, ,tesut was foltiiwing of the world I will send on you
to solve. Many companies some 700,000 as non-white. One of His own pattern—divinity through Hie Spirit of Truth who will abide
Lady Luck was about the only easy
Harlem's
largest
groups
colored
of
are
thing the two fortunate survivors tanksworking on rupture - proof communicants is that of the humanity. The Son of God became with you forever. . .The gates of
and tests have been promThe Democratic Advisory Council's con- be a rift in the Democratic ranks.
Man in order the better to reach •Hell shall not prevail against My
had in common. They were seated ising. The
chief goal is to develop Church of St. Charles Borromeo men, and that men might better Church." The Redemption of the
in
different
slave that was held at the Waldorf Astoria,
areas.
They were sav- a tank that is lightweight
Perhaps the "liberals" that Mr. Truman
whose
popular
Father
Drew
has
human Race, earned by Hia 141
as well seen a long
reach God. The Church's
ed largely because the fuselage as
in the area. and Sacraments were divineGospel
strong. All present
last week, gave a preview, though on a min- is talking about, are those like the Senate happened to break
ap- Here follow.service
since and Death, was at stake. As
open just where pear to be too heavy fortypes
"A Statement of He gave
practical
them
to
tier, but they Man He had the wisdom and powCatholic Faith" by the Right Revimal scale, of the battle that will be fought Majority Leader Lyndon B. Johnson a n d they were sitting. The impact toss- tiais, and weight 111 an
were to be preached and distribu- er to insure that men always
airliner's erend Monsiegnor
ed
bolls
free
of
the
the
Speaker
Cornelius
of
wreckage.
J.
the
House Sam Rayburn,
greatest enemy.
at the party's convention next year. If it
would
the means of salve.
Drew, written especially for "De- ted by human ministers — again, tion. Sohave
He established and guar.
divinity through humanity.
didn't do anything else, it indicated at least both from Texas, who can be depended upon
fender" readers:
Hs commissioned human Apos- anteid a Church. Since Jesus did
the major lines of the internal conflict that to throw their full weight on the side of a
The simplest, surest Statements tles to "preach My Gospel to all this, Catholics accept it.
compi
omioa
with
the
Southern
of
Catholic
wing
Faith
of
is the Apostle' nations, baptizing all who be That some of those
their
s been long in the making.
Creed, originally written for the lieve " He said, "As the Father wrote a New Testament inApostles
party.
no way
Former President Harry S. Truman, the
instruction
of
those
who wished sent Me, I send you, He that hear- displaced the divinely appointed
Though Mr. Truman himself may not
to follow Christ, and to distin- eth you, heareth Me. He that des- Teacher; rather it provides the
Irrepressible sage from Missouri, drew first
meet the implied specification of his own
guish them from heretics and un- piseth you, despiseth Me, and he Teacher with a Text Book which
blood when he inveighed against the "hotbelievers. It has admirably served that despiseh
definition of a liberal, he is rendering a great
Me despiseth only the Church has the duty and
house .... self-styled liberals" who are "tryits double purpose throughout the Him that sent Me." How closely right to interpret. For individuals
service to the political scene in general by I
Christian
centuries. It is the sym- He identified them with Himself! to read into it their varied, us.
ing to distort the objectives of the Demoraising the issue of liberalism at this juncbol which has preserved us in the "Whose sins you shall iorgive, they auhorised opinions only negates
By DICK WEST
beautiful natural monopoly."
cratic party."
-One
Faith,
One Lord and One are forgiven them; whose sins the system set up by Jesus and
ture. If his outcry does not set the tone for WASHINGTON — (UPI) — —A Blackman said he spoke as an
Baptism"
But his challenge was not allowed to go
by St. Paul, you shall retain they are tamed." frustrates His Prayer for Unit,
both national conventions, it will at least small drug manufacturer charged insider who had tried similar sell- and which preached
one day will unite all He went even further with Peter: among His followers.
Friday that the industry's major ing practices but vas unable to
unanswered. Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, herforce those who are planning tlie strategy companies overcharge the public match the
"propaganda" output christians in the "One Fold and "I will give you the keys of the Catholics centre their Faith, Mir
self a liberal of the first magnitude, dissentOne Shepherd" prophesied by Je- Kingdom of Heaven. Whatsoever rat
for their respective camps to make that is- at least 27$ million dollars a year of his bigger competitors.
Code and Worship In Jesus
sus, who prayed that His Disciples thou shalt bind upon earth, shall Christ,
ed sharply from Mr. Truman'. thesis. She sue
to pay for "brainwashing" doctors He amid the
who was both God a is
a major phase of their campaign.
"tremendous
"
adwould be "One.''
to prescribe big name brands. vertising
be
bound
Heaven."
in
He
could
not
contended that the party should welcome
Man. To accommodate divinity ba
expenditures were direct- The
The kind of unity Mrs. Roosevelt advo- The accusation was levelled by ed
Creed
have
was
been
composed
more
a
explicit
n
d
apin
humanity
solely at doctors.
unto the end of time,
"every kind of liberal."
cates is attainable only at the risk of a Dem- Seymour N. Blackman, executive He said that 71 per cent of all taught by a Church established by pointing the Twelve Apostles with to assure man His Way of Life,
secretary of Premo Pharmaceuti- prescriptions
Jesus, who made Peter its founda- Peter at their head to teach, Jesus founded a human
This contention was based upon the aswritten in the United tion stone. "Thou
Church
cal Laboratories of South Hacken- States last year
art Peter, and strengthen and rule His Church. with a human Pope. Since Jesus
sumption that, in the critical days ahead, ocrates simply must purge themselves of sack,
specified the trade- upon this rock
did
N J in testimony before marked brand names
I will build my Ile set up this system of salve- this, Catholics accept it.
their
"hot
of
15
com-house
liberals," and Southern re- the Senate Anti-Trust Subcommitthe Democratic party can ill afford a split
panies.
in its ranks. But unlegs the civil rights plank actionaries if they hope to achieve victory tee.
In many cases, he said, the same
He
testified
that his firm and medicine was available far less
is written in a manner to please the Dixie- next year. If they win the presidential
elec- many other small companies offer cost to the consumers atunder
its
ats, or worse, completely expurgated from tion, it won't be with a
Southerner or a many "wonder drugs" at prices chemical name or the brands of
far below those charged by the smaller companies.
e convention platform, there is bound to "self-styled liberal.'
major producers.
Blackman noted that Primo had
But he said they cannot break into three time been rejected for memthe market because of "blitz" ad- bership In the American Pharmavertising and promotion techniques ceutical Manufacturers Associaused by the big firms. He said tion.
the "bias" costs 27$ million dol- "We're not in their country club,"
lars a year and enables the big Blackman said. "We reflect what
companies to capitalize on "a they de not want to Sae around.'
LAGOS, Nigeria — Dr. Mercer of course, more exciting and in- tial American Negro Contributioas
Cook of Howard university who teresting to the general reader but to African Social Development,"
was here recently gave me a copy they can be very misleading to Frazier restates
many of his views
of a book which is must reading those who know nothing of the imcontained in his controversial book
seriously
Americans
interwestern
culture
Afriof
upon
all
pact
for
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A This is the view of the Rev. Wil•
a reasonable level of
ested in Africa. The book was pub- can life. I would hate to see Amer- "Black Bourgeoise." He write'
Roman Catholic population expert (jam J. Gibbons, Fordham Uni- world at
it's anywhere between 10
lished not long ago in Paris by ica judged solely by Tobacco that "much of the talk shoot the
said Monday his church always versity sociologist and economist. living,
and 20, or even more, times the
Presence Africaine at 42 Rue Des- Road, the Porgy and Bess picture, contributions of American Negroes
has accepted the principle of Further, he said, the world is present
population," Father Gibcartes and it is called "Africa and that of Native Son. We still to the development of Africa reels
birth control in terms of "respon- not overpopulated.
said.
Seen By American Negroes." Its have vestiges of slavery in the upon seemental grounds or repsible parenthood," but not arti- 'According to estimates of good bons
subtitle is "Africa From the Point plantation peonage system, lynch- resents a type of wishful think.
DEVELOPME
fice contraception.
economists on the capacity of the Meanwhile, NTS
'
of View of American Negro Schol- ings and race riots in America.
them were these
ars."
But they certainly do not consti- After analyzing the situatios, be
developments in the continuing reconcludes that American Negroes
There are twenty-three Ameri- tute the whole story.
ligious and politica/ controversy
can Negro contributors to the book Most Americans, it seems to me cannot make any contribution te
over whether birth control advice
the
economic and political life
practically
and
all of them are are inclined to be very emotional
should be a part of the foreign
well known and eminently quali- about Africa. In this vast conti- nor to the African intellectual and
aid program:
fied to write about Africa. The nent one can find whatever he is professional leadership of Africa.
D. N. Chatterjee, charge D'Afvarious articles are divided into looking for. Those who come look- The reason they cannot, el
faires here for India, said his
three general sections, an "Analys- ing for the "wave of the future" course, is because they have bites
country would welcome birth conis of African Societies," "African find it and those who are interest- so limited in their own developtrol information from
United
Art, Dance and Literature" and ed in barbarism can find this ment in America. He concedes
States, providing it would not em"American Negro Relations With also.
that "some professionally trained
barrass Americznz. President
For the serious student of Afri- American Negroes could offer a
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — (UPI)— pledges from major parties and Eisenhower, however, has said the
Africia
This
s
.comes
hook
new
•
at
t h ca, the new book "Africa Seen By type of knowledge which Africa
The executive secretary of the Na- nominees that will make it plain U. S. government would not do
proper moment in the fast-mov- American Negroes" will throw a needs" but he adds "they r •
to
Negroes
"that
this.
the
Ile
field
nations
said
wanting
and
tional Association for the Advanceing history of Africa. It will serve bright, analytical light on some needed in the United States where
ment of Colored People challenged hateful hand of the humiliating such help should consult "profesan an excellent antidote for so dark corners and clarify many there is an increasing demand foe
major political parties and HMO past is not still blocking their sional groups."
much of the sensational trash that misconceptions. The book is edit- their skills and services."
An American Roman Catholic
candidates to assure the nation's march."
Is being written about this conti- ed by John A. Davis, who is the In a foreword to the book. MEM.
Negro citirens that past discrim- Wilkins called for the delegation Theologian in Rome, the Rev. Wilnent and it will help give Ameri- executive director of the Ameri- ne Diop of the Society of African
inations against them will end. of authority to the U. S. Attorner liam A. Van Roo, said a Catholic
can Negroes a factual guide to can Society of African Culture and Culture expressed the view of Afpresident would have no conflict
General
to
act
all
types
in
of
civil
the understanding of the social, for most of his career taught at ricans about American Negroes
Roy Wilkins warned that Negro
of conscience between U. S. public
rights
cases,
"not
just
in
voting
economic
and cultural forces at Lincoln university.
citizens "are in no mood to give
when he states: "In the 2001 eers.
interest and church dogma.
work in black Africa.
Among the contributors are St. tory and especially during and aftcomfort to a system which cheats eases," and further asked the Jed- He said the church would reToo many of the writers and Clair Drake, Rayford Logan, Lo- or World War I, it was the Americhildren of education for life, eral government he given the gard a Catholic president "As an
newspapermen who visit this cor- renzo D. Turner, Pearl Primus, F.. can Negro who spoke forcefully for
robs parents of employment and authority to set up voting regis- American citizen and official,
ner of the world seem to concen- Fanklin Frazier, Horace Mann African Negro rights duing the
other economic opportunity • n d trars in localities where state of. bound by a sacred duty to love
trate on the freakish aspects of Bond, W. E. B. DuBois, Hugh U. making of the Treaty of Versailles
which murders their brothers." fides deny Negroes the right to and serve his country, and to upAfrican life. This is understand- Smythe a n d Mercer Cook. The and the formation of the League
C also called upon the federal register and vote.
hold its laws in acce!denee with
able to a great degree but one only discordant note struck in the of Nations at a time when we
eminent to take action pro- Wilkins quoted part of President his conscience."
grows
a little weary of the freak book comes from Dr. E. Franklin (Africans) were not in a position
cling Negroes' rights.
Eisenhower's recent speech beforel
reporting. The time has come to Frazier who is always interesting to speak for ourselves We cannot
Speaking at a meeting of the the Indian Parliament at new Del- CABLE LINES
tell
the
whole story.
and provocative and usually half. now turn our hacks on those wise
Kansas City branch of the NAACP, hi and termed it "good for she Australia and Vancouver, Can- op
whil1
e
Tales of barbarism. sf slavery, right in his contentions.
lobbies the joint . tete skims mese
identified with us and fought eat
Wilkins called for 1960 platform Christmas season and for all year. ads are linked by two cakles.
leeks to•
l'• five thousand ilellore short!
of superstition, of polygamy are. %%riling on the subject "Pot's- battles so long."

Experts Work On
'Crash Survival'

LANGSTON HUGHES
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Week By Week

The Conclave At Waldorf Astoria
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Says Catholics Accept
Birth Control Principle
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'Past Racial Bias
Must Go"--Wilkins
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LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data

SO WHAT?

•
SANDY, the young sea lion that escaped from the swimming pool of Robert F. Kennedy, former chief counsel of
the Senate Rackets committee and brother of the senator,
was captured almost a mile from home. Above, Bill
Shamwell feeds him raw fish at McLean, Va„ in an attempt to keep him happy. The Kennedys, who are in Jamaica, planned to give Sandy to their seven children for
Christmas. (UPI Telephoto)

THESE LOVELY young co-eds from Beaumont, Tex., are among the top.
yanked students at Texas Southern University, Houston, in their respective
areas. Left to right, seated, Viola M. Kaufman, an English major, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Kaufman; Peggy Bowers, a psychology major,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Bowers; standing, Nancy Jo Sprott, an
elementary education major, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. E. D. Sprott; and
Susan Gouaux, an art education major, daughter of Mr. Mid Mrs. Oscar
Gouaux. All are graduates of Charlton Pollard high ischool of
Beaumont.
(Evans Photo)

Rebels, Paraguay Troops Clash In jungle
ASUNCION,

Paraguay. — (UPI) — A rebel invasion army cross
ad into Paraguay from Argentina before dawn Saturday and clashed
with strongman President Alfredo Strossner's government troops in
a series of fierce jungle fights.
The government claimed complete victory' after seven
hours Of
fighting along the batiks of the rivers that form the
ntier.
But the rebdillidie,'which said the Ines/Son
3,000
men led by Maj. Juan Jose Rotella, was still broa casting and still
claiming rebel gains.

Cuba To Hold Reporter 'Several Weeks'
HAVANA

— (UPI) — Revolutionary government sources predicted at least "several weeks" more detention for Miami Herald
reporter James Buchanan who was arrested Thursday with
American
soldier-of-fortune Austin Young.
The sources said the continued detention of the American reporter
would be required while army intelligence investigates
what links,
If any, he may have had with Young's escape from Pinar Del
Rio
shortly after a court had seif.enced him to 30 years for conspiracy.

•

On Education Unit
WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Central State college Professor, Dr,
Ruth Hargrave, was elected a
member of the Executive Committee of the Ohio Education Association,
Department of Higher
Education, during a
weekend
meeting which was held in Toledo, Ohio. Dr. Hargrave will serve
on the Executive Committee for a
three-year term.

Morton Thinks Benson To Keep Farm Post

Paper Bares Irish Plot Against British
LONDON

Ike Smiles For Picture By Taj Mahal

Russ Feel Subs Can Control Atlantic

Stevenson Criticizes Ike's World Tour

LONDON — (UPI) — Secretary of State Christian

Move Reporter To Western Cuba Prison
HAVANA — (UPI)

— Army intelligence agents plan to move
Miami Herald reporter James Buchanan from
Havana to the prison
in western Cuba from which the government
charges he helped Austin Young of Miami to escape.
An intelligence announcement said Buchanan
was to have been
moved to the prison in Pinar Del Rio providence
early Sunday, but
at nightfall he was reported still in a cell
here. It was not certain
how soon he will be transferred.

Ike's Tour

Achieves 'Near Miracle'
arrived in the midst of a growing NATO family quarrel to pave the
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Rep. Frank Thompson Jr. (D-N.
way for President Eisenhower at a Paris western summit conference.
J.)
said Monday that President Eisenhower's three-c
ontinent tour has
The Secretary landed
A. Herter

at London airport for en overnight stay accomplished "Near
miracles in good will and public relations."
when fog at Paris diverted his airliner. He will go on to the French
Thompson, in a statement, said he is beginning to wonder
whether
capital tomorrow to cope with French anger at charges by U. S.
there is any truth to reports by some diplomat& businessmen
and
Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman Gen. Nathan Twining that France was
world travelers that "we are hated everywhere."
dragging its feet on NATO commitments.

Denies Red Charge Pope Would Curb Press

VATICAN CITY — (UPI) — The Vatican City newspaper Ossersratare Romano has denied communist charges that Pope John XXIII
waits to curb the freedom of the press.
-The comment followed Communist and other interpretations on
press freedom on the basis of speech given by the Pontiff to Italian

Jurists earlier.

Reds Ridicule Charge 4 Perish In Space
MOSCOW — (UN) — Informed sources Sunday ridiculed

re.
ports that four Russians had vanished in space.
An Italian news agency reported the three men and one woman
had perished in space bids over the last two years. It quoted "most
reliable sources" in Prague.
But sources here said the reports were directly counter to official
Russian statements regarding their spare plans,

Photograph Mark Of Abominable Snowman Ex-Con Kills Childhood Sweetheart
KATMANDU, Nepal. — (UPI) — A Japanese scientific

expedition
irported it spotted and photographed footprints of junior-sized
abominable snowman in the high Himalayas,
' The three-man 'Japanese group said natives in tie region of
Meant Dhaulagiri in West Nepal knew the creature as a "minor
yet3 (snowman)" locally called a "mite."

LEWISTON, Maine. — (UPI — A 37-year -old moth,-, Was stab
bed to death in bed Sunday by her former childhood sweetheart, a
convicted killer.
Booked on a murder charge was Joseph A. Lavesque, 37. of
Lewiston, an ex-convict who was paroled two months ago after
serving eight years for manslaughter. Police said he confessed the
slaying of Mrs. Margaret Couture.

French, NATO Flare-Up Threatens West
rots — (UPI) — A new flare-up of bitterness between France Assures NATO Of U. S. Support Until '62
mwlda NATO partners threatened
Western

the
alliance with a crisis
juot before President Els( nhewer's arrival for next week's western
summit talks
Willi President Charles De Gaulle anti other government leaders
sway in Africa, the French maintained official silence on the blunt
erlitrIsms of France's NATO policy made by Gen. Nathan F. Twining. chairman of the U. S. Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Break Up Waterfront Steal-To-Order Ring
NEW

YORK — (UPI) — Operations of an alleged "steal-to-order"
theft ring were described Tuesday when the waterfront commission
suspended two longshoremen who were arrested when the ring was
broken up.
A commission spokesman said members of the ring would find
a buyer for a specific commodity, then steal the goods. He said, however, all the deals fell through — the last one when detectives posing
as buyers arrested one of the longshoremen when he met them to
complete the sale of $750,000 in stolen money orders.

Military Studies Inflatable Airship

FTC Charges Life Cigarette Ads False

Herter To Pave Way For Ike At NATO Meet

— (UPI) — Philosopher Bertrand Russell has joined in pleas to President Eisenhower for a pardon for convicted
spy
Morton Sobell,
Rose Sobel], the prisoner's mother, has made public a letter from
Russell urging the President to exercise his "prerogative of clemency
. in the interests of justice and humanity."
Sobell was convicted in 1950 on charges of conspiracy to commit
espionage for the Soviet union.

Back U. S. Demand Reds Quit Hungary
In4rttn

t12 Nations Set Up 58 Antarctic Posts

ROSWELL, N M
(UPI) — A regular army instructor and a
cadet from New Mexico Military Institute died ir the flaming
crash
of their light plane as they simulated strafing-bombing runs during
traditional Saturday morning manuevers.
Killed instantly were Sgt. Jack W. Lance, about 35, and cadet
Raymond McDonald, 17.

Betrand Russell Asks Ike To Pardon Spy
WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON — (UP)—Republican National Chairman Thurston
B. Morton believes Agriculture Secretary Ezara Taft Benson will
keep his cabinet post despite GOP sentiment against him in the
farm belt.
Morton concluded in a television interview Sunday, however, that
Deleocratic farm leaders had succeeded in making Benson such
greying bey" that "all the ills of the farm community have
NATIONS, N. Y. — (UPI) — Speakers from many nabeen
identified with his personality."
tions lined up Tuesday behind a United States demand in the U. N.
General Assembly that Russia immediately withdraw its 50,000.
man garrison from Hungary.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Defense Department is studying a
The second day of assebly debate on the brutal Russian suppresproposed new airship which could be inflated like a balloon and
oper- sion of the 1956 Hungarian freedom revolt coincided with a Credenates as either a plane or a missle.
tials Committee meeting that could for the third straight year result
The publication "Washington Science Trends" said that some
Pen- in refusal to accept the credentials of the Hungarian delegates to the
tagon officials believe the unusual craft could
have profound effects U. N.
on military planning and strategy.

— (UPI) — The London Daily Express said
Monday
the British government has received information that
the Irish Republican Army may be planning to extend a campaign
of violence to
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Twelve nations will conduct scientific Britain.
Investigations during 1960 at 58 stations on the Antarctic continent
Whitehall has been warned that substantial amounts
of arms have
and nearby islands, according to an official compliation.
been smuggled into Ireland from the
Mediterranean from former
They will engage in a massive effort to solve the geographical members
of the Cyprus underground, the Express said,
and scientific mysteries of Antarctica. They are the United States,
Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, France, New Zealand, Japan,
Union of South Africa, Poland, the Soviet Union, and the United
Washington — (UPI) — The Federal Trade Commission
has acKingdom,
cused the manufacturer of "Life" cigarettes of
making false advertising claims. The cigiarette is one of the
new brands born by the cancer scare.
AGRA, India. — (UPI) — Just like any other American tourist
The Comission branded untrue the claim
that Life cigarettes are
would, President Eisenhower smiled and had his picture taken be"Proved to give you the least tar or
nicotine of all ciga,eltes." It
side the Taj Mahal Sunday.
also called untrue "representations" that the
Eisenhower arrived here Sunday morning from New Delhi where the
government endorses
cigarettes and has found them to be
"lowest in tar, nicotine."
he attended Anglican services accompanied by India President
Rajendra Prasad, an orthodox Hindu who never before
had been to
a Christian church service.
LONDON — (UPI) — Russia apparently believes
its unmatched
submarine force could cut the Atlantic lifeline
between Britain and
the United States in any new war, it
was reported rvonday.
RIDGELAND, S. C. — (UPI) — Vacationing Adlai Stevension has
The 1960 edition of Jane's Fighting Ships,
the standard world
ebarged that President Eisenhower's current tour represented a new
Naval reference, says the Russians seem
to be confident they can
low" in America's world leadership. He said the tour will be follow- prevent the
Anglo-Americ
an
Navies
from
gaining
control of the vital
ed by disillusionment.
waters near Europe and Asia.
The twice-defeated Democratic presidential candidate said the
Their fleet of 500 submarines — including
President's tour is "not an exercise in serious diplomacy.
guided missile and
atomic-powered underwater craft — could,
in the Russian view,
"There is no opportunity on the President's world tour for
real "wreak great havcc" on the 25 million tons
of American and 20
diplomatic work, and the President is merely makin,- lie appear- million tons of British shipping,
Jane's said.
ances," Stevenson said,

Army Instructor, Cadet Die In Crash

Tooting His Own Horn'
YOUNG LADIES attending the Kappa Alpha Psi dance at the Hotel Sheraton Saturday night gather around Morris Ellis (holding trombone), whose
combo played for the affair. Shown (bottom, left to right) are: Mrs. Joy
Holman and Mrs. Cecil Partee. (Top) Mrs. David Rosenberg and Mrs. William Cousin. (Defender Staff Pix by Pulley)

PARIS — (UPI) — Secretary of State Christian Herter assured
Nato Sunday that American defense forces will remain in Europe
at present strength at least until the end of 1961.
Rut he and Under Secretary C. Douglas Dillon told France and
the other allies the United States expects them to start carrying their
fair share of 1! P western defense burden, according to informed
sources.

American Shrugs Off 30-Year Cuban Term

Navy Blimp Lands After 2 Days Aloft
LAKEHURST, N. J. — (UPI) — A Navy blimp with 19 airmen
aboard landed safely Tuesday after being forced by high winds to
remain aloft for nearly two days.
The blimp was moored to its mast after failing in two earlier attempts when ground escort vehicles failed to catch her trailing cables.

Urges Canada Take Birth Control Lead
WINNIPEG, Man. — (UPI) — A Toronto Rabbi said Monday that
Canada should take the incentive to give birth control information to
underdeveloped countries if the United States refuses to do so.
Rabbi Abraham Feinberg said birth control was not a religious
question but one of survival. He'saild that unless there is a check
to the growth of the world's population "There will be an explosion."

Says Longshoresmen Won't Resume Strike
WASIIINGTON
(UPI) — Guy Farmer, chairman of President
Eisenhower's beard of inquiry in the dock dispute, says "Chances are
very, very good that east and gulf coast longshoremen will not resume their strike Dec, 27.
Farmer made the comment after sounding out both sides in a
four-hour hearing.

Pittsburgh Copes With Bus Strike, Weather
PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — Pittsburgh has braced for massive
traffic jams on snow-slick streets. A trolley and bus operators' strike
forced 160,000 commuters to find other ways to reach jobs and classrooms, Tuesday.
Thousands of persons who normally take street cars or buses each
day hitchhiked, formed car pools or walked.
Extra police were assigned to cope with rush hour lie-ups as increased traffic and hazardous streets caused a double-barrelled
nightmare,

PINAR DEL RIO, Cuba. — (UPI) — Austin Young, of Miami,
shrugged off the 30-year prison sentence imposed on him by a "revolutionary tribunal" here. He said he expects to serve no more than
a couple of months.
"The Castro government won't last more than a few weeks,"
Young told newsmen. "It will flil because it lacks the genuine democratic spirit — as indicated bP the manner in which this trial was
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — (UPI) — A fully-guided flight river
conducted."
the Atlantic by the Navy's Polaris test missile in the near future was
indicated at the nation's missile test center Tuesday.
The Lockheed-built missile, forerunner of a submarine launched
ALBION, Mich. — (UPI) — Some 160 youths at the Starr Com- nuclear weapon, carried a guidance mechanism 900 miles as "passa
monwealth for Boys, in need of help themselves, went without lunch enger" Monday.
Tuesday to help give needy Detroit children a better Christmas.
It has been a tradition since 1914 at the Commonwealth for the
boys to have a "fast day" just before Christmas so they can raise
money to contribute to sortie-charity. The boys voted to donate this
MANAGUA. Nicaragua. — (UPI) — The chief of Nicaragua's
year to the Detroit Goodfellows Old Newsboy's Fund, which buys gifts army staff says 200 well-armed "Cubans and other revolutionaries.
for needy children.
who plan to invade Guatemala have arrived by air in Honduras an
300 more are on the way by ship.
Co!. Carlos Silva said Monday the force moved in from Cuba
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The nation's businessmen plan to step "with the apparent tolerance of the Honduran government."
up spending for factory expansion and modernization next year, thereby spurring both production and employment, the government has
reported.
PALERMO, Italy. — (UPI) — The Communist-supported Sicilian
Part of the expected rise seems from cutbacks in capital outlays
regional government of Silvio Milazzo fell Monday night when it lost
caused by steel shortages in the second half of 1959.
a key budget vote in the regional assembly 45 to 44.
Milazzo, whose Christian Social Party holds the balance of power
WASIIINGTON — (UPI) — A spokesman for the nation's airline between the Communists and the nationally-dominant Christian Dempilots said a new government rule which will ground them at the ocrats, won his second term as regional president in June.
age of 60 will cost some pilots up to$150,000 in lost salary. .
The estimate was given by Cla,•ance Sayen, president of t h e
17,000-member Air Line Pilots Association.
MEXICO CITY — (UPI) — Mexican Authorities said Monday
He branded as discriminatory and unnecessary the rule announced
night they have arrested five Venezuelan refugees in connection with
last week by the Federal Aviation Agency. It becomes effective March
an alleged plot to overthrow that country's government.
15.
The five prisoners were said to have confessed that they were
preparing for a Christmas eve attack on the leftist government of
Venezuela's President Romulo Betancourt,
TOKYO — It:PI) — Police in Nlomose in northern Japan reported
they found several apparently tipsy farm horses.
They learned that farmers, who had been brewing bathtub sake,
poured the rice wine down the horses' throats when tax officials
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Vice President Richard M. Nixn
launched a raid on bootleggers.
believes that Russia's determination to raise its living standard.
offers "a great hope" for peace.
The Russians can improve their lot "Only in an atmosphere of
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Ex-convict Sans Frank Locigno, a pal peace, of mutual cooperation among nations and people."
of ex-gambler Mickey Cohen, surrendered to police and "readily adNixon concluded from his visit to Russia last summer in the Demitted" killing Jack (the enforcer) Whalen in a Sherman Oaks res- cember issue of "The National Geographic."
taurant.
Locigno said he gave himself up to ''set things straight" and
claims he shot in self defense, detective chief Thad Brown said.
NEW DELIII — (UPI) — Premier Jawaharlal Nehru has declared
that India will not he caught napping if its border disput with Red
WASHINGTON — (UP!) — House investigators Wednesday China leads to war.
"In our enthusiasm for peaceful coexistence, we have not neglectlaunched an inquiry into complaints that major oil companies have
used 'unfair trade practices" to promote sales of their tires, bat- ed defense," Nehru said in a speech to the Council of States (India's
"Senate").
teries, and auto assessories.
He said India so far hag received no reaction to the "interim
The public hearings, which may run through Friday, are being
conducted by a House small business subcommittee headed by Rep. proposals" he sent to Peiping Nov. 16 in response to Premier Chou
En-Lai's Nov 7 proposal that both sides pull troops back from the
James Roosevelt (D-Calif.).
A spokesman said the subcommittee had received a "great many disputed border.
complaints" that service stations have been forced by their gasoline'
oil sunnliers to sell only eerl,e, brand products.

Plan Guided -Missile Flight Over Atlantic

Youth Fast To Aid Needy Detroit Children

200 Armed Cubans Arrive In Honduras

Plan More Factory Expansion For '60

Milazzo Government Falls In Budget Vote

Grounded Pilots To Lose $150,000 Salary

Mexico Arrests 5 Venezuelan Plotters

Japan Bootleg Raid Nets Tipsy Horses

Nixon Says Reds Need Peace To Improve Life

Ex-Con Surrenders To 'Set Things Straight'

"Border Won't Catch India Napping," Nehru

House Probes Oil Firms For 'Unfair' Acts

U. S. Regains Jet Height Record From Reds

Civilian Space Unit To Work With Military
WASHINC TON — (UP!) — The Defense Department said Wednesday that creation of a new civilian space unit headed by an Air Force
officer has assured full military cooperation in building high-power
rockets for deep space exploration.
The civilian unit, part of tl'e National Aeronautics and Space Administration. is to be headed by 45-year-old Mai Gen Don R.
Ostrander, who had been directing military missile programs
since
1951.

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. — (UPI) — The navy mild
Tuesday one of its jet planes has regained the world altitude record
for aircraft from Russia by flying to an unofficial height of 98,560
feet.
Vice Arlm Clarence E. Ekstrom, commander of the Air Farce
of the Pacific fleet, said Cmdr Lawrence E. Flint jr., 39, a native
of Berkley, W. Va., made the flight Sunday in a McDonnel F4H Phantom II jet.
The Russian mark Was 94,658 feet set in July.

•

Pilgrim Rest Baptist Church Filled For Service

CAPACITY CONGREGATION
is shown in the Pilgrim.
Rest
Baptist Church, 1484 rillow

st., during regular Sunday
nio. i;ing sei . 'ce. Coe of the
city's well known churches,

Pilgrim Rest is pastored by
the Res John Lindsey, show n
in the upper left hand corner

of the picture at right. The
same picture raptures the fine
choir of Pilgrim Rest Baptist

chord) rendering a selection
during the 11 a.m. worship
services.
The Re.. Lindsey

has issued an invitation to all
Memphians and visitors to

Memphis to worship with him
and uis congregation on any

Sunday they may choose. Staff
photos by Hardin.
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CORONATION SPLENDOR —
Miss Charlesetta Brown w a s
crowned "Miss Owen College"
Thursday night in the royally

decorated chapel in Roger WUliams Hall. A. D. Adams, president of the student council,
placed the crown on t b

Queen's head, The Queen's attendants are Miss Bobbie Phil.
lips and Mis. Betty Jean Johnson. The following campus

sweethearts presented gifts to
Her Highness: Misses Ruth
Young,
Katherine
Moore,
Brenda Fitzpatrick, Martha

MRS. SARAH BROWN pre•
gents the YWCA Mae as a
memorial to her husband, the
late Prof. L. E. Brown. The
now branch building will be
named in honor of Mrs. Brown
Shown above are, seated, left
right. Mrs. Eleanor Ogles-

by, secretary, committee on
administration; Mrs- C. C.
Sawyer. first vice-chairman:
Mrs. Addle G. Owens, executive director. Second row:
Miss Minnie McFadden, teen
age program director, Mrs.
KaUe Green, residence dire°.

tor, Mrs. Houston Collier, Mrs.
Marie L. Adams, second vicechairman; Mrs. Sarah Hayes
Brown, Miss Harry Mae Si.
mon, chairman of Vance Ave.
Branch YWCA; Mrs. Annie L.
Higgins. Mrs. Mary E. Murphy, Yrs. Lois Greenwood.

Third row: Mrs. Cooper E.
Taylor, Mrs. P. F. Caruthers,
Mrs. Geneva Williams, Mrs.
Winnie I,ou F. Hill, Mrs. Rebecca Biram, Miss Cornelia
Sanders, Mrs. Mary Willis
Robinson, and
Mrs. D. J.
Thomas,

Knox, Mobhie McGhee, Joyce
Fields, Ruby Williams, Lillian
Ruffin, Meriam Cooper, De,
borah King and Juanita Stokes.

WORKING FOR COLLEGE
Fl ND — These volunteer campaign workers for the United
Negro College Fund are shown
making reports at a recent
meeting at LeMoyne College.

IT. GEORGE W. LEE, foreground, wasn't satisfied until a post office booth was set
up in the Negro community to
aid Memphians In taking care
of their Christmas needs. At
his request, Postmaster A. L.
Moreland, left,
ordered Dm

The fund passed the $9,000
mark last week and is due to
go over 810,000 this week, left
to right: Benjamin Ward. a
LeMoyne senior and president
of the Pre•Alumni club; R. J.

establishment of this Santa
Claus booth at the corner of
Beale and Hernando. Mrs.
Dorothy Walker, seen in the
booth window, will handle
stamp sales as the Christmas
rush heads for its peak. Photo
by Withers.

Kelly, a leMoyne graduate and
a teacher
at Grant School;
Miss Bertha Graves, a 1189
graduate of leMoyne and a
teacher at Wisconsin School;
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president

a the

college, and J. A. Ream
champ (seated). Roy Scout
executive and coordinator ei
the um,drive is Metaphio
and Shelby County.
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SIKHS AND GUESTS — Seen
before a resplendent table
which was the scene of the
Sikhs Club's first formal dinner party last Friday night
at Tony's Inn are members of

their
tha unique club and
guests. Seated left to right are
Mrs Thaddeus Dome, Mrs.
Marlon D. Harris, Mrs. Alfredo Saffold, Mrs. Marjorie Uien,
Mrs. Nathaniel Jackson, Mrs.

James M. Greene, and Miss
Barbara Jones. Standing, left
to right are Jesse D. Springer,
guest and master of ceremonies; Alfredo Saffold, president; Thaddeus T. Stokes,

guest; M erten D. Harris,
treasurer; Thaddeus H. Home,
vice president; Nathaniel Jackson, secretary; James M.
Greene, business manager;
and Harold L. Wilson, corresponding secretary.

night last. Attending with her werel
Mr. Williams, her mother, Mrs.;
Beatrice Ivie and sister, Mrs. LaPearl Burns.
Mrs. Maggie Arnold of Sharon is:
visiting Mrs. Jennie Bradford in
Rutherford. Mr. Gaither lvie is
slowly improving train a car accident. He is in the home of his sister. Al this writing, his wife, Mrs.
Lou Ella hie is still hospitalized
in Jackson, Madison County from
grandson,
Mrs. Bobbie Harris has gone to the same accident. Her
ELIGIOU8
her sister who L. T. Lawrence was hurt but is
Rev. A. H. Ric* celebrated his!Chicago to be with
Sallie Lewis is in Mem- doing nicely.
d anniversary as pastor of the is ill. Mrs.
Convocation of The baby contest sponsored by
met Baptist church in Trenton phis attending the
in Christ. Oth- Mrs. Lucy Overall of the CME
God
of
Church
the
started
celebration
The
at week.
was quite successful.
section attend. Were church
this
from
ers
Sunended
and
night
Thursday
/
and Mrs. Tom Miss Dyer was Little Miss Fields,
y night. General chairman of B. F. Booker, Mr.
JoAnn Booker. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Olice
e activities was Mrs. 0. D. Booker and Miss
Ohio at Fields, and Mr. Dyer was Little
Gore, who was very ably assist- J. T. Moore is in Akron.
Derrick Hooker, son of Sgt. and
by various other members of the bedside of his mother who is,
1 Mrs. Tommie D. Hooker.
seriously ill.
• church.
1 Word has been received that
Rev. W. C. Rogers, pastor of the RETURNED
Mrs. Etta Lyons Head, formerly
er CME churcb, presented his Mrs. A. C. Jaycocks has returnof Dyer, now of Toledo, Ohio, is
Ards with a new set of working ed from her visit with her Fosterill, and Rev. F. M. Dickseriously
ans for the year and everyone son, J. T. Polk of Memphis. Miss
ey of St. Louis is hospitalized sufa started out with new inspire- Susie Russell has returned from
fering from two paralytic strokes.
a. Rev. Rogers, Mrs. Rogers, an extended stay in Benton HarChristmas holidays for the counI Mrs. Imogene were dinner bor, Mich. Mrs. Mary Herron is
ty schools are Dec. 23-Jan. 4.
eats of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie home from a visit with a daughmison Sunday. General Church ter, Mrs. Cairie Van Dyke, who
Ily Day and Pre Christmas Serv- is ill in Benton Habor. Mrs. Cora FIRST STATE
es will be observed at the C. P. Biggs has returned from her visit Albany — New York ranks first
urch in Dyer on Dec. 13.
with her daughter, Mrs. Janice in the production of tale and
TORS
Pitts Carter and new offspring in gypsum.
Mrs. Amanda
ark House of Wilmington, Del., Gallitan. Tenn.
sited his mother, Mrs. Demetras Smith is home from West Tenuse at Trenton. Mack Seat of nessee hospitaL
nton Harbor Mich., visited his SICK
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Daisy Rev. Haywood Ball and Miss
ets of Trenton. Mr. Henry Smith Betty Ruth Gentry are in Madid family of Chicago visited his son County General hospital in
rents. Mr. and Mrs. Booker Jackson; Mmes. Roma Powell,
ith and two sisters, Mmes. Ivy Kizzie Smith and Bertha Barham
rrett and Genniem Lesiur.
are in St. Mary's in Humboldt,
. H. Barber of Memphis visited Messrs. Will Whitlock, Jodie Bar. and Mrs. J. T. Seat recently. ham and Sidney Cook are in Kenm Stewart of Danville, Ill., visit- nedy General in Memphis Mrs.
his mother Mrs. Lena Wedding. Minnie Mason recently passed
and aunt, Mrs. Irene Stewart leaving her husband and other reoore. Mrs. Carrie Word of St. latives.
uis, Mo., visited relatives and
THIS AND THAT
endg recently.
Mr. William Hardin, Scoutmasrs. Mary McLaughlin and Mrs.
ter of the Trenton Troop, carried
rtha Joy of Chicago visited their
two of his Boyscouts to Alamo
her, Mrs. Adeline Exum and
on Tuesday night last to attend
ter, Mrs. Paralee Edmonds and
the Annual Banquet of the J. F.
other, Mr. Guy Exum recently.
Lane Division of Boy Scouts of
er visitors in the Exum home
America. From Cub Pack 126,
re Rev. and Mrs. J. D. Thom.
newly organized in Dyer, the foland family of Humboldt.
lowing committeemen attended:
PARTED
Messrs. J. D. Overall, T. L. Bu
Mrs. Lydia Ewell has gone to
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ball
eveland, 0., to visit her chanan,
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Burns, Mr.
ughter and family, Mr. and
rs. Charles Thomas Hardin. and Mrs. Johnnie Jamison and
tag Ruby Harris and daughter Scout Samuel Wynne.
ye gone to Cleveland to visit her Mrs. James Williams was a
other, Mrs. Allie Harris. Miss guest model at a Fashion Show
anis plans to enter school there. held in Brownsville on Monday
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Rad;o 148, It's Great
LISTEN TO THE GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 A.M.--- 9:30 A.M.
,
4
2:15 P.M.— 3:00 P. M.
HEAR HUNKY DORY
6:00 A.M.--- 8:30 A.M.
11:00 A.M. --- 1:30 P.M.

YOU'LL ENJOY BROTHER BOB
4:00 A.M. --- 6:00 A.M.
9:30 A.M. --- 11:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.--- 2:15 P.M.

Baked while
you sleep
flavor

Douglas
Bing ham pton
Orange Mound
Hamilton
Boothe Park
LeMoyne Gardens
Foots Homes

Thursday

DATE
Dec. 16th
Dec. 17th

Friday

Dec. 18th

Saturday

Dec. 19th

DAY

LOCATION

(Chelsea at Brookins)
(Broad at Carpenter)
(Douglas at Dallas)
(Kerr at Wilson)
(So. Parkway at Texas)
(Porter at Williams)
(Georgia at Mississippi)

Words of the Wise

Wednesday

Monday

Dec. 21st

Tuesday

Dec. 22nd

Wednesday

Dec. 23rd

she sat in church in the B Y.
P. U., and was pronounced dead
shortly thereafter.
Mrs. Sullivan was the wife of
Mrs. Peolia, Sullivan. Known to
her friends as "Little Nannie," she
was an integral part of Ripley.
Her lovely alto voice distinguish•
ed her as an outstanding member
of the choir at Holly Grove Baptist church. She, along with Mrs.
Kate Sanders, contributed many
duets through the years to church
programs in and out of town.
She was the mother of o n e
daughter, Dorothy Ann, of Chicago.
Other recent deaths are Mr. Eugene Bonds and Miss Darnisha
MRS. SULLIVAN DIED
Tonight, as I write this column, Halliburton.
I am very much saddend as the NFA HOLDS MEET
solemn faced processional march- District IV, New Farmers of
es to and fro from Graham's fu- America Leadership Training Conneral home in respect of Mrs. ference was held at Lauderdale
Nannie Sullivan, who was taken High school Monday night, Dec. 7.
Ill suddenly last Sunday night as, Saul Moore, Ill, and Miss Eleanor
G. Williams played a musical duet,
on the clarinet and piano, en.
titled "Whispering Hope." G. R.
Williams and the local chapter of
the NFA was host.
MINISTERS CLOSE YEAR
The closing meeting of the loOpens
on the Ministerial AlA $25 savings bond will be pre- cal chapter
at Rev. L. Nelsented to the winner of the Christ- liance was held
Whiteville, recently.
mas lighting contest being spon- son's church,
service, a
sored by the 50th Ward civic club. Preceeding the worship
supper was served
A $10 and a 9.5 cash award will lovely buffet
of Mr. and Mrs. Mahe made to second and third prize at the home
jor Jarrett at 5:30 o'clock.
winners.
Rev. E. G. Carroll was the speakThe prizes will be presented'
er and his subject, "The Price We.
a
during
22,
Dec.
night,
Tuesday
Pay," was based on Mark 1-35.
live Santa Claus party for the
Rev. B. F. Harris discussed the
children at Riverview Christian
main theme for the evening. An
church.
offering of $32.11 was given to the
Club President E. L. Young anchurch.
nounced this week that persons
New Hope CME church of Heninterested in participating in the
ning closed their callendar drive
contest should contact M r S.
Ion the first Sunday on this month.
Charles Marshall at WHitehall 8!Mrs. M. M. Johnson. addressed
1528 or Mrs. Laurine Prrrison at
the congregation on "Balancing the
WHitehall 5-1669.
I Negatives in our Lives." Miss
the
According to Mr. Young,
I Eunice McClain, Miss Christine
following persons have already I Simmons and Mrs. M. L. Lee of
contest:
lighting
the
entered
1 Halls Consolidated schools w ere
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mar- also guests on the program. Rev.
shall, 1884 Kansas; Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Harris made remarks.
E. L, Young, Ill West Gage; Mr. , This program was given by the
and Mrs. II. Harrison. 116 Gage; Stewardess Boards No. 1 and 2.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Clark, 21 W. THIS WEEK'S QUOTE
Gage; Mr. and Mrs. L. Jefferson, "A fisherman usually leaves no
23 Mc Kellar; Mr. and Mrs.. stone unturned when he goes out
Hill, 173 First at.; Mr. and Mrs. looking for bait."
A. McNeal, 297 Joubert; Mr. and
Mrs. L. Bowman, 2090 Benford;
I Mr. and Mrs. Johnson, 2069 Swift;
IMr. and Mrs. Braxton Webster,
2070 Swift; Mr. and Mrs. E. Patterson, 2080 Swift; Mr. and Mrs.
J. Stokes, 2090 Swift; Rev, a n d
Mrs. C. A. Dawson, 1843 Kansas;
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Brown, 169
Fairview Drive; and Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Walker, 135 W. Gage.

LauttetAnk

NEWS

SANTA CLAUS In the CocaCola booth in Dixie Homes
holds Diana Dillard, two year
old daughter of Mrs. Albert
Dillard of 161 Gebel, while
other youngsters tell the old

gest what they want f e r
Christmas. Coca-Cola has arranged for Malta to visit an
over Memphis before the
mzgle day arrives. Staff photo by Hardin.

41

50th Ward Club
4 Holiday Lights
Contest

gloves and Delis° Debs chime,
with illuminated her... Mr.
Wintens is a graduate of Manassas high school. A reception was held after the wed'
ding at t h e Top fiat a n d
Tails club, where the abote
picture was made. The best
man was Albert Sweet with
the matron of honor, Miss
Lucille Bailey. (Pis by R.
Morris)
MEW
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Education Is the knowledge of how to use the whole
of oneself. Many men use but
one or two faculties out of
the score with which they
are endowed. A. man is educated who knows how to
make a tool of every faculty
—how to open it, how to
keep it sharp, and how to
apply it US all practical pur.
pones.
VC"ard Beecher,

TO BE HONORED — Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Phillips of Dyer
will be honored OD Christmas
Day from 4.8 p.m., with en
open house reception at the
home of their daughter and
son-in-law, Prof. and Mrs. E.
L. Wynne at 402 Oak st. The
be celebrating
Phillips will
their Golden Wedding anniversary. The couple has been residents of Dyer practically all
their lives and were married
In the Halls Chapel community
in Dyer county. Receptionists
for the celebration will be three

Mush
have t
eyes, I
than 'I
clearly
arms a
the tip

of their grand daughters, Misses Jerry Wynne, senior of
Rosenwald high of Trenton;
Rebecca Phillips, freshman at
Adl State university of NashDorothy Wynne,
ville; and
teacher at Gary, Ind. Aside
from Mr. Wynne of Dyer, other children of the Phillips' are
Mrs. Eloise Moore and Mrs.
Lucille Nolan of Gary; Teddy
Phillips of Indianapolis; a it d
Jerry Phillips of Oakland,
Calif. They have 24 grand•
children and two great grandchildren.

11

The one gin that tastes great
mixed...I “ehased1 or straight...x

IIIMISIE•

DRIVING WITHOUT LIABILITY
CAN MEAN:

Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Gilbey'a is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just eoough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight. That's why ,.
it's the great favorite, all around the world.

•

• HEAVY FINES
• LICENSE REVOKED
• CANCELLATION
• REJECTION

DICK "Cane" COLE
3:00 P.M.--- 4.45 P.M.

Full Compliance With
Tennessee Financial Responsibility Law

Park — 549 So. Highland

Ak

DECEMBER 16-23, 1959

See Us For Your Insurance

TTEN BROS. HARDWARE

ident; Harold L. Wilson, correAlfred*
sponding secretary;
Saffold, president; Marine D.
Harris. treasurer; and Harold
Jackson. secretary.,

Santa Claus

,
CICV

Schedule

DON'T MISS

ye At Pre-Xmas Inventory Sale

left to right are: James M.
Greene, guiding spirit is the
Inauguration of the organizabusiness manager,
tion and
Thaddeus H. Home, sire pres-

TOM to

1$1.01(
NEWLY WEDS — Mr. and
Mrs. Emmett J. Vtintens pose
prettily in a typical after
wedding pose at the traditional wedding cake. The happy
couple was married Dec. ii by
assistant pastor Rev. Williams
Suggs of the Friendship Baptist church, where the ceremony took place. The bride is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Roberts of Memphis.
She wore a wedding dress of
white tulle-desole with white
pearl, long white evening

and sweethearts. The group
held their first formal dinner
Friday, Dec. 11, at
party
Tony's Inn, and saw the installation of the officers. Seen

JOINING THE RANKS of the
Memphis social scene is The
Sikhs Club, dedicated to outstanding events dedicated to
entertainment of their wives

Easy Monthly Payment Plan

the Q2Le gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!

Auto Plan Insurance Agency
202 Dermon Bldg. — 3rd & Court — JA. 6-3966
IIIIIM•••111111111111111•11155••11111111M11

SIMI'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN 90 PROOF 100% DRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. W.
611.111Y, LTD., CINCINNATI, OHIO. DISTRIBUTED IT NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS C11110
Am.

,1111111

Christmas 13 nearer than you day evening. The spacious living
think and if you haven't done your room was set up for three tables
Christmas shopping, you may be ef bridge which included MilsWith the yuletide a pproAch trig , the heavy Winter look
left out if you're looking for that dames Marietta Hughes, Lula Bell
come your
Gene Burr has designed hats that smaller hats that can
special something. The idea of gift Martin, Gertrude Ford, Fern Walbe warn
will be a very important part of now and tip to spring.
giving makes the season more. ker, Georgia Atkins, Rosetta Mc•
your outfit. Getting away from FESTIVE HATS
enjoyable but let's not forget those Kissack, Bernice Lucas, J
ia
.
Less fortunate than we.
'The red velvet profile, with a
Stieegog, Annia M. Bond, !dim
A long vacation it will be for, Phoney Granberry and your
red wine veil highlighted with
those connected with the school I scribe. Before bridge began, a
ruby stones. A must with navy
System as student, teachers and,abort business session completing
blue.
administrators. Holidays will be- plans for entertaining husbands at
The colors are ice blue and deep
gin on Dec. 18, with classes re- Christmas time was held followed
purple violets. The shape is a pillsuming on Jan. 4.
by the delicious menu of fried
box, lines are simple with just an
Educationally, teachers in Re- chicken and all the trimmings
added touch to glamorize any outgion IV attended the Regional Pro- along with hot coffee. Prizes were
fit. Its the church hat, the lest hat
won
by Mesdams Walker and Lufessional Teachers' meeting at
and the cocktail rat, a versatile
Fayette County Training school tes.
hat, a must for any woman's wardin Somerville, Tenn., on Dec. 11. The December meeting of the
robe.
MRS. BOSTIC FETED—Some
showered her with gifts of apChairman of the meeting was Prof. Jackson Alumnae
and is still active in that capasitting. Standing are Mrs. D.
The birdcage in burgandy conChapter of Del- of the highlights on the life
preciation for her as the first
John Kohlheim with 15 alternate
city
at
First Baptist church,
Kendrick, Mrs. E. Satterfield,
fection crushed velveteen, with a
Negro woman voter
chairmen composed of supervisors ta Sigma Theta Sorority was held of Mn, Gertrude Jantes Bos•
In the
Chelsea. Above are Mrs. BosMr, Kendrick, Mesdantrs F.
mauve touched lifelike rose bloomeighth ward. A leader in many
and principals in the region. The in the home of Soror Mae Scott tic, a lifelong citizen of the
tic, Mrs. P. Keys. Mrs. 0,
Mattlus, M. Cross, A, Brewing on the top, encaged in a detail
organizations, Mrs. Bostic was
counties included are Crockett, Payne with Sorors Payne and Dor- city of Memphis were relieved
Lode, Mrs. I.. Gordon and
er. B. Braden and E. Hamilveil of the same color. Different
baptised in lti93. She began
Fayette,
Hardeman, Haywood othy Douglas serving as hostess- recently in a borne celebraMrs. C. Reed, from left to right
ton,
for the Christmas party,
tion. Several of her friends
teaching Sunday school in 1900
and Madison and the City of Jack- es. More than 20 sorors enjoyed
just a touch
of glamour
son. Teachers discussed the topic, the meeting conducted by the presrest of the ladies and make your
"Guidance — A Tool in Helping (dent, Soror Alfred& Martin. The)
man
feel
so proud because yue
a Child Reach His Potential".
annual Christmas party for the
will be different from others beThe points emphasized were: first graders of the City of Jackcause you will be wearing a white
W.1) the responsibility of the class- son is scheduled for Dec. 17 in the
dress, the color of the season.
room teacher in the guidance pro-,Lane College gymnasium. Found
In the background you see othet
gram; (2) interpretation and uti- er's Day celebration is on the calhats, each one different, original(
lization of record information; (3) endar for early January and FebWhile shopping stop in at Lowers.
interpretation and utilization of ruary. The Miss Bronze We s t
Put sonic of your own creative of rolling the chicken wire from stein's hat department and tel
tests results, and (4) making oh- 1 Tennessee Pageant. Senior young
Burr give you his personal atlashandiwork into your home Christ- end
servation of pupil behavior. The ladies participating in the pagto end. The diameter of the lion in
selecting your hat.
mas decorations this year. Sonte,
day was counted as in-service for eant which is based on talent are: . The holiday dessert
base
should
he
about
inches,
six
should be'
,of the cleverest and most original;
Misses Frances Sullivan and BarJackson teachers.
To
make
flowers
—
you'll
need
dramatic. It should have glamor.
35
decorations are those you make!
bara Bonds of Humboldt, Miss Shir- As a
to 50, depending on how tightly
PRINCIPAL AT MEETING
grand finale to a delightful'
I yourself.
they are placed on the wire base—'
C. N. Berry, principal of Merry ley Haynes of Henry, Tenn., Miss' meal, the last course should create'
For
unusual,
Delores
festive
one:
Woods
which
of
Denmark,
Misal
High school, was in attendanoe
take a tissue folded in half and cut
excitement at its appearance. If,
will be true conversation pieces
at the 64th Annual Meeting of the Betty Carroll Richardson of Par- it doesn't there is no object in On Thursday night, Dec. 10, in the world.
He will run again are trees made with cleansing tis- along the crease.
is,
Miss
Barbara
Blakes
of
MemSouthern Association of colleges
Accordion pleat from end to end,
having a final course. There is no Geethr High School PTA celebrat- in 1960. His wife, Mrs. Blanes
Ste- sues. Believe it or not, they are
and secondary schools Dec. 2-5, phis, Miss Georgia A. lieggie of reason why a holiday dinner can't ed its Annual Family night in the yens, was his
honored guest. Rev. easily made with white tissues, twist end un a pipe cleaner around
in Louisville. Ky. Mr. Berry stat- Union City, Miss Lillian TaYlorl end with the salad no one is real- ; spacious gymnasium of the school. R. L. Jones,
president and Dr combined with flexible pipe clean- the center of the pleated tissue.
ed that he felt the experience of of Bells, Miss Dorsey B. Ross MIly hungry by the time dessert ls The gym was filled to capacity Joseph W
Fan out pleats, separating four
Falls, principal.
ers, a chicken wire base, colorless thicknesses
.
everyone present seemed to PTA NEWS
attending the meeting made him Henderson, Miss Mary Ann Bowles reached, anyway.
to form flow; brush
land
of
Stanton
and from Jackson,\Miss- I
nail polish and inexpensive glitter ledges with
enjoy the program, which was
educationally richer. He also mennail polish and dip into
A spirit of Christmas program
es Joanne Marry, Earline Thom- But a dessert does give the fin- very carefully
dust.
planned
tioned that it was most gratifyand
glitter
very
before
ishing
it dries.
touch
to
A
go
will be held Dec. 19, 10 a. m. at
meal, so
Beverly.
beautifully rendered.
Here's what you need: three feet To fasten them to base place one
ing to witness that the expressed as, Henrietta Wright,
S. A. Owen college. The presiKennedy, Dorothy Northern, Wil- make it interesting and attractof 12-inch chicken wire, a large lat top of cone and twist pipe cleanphilosophy for the tasks of the
The program consisted of num- dent is appealing to all
lie Lou Sharp, Leath& Jones, An- ive, colorful and flavorful.,
presidents box of tissues,
Jackson city schools is the same
a package of pipe er ends inside cone. Continue
bers from the students and the of the local PTAs to please
nie Springfield, Mary Helen Phelps, And speaking of flavor, there is
be cleaners,
as the thinking which permeated
a bottle of glitter dust'placing flowers close together
Lord's Prayer by Mrs. Mattie B. responsible for their members beClaudette Hunt and Patricia Den- nothing more intriguing than a
land
a hottlii of colorless nail polish.;around cone working down to bot4111,he entire meeting. "The improvenis. Keep eyes and ears open for spicy pudding topped with the Heston. Some of the featured num- ing present We are all boking
Wnent of Academic Performance of
"just right" sauce — truly, an bers rendered were Choral read' forward to this great affair. Some To make the trees: Form a cone tom.
other announcements.
Students Through Better Teachepicurean dessert. From the be- ing, Lincoln's Gettysburg address of the participants on the pro, TALENTED SINGER
log."
ginning of American history pud- by the 5-1 class. Music was furn- gram will be Mrs. Susie Smith,
Merry High school was approved I Miss Jacqueline Cole, daughter dings have been associated with ished by the Geeter school band Mrs. Mettle Burnett, Gibson's Kin,which was conducted beautifully. Mrs. Johnnie M. Peters is chairby the Association -W-gen it met' in of Prof. and Mrs. G. C. Cole, 1.15 Christmas.
Pine at,, in Jackson, Tenn., has While most of us
Louisville in December. 1958.
do not go for Invictus, William P. Henley by man and Mrs. Arden* Gooch ls
been
enrolled
as a student of a rich plum pudding for everyday USIVirIe Davis, 6-1 class.
Rev. and Mrs. W. M. Monroe
president.
were very happy parents when noted voice teacher, Jerome Rob- fare, at Yuletide we make a cere- , Reading by Jimmie Kerr, 9-2 CHRISTMAS BASKETS
ertson.
of
Memphis,
Tenn.
they received a letter from Mr.
mony of the preparation of this .class; Music presented by the Kid- Walker Home Civic Club will
Samuel Miller Brownell, superin- A junior at Merry High school, Christmas dessert. Double the reci- dy band, which played Christmas sponsor a door to door campaign
Jacquelin* w a pe — triple it The extra pudding ,carols. This was one
tendent of schools in Detroit.
of the out- starting Dec. 20, and will continue
accepted as a can be steamed in decorated heat 'standing features of the evening. through Dee. 24. Each civic club
Mich., inviting their daughter,
pupil of the reaistant bowls and given for•Mrs. Ethel Miller, teacher
Brenda Kay, to loin a special class
of 5-1 member is asked to walk. The
Memphis teach- Christmas gifts.
of pupils who have displayed abiliclass was responsible for the Kid- members walking will In. identier after being re- The flavor of the pudding rip- dy band.
fied, by their membership card.
ty and interest. Brenda Kay who
commended by a ens with time, so make your pud- All music was sunder the direr- The entire area
Is enrolled in the eighth grade at
of Walker Home
Jackson Instruct- ding early. They need only to be Aims of William Newbern with Miss will be convoluted
Mule* Junior High school in Deand in case
She has been reheated for serving. Then of Evelyn at the piano.
troit was recommended from the
some one is overlooked, we are refound to have a course, there must be the prem. The Senior Girl Scouts served as questing those persona
school on the record she has made
to go to
voice span of,ation of the sauce without which hostesses and they were really on Wand Grocery on Brooks
so far this year scholastically and
road or
four
octaves, holiday puddings
through tests taken. She will meet
would never duty all the time.
Lee's Sundry on Colter rd , and
considered rare have obtained fame. Perhaps your The Boy Scouts were present leave your donation. We are apjhrith the special class in Creative
talent.
choice may be a mixture of cream- also. The 54 faculty members were pealing to every resident of Walk11PWriting. She completed her first
Miss Cole haa ed butter and white or brown sug- Presented by the principal. after er Home to make a contribution,
seven years of work at Lincoln
Miss Cole
and Jacksonians are very proud of
a scholastic av- ar which is known as hard sauce. their guest, the parents and stu- please don't let us down, because
the progress she Is making in De- erage of over 3:00 and partici- Or you may prefer a soft sauce dents of each individual teacher. the baskets are for the needy of I
STATE MAPPING
Don't wait until the last minute
:CAR CAPACITY
troit. She is residing with her pates in other activities as the In which the pudding wilt almost All were recognized as well as the community.
! before buying your wines a 1 4
I
t
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Ben- . Girl Scouts, Corrye Stevens Mu- float as the guests help themselves. some of the honored guests; Rev. For more information call Mrs.' Washington
Inland,.; Chicago — Average capacity of , splrits. Borrowing
a cup of sugar
sue Tennessee, formerly of this sic Club, New Home Makers of No matter what type sauce you J. H. Golden and Mrs. Heard of Johnnie Mae Peters, chairman at,.Massaehusetts and Rhode
America, and is the president of,choose, chefs and gourmets all the Goodwill Homes, Prof. Monroe EX. 7-9096 or Mrs. M. Jackson at aro considered adequately map- a U. S. freight car is now about from your neighbor is one thing;
city.
SOCIALLY
. C,. Adair at ped, according to the U. S. Geo. 528 tons compared with a 47 ton iborrowing a "fifth" simply isn't
the Glee Club and Science cllib agree, nothing enhances the flav- Jackson, Principal of Whites Chap- EX, 7-9046 or
idone. And most times, it simply
Ilimit 25 years ago.
The newly remodeled home of on the campus. Her church affil- or of a sauce, or any dish as does el school; Prof. Isaiah Goodrich, EX 7-1117 Felton J Earls is the logical Survey offices.
isn't possible.
Mrs. Vera Brooks was the scene iation is with the Liberty CME butter. To give your festive pud-•principal of Ford Road ac-hoot; president
ding taste appeal, top it with one IProf. Charles W. Horner, principal The Faithful
Chsrlty club is
of the regular meeting of the Cri- church where she holds office
of the butter rich sauces listed of Walker school; Mrs. Mary Ann making plans to give baskets to
terion Bridge club on last Thurs- the Junior Choir.
-- I below — and for that dramatic Wrushen, president Ford Road P. the needy and anyone wishing to
glamorous appearance bring it to T. A.; Mrs. Johnnie Peters, vice make a contribution may contact
the table blazing in rum or brandy president; Mrs. Agnes Gibson, sec- .the president by calling EX. 14111
as all good Christmas puddings ond vice president; all of them or coming by 3448 W. Hornlak•
Musing: The only eves you cheeks, chin, neck and back not
h Id.
from Ford Road and also Mrs. Ida rd. You may donate clothing,
have to see with are your own at all. In the same way, the only
food and money. Due to the fact
eyes and they look 'out' rather mind you have with which to un- ; Butterscotch Sauce — Combine Rambert, chairman of Health Comthat we are a charity group, we
sugar,
mittee f FordR d
than 'in'. You can view others derstand yourself is your own'1 cup b
donated all of the above mentionclearly, but yourself only in part— mind. The only feelings you hove . and 1-3 cup heavy cream. Boil five Others were Mrs. Bessie Nathaned items. Pleaae help us make this
minutes
without
president
iel,
Weaver
of
stirring;
school
then
yourself
"feel"
which
with
to
arms and legs quite well and even
a happy Christmas for some needy
the tip of your nose, but forehead, are your own feelings. And so beat until sauce is foamy, or for PTA: Mrs. L, J. Kinsey, preal. person.
dent of Whites Ghapel PTA.
you are often better at under- aboutseconds.
Mrs. Mildred Wright, president,
standing others than yourself.' Clotted Brand” Sauce — Blanch Willie Stevens, a member of the Mra. Mattis I.. Adams, secretary.
You may know well what Bobby and grind 10 bitter almonds, then faculty at Geeter, has record 01 On Tuesday, Dec. 8, 3:15 p. in
Burns was talking about when he rub through a fine sieve into a .being one of the fastest trackmen the Mitchell Road junior high
wrote: Oh, wad some power the cold howl. Cream 4 .ounces of
school held their regular monthgiftie gie us, To see oursels as butter until light, gradually add French brandy, and continue the ly PTA meeting in the school cafe2
ounces
of
sugar,
Alternately
with
ithers see us!
; creaming until the sauce has the
the almond paste and 1-3 cup of appearance of clotted , cream. terium with the president presidDear Carlotta:
ing
Chill thoroughly and just before Business of importance was mak
I am a boy in school who studies
serving, cream again for a mM- jog plans for their annual tea,
very hard, but I am always
afraid to answer for fear of mak- that go wrong, surprise us by turn- ute to restore the clotted appear- which will he held Jan. 31, 1960,•
ance.
ing mistake. When I do try to ing out all right.
in the school cafe.
E
Eggnog Sauce — Scald 1 pint Everyone involved is looking foranswer the class looks at me $0'Dear Carlotta:
hard, I make mistakes even tho' How can I keep my 10-year-old light cream, and stir into it, first, ward to a historical occasion. The
I know the right answers. T h e :from having such a vivid imagi- Vs cup sugar, then gradually add president Is soliciting the cooperakids vela 'elk al/ the time get nation? The ugly word is fibbing. 4 egg yolks previously beaten tion of all members and well wishbetter MAO. I am becoming dis- Do you think she will gh.:w out with a few grains of salt and Vs ers.
couraged. What can I do. Ben. of it. I haven't said much to her, teaspoon vanilla. Cook over hot Mrs. N. A. Crawford, president,
Dear Ben: Probably you are a but I acknowledge I have given water, stirring Constantly until Prof. Alonzo Weaver, principal,
slightly thickened but do not boil. and Mrs. J. M Peters, chairman
deep thinker and will be a great her some 'dirty' looks. Mother.
Flavor with rum and serve warm. of publicity
professor some day. Don't be Dear Carlotta:
hard Sauce — Cream IA cup CHURCH NEWS
I afraid of making a mistake. To Perhaps unknowingly you have
err is human. No need to be dis- given the little girl cause to be butter, then heat in Iva cup sugar .There will be a Spirit of Christcouraged. Show me the man who afraid of you. Keeping out fear and 1 teaspoon vanilla.
mas program at the Riverside MB
Variations: Add 2 tablespoons church, Dec. 23, 7:30 p. m. The
has never made a mistake and makes it easy for the child to tell
I will show you one who has nev- ithe truth. Do you ever speak to good brandy.
church le located at 24$ W. MitchAdd 11
/
4 cups brown sugar in- ell rd.
er accomplished anything. Colum- her in such a manner that would
bus was looking for India, he found make her fcel that she is being stead of white sugar.
The spotlight will helm on tite r
America
instead.
That
was 'accused' rather than 'questioned?' Add 2 tablespoons of cherry youth on that night. The ciildren I
by mistake. The biggest mistake Or do you give her that look? Try juice and Vs cup of canned, chop- are looking forward to this ocone can make is being afraid of becoming more gentle, even in ped, up 5 weetened well drained casion with great anticipation, so
making one. It should take the Your look. It can work a miracle. cherries.
that they may display the spirit
Add /
1
2 cup toas ed chopped co- of Christmas.
conut and 1-8 tea poon nutmeg.
The Gibson Kindergarten will be
Add 3 tablespoons of lemon one of the featured guest, Mrs.
juice added slowly, beating con- Agnes Gibson is principal.
stantly until light.
The program is under the super"A Guide to Good Eating" is a vision of Mrs. Louise Mason, Mrs.
service provided to readers of the C. Dandridge and Mrs. Katherine
Tri State Defender through the co- Tappan.0. D. White,
operation of the Memphis Dairy
Rev.
pastor, Mrs
Council. Mrs. Williams is a teach- Charlene Dandridge, church reporter of Home Economics at Manas- er and Mrs Johnnie Mae Peters,
sas High school.
will be mistress of ceremony.
Mt. Pisgah MB church welcomHow much "Spirit" do you put ed as their honored guest in their
into a quart of store bought egg- BTU at 5 30 Dec. 6, the Rev. C.
nog, That's easy. A cup of cog- Dandridge, missionary of the
nac, 8 ounces, to each quart of Whitehaven District BTU Congress,
and Double X
nog, 32 ounces. (There are 25 after which Rev. Dandridge delivCREAM
ounces in a "fifth" bottle of cog- ered the afternoon message, which
nac.)
was very inspiring. His text was
taken from James 5-17, subject,
LAKE DEPTHS
God Answers Prayer. Rev. Eland• Duluth — The Great lakes have ridge is a member of Riverside
natural deep water except in the
R church. Rev. A. C. Jackson ,
connecting waterways.
is pastor of Mt. Naga&

Festive, Unusual Yule
Decorations, Tissues

I

I

GUIDE POST

Buy NOW For Christmas

Best Values Go First!

Many One-Of-A-Kind!

or

Brighten
Holidays

FOREST SILL
EGG NOG

Some Matched Sets!

All Sales Final!
E ARE A FEW EXAMPLES:
All Sales For Cash!
Reg. Price
Item
Sale Price
$29.95 Ladies Pullman Case
$14.97
$27.50 Ladies Weekend Case
$13.75
$29.95 Ladies Weekend Cases
$17.97
$18.50 Men's Portfolio Brief Case $11.50
$ 9.75 Men's Brief Cases
$ 5.85
$ 5.00 Leather Wallets,
$ 3.40
(All Prices Plus Tax)

iva
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Teenage Whirl

Young
Memphis

By DEVOIE WEBSTER
And CLARENCE SMITH

By
TOMMYE KAY HAYES

C

entertained audience. Last
Hello, guys and dolls, many of well
sang at the BTW coffee
you may know us and we feel week they
on the Deb teens
and
hour
For
you.
know
already
we
that
and the plant to prosper
the ones that don't know us, I'm I program
L. Fender is di.
Dovoie Webster; a senior among program. Mr. E.
the many other swinging fellows 'rector,
around Hamilton High school. So- I'VE HEARD
stiving for popucially, I am affiliated with the I Lois Davis is
certain young man
Junior Elks and other organiza- larity . . . A
around B. T. W. has wants and
tions.
wishes for Doris Hunter to ansAnd I'm Clarence E. Smith, a
his prayer . . . The Turbans
wer
Warriors'
the
around
junior
are traveling the road to success
e
t
of
treasure
Campus. I am
. The Marquettes will
again .
Junior Elks and of the NAACP
be the most popular club this
Youth Council. 'fhese things interyear. How true is that?
est you little so I will proceed
A lot of fellows will get their
to speak of other things. As your ,
hearts broken around Christmas
writers of the Teenage Whirl we
Time. I'm sure you know exactly
are going to do our best in get- what I mean. The college fellows
ting the latest, the greatest, and
will blow on the scene.
all the happenings around the var- DEFINITION OF THE WEEK
take
a
let's
So
schools.
ious high
Movie Star: The woman who is
whirl.
destined to never be a brides
SOCIAL SCENE
maid but always a bride.
The Bondads are inviting you
Next week we hope to bring you
feeling
enjoy
the
and
down
to come
a better' column and more news
of "living it up" at the famous from the various high schools. So
Hippodrome Roller Rink, Dec. 21, this is Devoie Webster and Clarfrom 8 p. m. to 2 a. m. President ence Smith saying be here next
is Williamette Parker.
week to take a whirl.
\ The Junior Elks will hold their
first Christmas Party Dec. 25, at
the Elks club on Beale. Rudolph
Williams and the Beatniks will
'furnish the sound.
The Co-ettes will hold their charia
ty ball Dee. 30, at LeMoyne Corn.
mons. Like the beatniks would say,
"Be there man, be there."
What would happen if:
1. Clara Smith was fat,
2. George Jones couldn't talk,
William Higgins was a beat-

Hi, what's Ifippening your way? Joanne Ingram, Ernest Boram,
The Goodwill Revue started the Carl Bruce, Marion Brown, Perweek end off last Friday night at cy Chalmers, Teresa Thompson,
Ellis auditorium. The first half Linsey Gill, Betty Jones, Arthur
was the Gospel part and in many Greene, Beady Sinclair, and Lewpeople's choice was the best part. is Smith,
Miss Bertha Williams also had a
The Staple Singers from Chicago
almost stole the show, but compe- birthday during the week. Bertha
tition from the Spirit of Memphis is a student at Washington, and
Singers, Dixie Nightingalei, and helping her celebrate were: Sampthe Christian Travelers was strong. son Briscoe Joan Hampton, Rich.
The Blues half of the show star- ard Foster, Dorothy Fant, Kenred the invincible Ray Charles neth Cox, Essie Boyd, Donnie
and was built around the Detect- Mitchell, Patsy Wilder, Osbi•
Iv. Convention at a coffee house. Howard, Carolyn Mason, Bernard
help her become twelve years
derson, Carl Wherry, Hyenas
Sandra King, Sandra Peace,
The place was filled with beatniks Robinson, Matthew Simmons, Odis BIRTHDAY PARTY—A sur, of age. On hand for the cellHorner, Carolyn Harris, RobSamuel Peace, jr., Moses
prise Birthday party was els
played by the Teen-Towners and Dockery and Osborne Moore.
bration were Eloise Pope, Naert Caches, Barbara Hence,
Peace and Georgia Lynom.
the Radio stars of WDIA. Wade Another set enjoyed by all was ea for Shirley Annette Peace
dine Perkins, Ira Jean Holmes,
Beverly Wilson, Onzie Horne,
Shirley 'attends St. Augustine
Flemmings rocked the house with the one given for Pam Johnson recently at the picturesque
Mae
Ola
Bennett,
Precilla
The
jr.,
Claudette
Hence,
Cerra
school and is the daughter of
bis new recording of "What's Hap- by her older sister, Jackie. Pam Lakeview Country Club.
Marr,
Jeweldine
Cain,
Ann
was
thrillguest
Johnson,
Robert
Stevens,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel M.
honored
WilLalittle
also celebrated her birthday. She
pening," and it seemed Miss
Thompson, Aubrey Jones,
liam Nesbitt, Johnny Alston,
Peace. She is in the center of
Val, jazzy in her black gown trim- is a student at Hamilton. On hand ed beyond words when she
Clarence Carhee, Judith AnJulie Parson, Winston Carhee,
the pie, cutting the cake,
med in gold high-lighted by flam- to add to the festivities were: saw all her friends present to
- —
ing red hair, and Joe Hinton just Maxine Davis, Wade Conner, Kathadded more to the excitement of erine Haralson, Oliver Ingram,
said, "To me Christmas meansl
Vivian Barnes, John Swanagan,
Use evening.
the coming of the Christ child, not
I Both halls were filled as usual Joan Hampton, Richard Foster,'
just a holiday, as it seems to somel
for the show which is for a very Victoria Alexander, Robert Jones,
of us. Some of us believe thatl
worthy cause, helping needy chil- Lois Davis, Robert Earl Marshall,
Christmas is just a time of the
dren throughout the year. A few Etude Boyd and Robert Heard.
year when we give presents and
Don't
forget the Co-Ettes Charipeople I spotted were: Joyce
get new clothes. Most of us don't
Lynom, E. J. Washington, June ty Ball at LeMoyne Commons on
stop to realize that without the
Rainey, Melvin Owens, Lynn How- Dec. 30.
I coming of the Christ child, we
ell, Eugene Webb, Emily Petti- LeMoyne's Coronation Ball honI would not be able to get the new
grew, Robert Earl Marshall, Sher- oring Miss LeMoyne, Miss Ernesclothes and give presents."
re Rayner, Charles Miller, Gloria tine Lee, was 'abulous, so I heard.
Another said: "Christmas means
Ben Branch and the Largos pro-%
Ihilkens and Warnsby Stigall.
cheer."
Sunday night Miss Helen Delor- vided the sounds so what I heard
Still another stated, "Christmas
es King celebrated her 16th birth- was probably true. The many atto me means a time of being joy.
nik34.
: Tyrone Patterson couldn't see
day with a party given for her tending included Martha Little,
Looking for a family gift IC
nary game with the "B" team 59-Ious.",
Carol Doxey,
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Maurice Brown, Opal Kenney, PTA COFFEE HOUR
schools'
Washmain
event,
both
18.
The
5, Willie Ward couldn't play bas- entire family will enjoy?
But let us not forget the real
King at the Foote Homes audi.- Marvin Plunkett, Patricia Jones Last Sunday evening the
A modern home freezer is your
also claimed by tue meaning of Christmas.
ketball,
torium. She was escorted by Lyn- (Miss Freshman), L. Q. Wilkins. ington Parent-Teacher Association "A" teams, was
the Warriors with the score being
A. Joseph Watkins was short, answer. Mom, Pop and the chilelm Jennson.
Joyce Lynom, Steve Wigley, Ida presented its Annual Coffee hour
The one that began many, many
7. Rose Cooper could have her , dren may all have different reasHostessses, Helen's classmates, Mae Jones, Allen Stiles Thurkell which climaxes the PTA's Mem- 77-48.
years ago in the little town of
ons for being enthusiastic over a
way,
were: Margaret Powell, Alice Tay- Stovall, Frank Cole, Jackie Lane, bership Drive. This year's coffee HINT TO THE WISE
Bethlehem. There the greatest'
To the foursome that hangs out
8. Maggie Hankins wasn't at- freezer — but the important
lor, and Juanita Robinson. Hel- Cecil Washburn, Sterline Harris hour was spearheaded by Mrs. Sagift, that could be given was prearound Orange Mound and Lything is that all of them will entractive,
en Received guests in a lovely (Mils Sophomore), Marvell Thom- die Edwards and Mrs. Althea
sented to the world, Born of a'
9. Ann Hines wasn't popular, joy it.
formal of lavender and white. as, Holly Martin (Miss Junior), Price. The affair was held in the cum rd., in the '59 Oldsmobile: virgin and given to the world by MEMPHIAN JEB STUART, of Chi.
wasn't
people
You can fool some of the
10. Maxine Hollingsworth
For the younger set, the idea
Among the many guests Includ- Willie Shotwell, Leath Owen.(Miss Blair T. Hunt gymnasium.
God, was a tiny babe. His name, cage, was in his home town recentsome of the time hut not all of
the most attractive girl around if a freezer brings with it visions
ed: Fate Mosley, Joe Littleton, Senor) and Theodore Wells.
Prizes were given to the teachJesus, the Savior of the world. I, for a number of concerts at
the
people
all
of
the
time.
Hamilton
of a ready supply of frozen conJackie Bruce, Dorsey Sanders, Si- All the lucky kids invited to Miss era with the most PTA members.
To him, gifts were also given to Dewiest High, Melrose, Booker
'ections. It's just like having the
and
Hamilton GATHER THIS
mone McAnulty, Vernon Robinson, Regina Thigpen party this Xmas Mrs. C. It. Johnson won first We wish you, you, you, and you show appreciation for his purpose,,T. Washington
'schools. Ile will appear at the Maxine Hollingsworth is run- "ice cream man" in the kitchen
Jackie Walker, Romeo McNairy, season ars asked to call her if prize. Second prize went to Mr. the best of luck and hope for you to serve the world.
,
ning in the Queen Clubs contest all the time.
Lucinda Stovall, James Helry, they are Interested in attending C. G. Winfrey and third to Mrs another successful year.
In all of our rejoicing and cele- Flamingo room on Feb. 5, 6 and 7
One half million Memphiana
launched by the Tri-State De- Mom and Pop have somewhat
Margaret Abernathy, Lewis Hines, the breakfast afterwards.
brating let us remember that it along with Faith Taylor and the just
C. B. Simmons.
can't be wrong. WE HAVE OUR
fender. She won second place In more serious thoughts about the
is the birthday of the Christ Sweethearts. The sineing personall.:
The prizes were donated by the EYES ON YOU!
Mrs. Lucille , the Blues Bowl Queen contest.
benefit of a freezer, however. For
child. That should be instilled ty is the son of
Coca-Cola Bottling company, Lay's STATEMENT OF WEEK
Maurice White, a well known Mother, the advente.gee are obviwe cele- Yancey of 905 S. Wellington. A '
Potato Chips, Taystee Bakery, S' "I would like for it to be known Into our minds and when celebrate'capable
B.
T.
W.
is
outyoung
man
around
singer, Mr. Stuart is also I
ous.
should
C. Tool, Liberty Cash No. 45, Brod- by everyone that I am not a mem- br te
standing for his drums. So hats She can, for example, pick a
a composer, having written
naz, Flora's Flower Shop, Dixie ber of t he Beatnik Society, so socially but spiritually as well
off to the swingiest junior at B. cool day as "baking day" a
Silent
Heart,"
"My
Dearest
TreesBeauty Shop, Cade Barber shop, please don't ask me anymore." . . Most people think Christmas .is
'Your Only Love," which was T . W.
with all the ingredients and utst
just a time for giving and receiv- l ure.'
Goodfriend Cleanders, Miss.; Sam Jo Evelyn Grayson.
The Booker T. Washington Glee ails assembled she can bake
Royals, and
ing gifts. They never stop to think,, recorded by the Five
,
Fortes, Rhode-Jennings, Fitzger- CHARITY BALL
..numerous others. His latest release Club is a very fine one indeed. enough desserts to last the family
ng or w y am,
ald and Haverty's Furniture cornMemphis' largest charity organJosan," on a Sher , Whenever they make an appear- through busy days ahead when
'Ichibon
l
to liasbe
'
pany, Suburban, Central and Serv- ization, the JAYCERETTES are receiving? What am I trying
ance they leave behind them a baking might be a real chore.
demonstrate? Over major en d eav• ice Drug Stores.
Cursponsoring a Charity Ball at
Other prize winners were Mrs. ries, Tropicana on Jan. 3, 1960. or should be to do what God would
Jones. The next game will be WedEdna Robinson, Rodgers Robinson, The proceeds from the affair have us do at this time.
nesday night, Dec. 16, in our gym
sr., Mrs. Mary Harvey, Mrs. Fan- will go to help brighten the CURRENT COUPLES
against Carver High school. We
Sylvia Buntyn and Percy WigNi hearts of the less fortunate
nie Duncan, Chester Adams, ‘'-1.
at gins, Joyce
plan to come out on top in that
White and William
ham Brown and Mrs. Eva Ham- Christmas.
game.
Whitney, Mildred Scott and lien ilton.
Your support will be appreciat•
ry Gamble Mary Love and Ira
'SAY MAN'
with
hi g hest ed.
Hello Everybody! Here we are tor.
th8
Teachera
LEWIS
here
wish
these
young
people
sueBy
LAMER
Peppers, Lenora Nelson and LuCould Albert Thompson have
for the first time to acquaint you The newly organized club, "The amoung of adult representatives KNOWN FRESHMEN COEDS
, cess in all things.
cious Best, Patsy Williford and OUTSTANDING STUDENTS
turned his back on those other
with the latest news around t Is e
prizes also. Those
Robbie Ford, Helen Prudent,
SPOTLIGHT
.Musettes" had as their first acti- present won
a
week.
last
Wednesday
of
On
girls in his fan club for M. F.?; ErMccampus. We hope you will enjoy
winning were: Mrs. C. G. Winfrey, Sandra Smith, Fancine Doyle, Jo- Cleveland Steward, Pearlie Mc-1
This week's spotlight turns to a
vity to attend the Memphis Sinfosp.cial assembly was called to give
nest is a lone wolf or does he have
reading our column.
Mrs. L. Brooks. Mrs. C. R. John- sephm
who hi-year-old senior, namely Magnol-, his mind on G. P.?; Rod'
classmates,
our
honor
to
nieta
at
Auditorium.
Gloria
Williford
Ellis
and
Nathaniel
LewMartin.
American Education Week was
son, Mrs. V. H. Robinson, and Sylvia Buntyn, Mildred Scott, Veria Bush, Magnolia resides at home' is, what
DEB-TEENS INSTALLATION
! have made achievements for this
has happened
ween
observed in a big way. There were ,Crawford is
president. T h e Mrs. S. C. Wilson.
na Hooker. Lenora Nelson, Betty
with
her
aunt
Mrs,
Eva
Mae
TutThe first Deb-Teen Society at year and last. Such students are
you and
Patricia
Bowles?, I
educational exhibits in the class 'advisors are Mesdames June K. A total of more than 1500 mem- Duncan and
Barbara Boyland. Washington had
6f Olympic
rS
a hechiaspeal
emobfer830
its first installs- Napoleon Williams, semi-finalists tmon
hear that Roy Cheatham, BTW,
rooms te show the work of t h e Pender and Claribelle H. Weaver. hers were reported,
WHAT CHRISTMAS MEANS
at,Smothers
Thornpin the NMSC test; Albert
tion service Wednesday.
has moved in; Maggie Gibbs will
pupils. At the close of the week, • The "La Societe Francaise" has JUNIOR ELECTION
Christmas has its own signifiThe speaker was Mrs. Harret son, an outstanding student on that: A. M. E. church,
be swinging on cloud nine when
many of the classes had demon- been organized to help pupils to
One of the closest elections ever cant meaning to each of us
where
she
sings
but Walker, wife of
for
honored
Ivory,
Annette
insurance execu- test;
Roy Lee Davis comes home; Magstrations on -a well planned pro- develop ability in reading, speak- held in any organization was wit- as a whole,
the students of Booker live
in
thejunior
Johnstu.
wrote:
and
essay
the
A. Maceo Walker.
nolia Bush has been counting nth
gram at night in an open house ing, writing and understanding nessed by the members of the Washington are
it
united in their feel- Mrs.
outstanding
Harris,
Carlos
Walker
installed the follow.
days until Jimmie Smith retu
meeting for parents and friends.'French. Willie F. Taylor is t h e Juniorclass last week,
ing toward Christmas.
Magnolia plans
in
science.
dent
ing
officers:
Marian
Beverly
Pegues, presWilliams and Luther It
The seventh grade gave its an- president and Mrs. Daisy B. Scott Bobbie Collins won the presi- The Christmas atmosphere is in wont;
Carplyn Mason. vice-ores- These four students aren't the education at TenLean, Billie Mitchell and Shirley
dency over David Porter by five the air. It denotes the
nual Thanksgiving program in the is advisor.
feeling of ident: Elsie
ee sShitt a stveili
com•
have
done
students
that
only
Lewis,
Hunt's
secretsrv;
tune
for the week is Don't
formuvotes.
organization
is
being
auditorium. Mrs. E. Scott, advi- An
warmth and joy that comes, dur-'
Ruthie Williams, assistant secre- e•endable work but I am unable scheme
Let Go; Billie Moore and Elois
lated at Mitchell Junior high to
Elizabeth Prudent lost to Re- inn
sor.
s
in
n
e
athi
e
s
s,in
ie
r
m
a
ar
others.
m
tary; Louise Johnson, treasurer: to point out to you the
Smith, secret lovers: Gloria Shot.
At the Science Fair, which was.meet the social needs of the young chester Payne by one vote for the feelinthgis fesletasboyn. tN
heot sotundlyents tbhuilt,
Jo Terrell LaMondue, business' Most of you have heard of Nawell and Willis Scott, top tune is
held at LeMoyne college in Bruce men. Its purpose is to develiprparliamentarian. office.
also by the teachers.
in
math
g
Negro
only
Williams
as
the
Come into My Heart.
Hall, the second prize was award- high morals, good social etiquette, I Other officers elected were: vice As you look about the school I manager; Eleanor Addison, par- poleon
lest,I and has a-minor magnolia Bush
ed to Archie Branch of the 11-2 respect for womanhood and a de- president, Eddie Jones; recording you will see a symbol of the yule- liamentarian; and Sandra Pegues, student to rank high in this
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of
science.
S
h
e
Alknow
about.
that
we
NMSC,
Stansbury; tide season on class room bulletin chaplin.
class. Archie resides with his 'sire to be well gr oomed at all secretary. Claudine
The Deliso Dells presented their
one Pans to become a math teacher.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Bran- Itimes. The sponsor of this orgaru- corresponding secretary, Geraldine places throughout the school. But Other members include: Bever- bert Thompson missed being
Around the school Magnolia it a advisor, officers, members a n d
point
by
one
the
semifinalists
of
ly
Gary,
James.
Gray,
by
Collie
acclamation, financial still another place holds
Harmon, Eugenia
ch at 3147 Holt rd He is a member ;cation is Booker T.
the true
Albert have member of the Personnettes so- 'sweetheart to society, Sunday Dee,
of the Seventh Day Adventist I Our school has a promising secreatary, Barbra Taylor; Ire- significance of this joyous season. Norfleet, Charlice Cooley, Jean- Both Napoleon and
Commends. cial club, Mu Alpha Theta, and 13, at Curries Club Tripicana,
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direrunder
ette
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Rosanna
Hopkins;
business
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a
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Quinn,
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with their first dance title, "A
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Edward K. Knight is his instruc- tion of the efficient coach, Mr. R. ager, George Jones: chaplain, Ro- on the question, WHAT DOES aldine Gray, Norris Truman, Ellz- lion for
Night with The Debs." The Debs,
Corporation. They don't SPORTS NEWS
abeth Prudent, Patricia Edwards. ship
IC. Hewitt. On last Friday, t h e sanna Quinn; Sergeant - At - Arms, CHRISTMAS MEAN TO ME?
college
exhave
to
worry
about
The Manassas Tigers played a popular group of coeds, present!team played Porter junior h i g h. Willie Jerry Williams; and report- Miss Eleanor
[ Janice Prudent, Marva Moore and
Addison, president
pease too much for these tests will their third prep league basketball ed a swinging affair in honor of
Ruth Norfleet.
.The score was 52-47 in I a vo r of Cr,er Eine Marshall who won by two o the Jaycerettes, said: "Christ1Willie
thelp them out a lot,
game last Wednesday night in our their sweetheart, Kenneth Cox. The
Porter, The fellows whom we votes over Mildred Wiggins.
HURTING YOU?
mas, to me is the most wonderful Witnessing the installation were. Anne-tte Ivory, a junior, reedy-own gym.
After losing to Douglass president, Friddie M. Williams,
Mrs, Catheryne R. Johnson and Hite of the year. It
the Daughter of Douglas:, the Deb, shall cheer to victories a r e:
is
a
time
Impefichi
i Teens from Hamilton High. Mrs. ed a letter of commendation for, and Melrose, the Tigers came back'says they plan to give a New
Clarence King, captain; James Ray Thomas are the advisort.- ""•,-.
when
we
rejoice
and
celebrate,
ReliefI
her essay on Advertising, and the:strong to defeat the once power-,Year's Ball, so watch out for the
1Wheary, guard; James Nolen, for-I WASHINGTON WINS
l though many of us forget the real Norrish Truman, mother of one.
•too donee of 011TOROft bring Nero!
reitoom,...
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ev.intopun
oti.o.n
of the Deb-Teens, and the Wash:poems she wrote. She, too, won't ful Lester Lions, 50-46. The game date, time and place.
f
[ward; James Partee. center: ('hi. Washington started the basket- meaning of Christmas."
1 have to worry about college ex,was played close up until the last
&Woo the
to be out end thro
na Smith, forward; J. D. Strong, ball season with a ."swinging" Another
!
student, Miss Mona ington student body.
toether pain and dwoonfort.0
RO
forward; Walter Wesby, forward; , start. In their first game. played Brooks. said "To me. Chrixtma I At the close of the program, pense if she keeps up the good few minutes. Manassas lead at
Ii traflable et mai doog eoffleors
s.
ee
David Wallace, guard; J o is Ilti in Carver's gymnasium, they beat appears to be a prelude to the'Prof. Springer made remarks. In work. The last person, John Car- hail time. Our capia.n is •
Carver high 50-49.
his remarks he stated that the los Harris, senior class president, Owens and the co-captain is Major
coming year."
Tri-State
won
in
the
first
prize
Wilson.
Coach
William
Roach of
Last Monday the Washington
When he question was
e boys at Washington would soon Fair with his rocket. :le also re- the A team has
been out of the Zama, a doctor's formula, llquicl
askd .
Warriors took on the Father Bert. , ,
grade have an organization similar to ceivcd a letter and a scholarship city
during
the
last
game.
het or ointment, soothes, helps heal
"
The
i the Deb Teen Society.
, rand Thunderbolts in the Blair T. English advisor, she stated,
minor burns, cuts, bruises. Family
to Tennessee State. During an never the less the team went antiseptic,
Hunt gymnasium ( Washington). light in a small 'child's eye, thei"TE
eases itch of surface
The Warriors won the prelimi- affectionate handclasp of a grate- The administration staff, under week end he left the city to go ahead wtih their instructions to rashes. eczema, teen-age pirnPlen
athlete's foot. Stops scratching, so
to Tennessee State to meet with win the ball game.
the
direction
of
Prof.
J.
D.
Springaids faster healing. For stubborn
fid elderly person, the solemnity
al people sethere.
naid He
Outstanding payers are: George cases, get Extra Strength Zemo.
er and Joseph W. Westbrook, fac- givensti nie ofn the
Royster, guard; Herman W a I 1 g, of an early morning Christmas
pwatos I wainwright, James Sanders, Jesulty
and
student
body,
along
with
service, these mean Christmas to ,
guard
"The Ole Buddy", Markhum Stens- , meet these people. The students sic Land, Robert Flemming, JohnProfessor Alonzo Weaver is our me."
'nie cunningham, Albert Sane, and
A Senior Glee Club memberIl bury wish all of you a most happy
very capable principal.
Jimmy Felton. Outstanding playChristmas and a prosperous New 2nd: Subtract two
.ers on the B team are: Julius
SI II • U III U ••■1111M• I'M
1st: Two..
REI•111 OR III
Year.
Greer, high point man in Lester
Bawls Beater,
Vacuum Begs, Hose
▪ LIFE OF THE WEEK
2nd. Now subtract two.
and Po.ta
and Ports
game, Benjamin Malone, William
What are you going to (2nd. What' have you got?
IBrowo, James Coleman, Odell
• give me for Christmas?
1st: Nothing.
2n11: Take the number four.
2nd: That's what I'm going to Swift and Ores Jones. The captains
▪
1st: Yeah.
are James Walker and Peete
give you for Christmas.
After 35, irregularity often becomes a problem. What you need is
tomethisg that aids nature and helps
establish regularity. Such art aid to
•
Open
. regularity nibs daily use Of SFIUTkr4
.
Here's medical evidence: A wolf of
Se,tying
Nits
men And women took STRUTAN
under medical supervision. In OM
You
after
case SVIUTAN, taken daily,
Free
helped establish regularity. So, foe c,
rest relief from constipation after
Since
'32
Parking
35, try illitITAN, powder Of
Raeln one TV Tub. CherYee Ire*
760 Union Ave.-1A 7-2631 -2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
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PLANNING GROUP for the
Booker T. Washington High
School Parent•Teacher Associa•
lion's annual coffee hour poses
for Tri-State Defender Cam.

eraman George Hardin after
playing host to scores of parents and friends of the school.
Seated, left to right are, Mrs.
C. Lents Stevens, general chair.

man; Minister Philistine Green,
general cochairman; J. W.
Westbrook', assistant principal;
Mrs M M Draper, president;
J. D. Springer, principal; Mrs.

B. G. Williams, Mn. T. Occen,
P. E. Brooks. Standing left to
right, Mrs. Sadie Edwards,
Mrs. Carlotta S Watson, Mrs.
A. F. Benson, Mrs. C. B. Sins.

mono,
Mrs. B. M. Harris,
Mrs. L. H. Brooks, MIN. M.
M. Woods, Mrs. L. E. Davis,
Mrs. C. G. Winfrey.

REFRESHMENT TIME —
Mrs. M. S. Draper, president
el the Booker T. Washington
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Jerlena [homes.
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i,;an Ii Tl,binson,

L. T. Brooks, S. W. Wilson,

C. R. Johnson, Carlotta Harlon and C. Lents Stevens.
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PARENTS WIN PRIZES, TOO
— Holding prises they won are
BTW parents, seated left to
right, Mmes. James Glover,

Annie L. Robinson, Beauty B.
Gordon, Erma Blue, E. J.
Hayes, Eta Hamilton, Fannie

Duncan and Mary Harvey.
Standing, left to right are.
Cheater Adams, William Brogn,

fr., Rogers Whim, w.,g. H.
frueman, Frank Jerkiest aid
Joe Myles.
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MRS. C. It. JOHNSON directs

the St. Cecelia Glee club in 5

number for the eftleyment of

toffee hour patrons.

CHRISTMAS STORY in panto-

mine is told by the students
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and Mrs. John W. Gathing of 1811i A daughter, Jeanette Lynn, to
iMr. and Mrs. Haywood Joyner of
Carver
A son. Michael Griffin, to Mr. 000 Drivem pk. et.
OVEMBER Ff
and Mrs. Wade Griffin of 1372 Gill. A son, Cedric Earl, to Mr. and
A son, Julian Ray, jr., to Mr. A all, Larry Milburn, to Mr. Mrs. Earl McCray of 463 Lipford.
id Mrs. Julian Crutchfield of 676 d Mrs. Stases Milburn of 912 A daughter, Lorene, to Mr. and Friday, Dec. 15
arpenter.
Mrs. Tommy Taylor of 375 Ponto- 10:00 to 10:30 a. m., I LOVE
I,eMoyne pk.
A son, George Bernard, to Mr. A son, Roosevelt, to Mr. and toc.
LUCY, "First Stop."
nd Mrs. Tommie Evans of 26$ W. Mrs. A. J. Lusk of 2560 Warner.
10:30 to 11:00, DECEMBER
A son, Roosevelt, to Mr. and
'aldorf.
A daughter, Letitia, to Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Winston of 861 BRIDE, "Lily and the Sailor."
A daughter, Jayne Stephanie, to Mrs, Karl Hattie of 378 So. Welling- Olympic.
2:00 to 2:30, "The Amberson Adr. and Mrs. Edward Horne of ton.
A daughter, Wanda Yvette, to ams Story."
407 McMillan.
IMr. and Mrs. Joe Sally of 1025 4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
A son, Edward Houston, jr., to' A daughter, Gloria Joan, to Mr.
Richert.
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Maybe
r. and Mrs. E. H. Stephen, of and Mrs. Silas L. O'Bryant of 366
13 Instruction
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs. It's Love" with Gloria Stewart,
Boyd.
74 Bichford.
45 Household Furnishing
Mr. Cecil Horton, of 359 Kaplan et.
Ross Alexander, Phillip Reed,
A daughter, Tiajuana Kaye, to A son, Joseph 5Iarico, to
daughter, Yvonne Decolosa, to Ruth Donnelly. A young married
r. and Mrs. Earnest Talley of and Mrs. Joseph Jackson of 562 A
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Champion Of couple seem to have trouble getAustin.
541 Daggett rd.
Furniture, horn, and office,
ting rid of the bride's family.
A son, Anthony Armstrong, to 975 No. Montgomery.
OVEMBER 29
A son, Jeffrey Wayne, to Mr. (comedy '35)
refrigerators, ranges,
A son, Kenneth Lorenza, to Mr.!Mr. and Mrs. Harry Armstrong of
and Mrs. Leroy Triplett of 589 Wal- 6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, Drand Mrs. Lorenz* MeGeha of 1072 279 Olmstead.
televisions and radios
Mr. nue.
to
Fay,
Eric
Belinda
starring
daughter,
series
western
A
matic
. Wellington.
bought and sold. Terms.
Shelia Renettia, to Fleming and Clint Eastwood. StoA son, Percy, Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Ethel Irby of 260 Circle A daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clay of 1395 ry later.
rd.
ere}, Davis of 1459 Apple
7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE PAA son, Willie Lee, to Mr. and A son, Jimmie Lee, to Mr. and Tunica.
COMPLETE
REE, Starring Earl Holliman and
rs. Robert Shaw, of 30 W. Fields Mrs. Tommy Dunn of 809 Nep- I DECEMBER 10
A
I
to
Laverne,
Wylene
daughter,
Jeannette
: tume.
featuring Judi Meredith,
ye., Apt 14.
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
;Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Johnson of and Strother Martin. "Sundance
A son, Mitchell Anthony, to Mr.'DECEMBER 7
Mrs.
Tillman.
433
and
Mr.
to
strange
Timmy,
A
son,
Seige".
A
Violent
the
and
.Mrs. J. T. McKenzie of 2026
+
A daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and looking trio of outlaws wanted fur
James Stampley of 1204 Texas.
:iverside blvd.
Tuwanda Fay, to Mrs. Jim Boyd of 1128 So. Orleans. robbery and homicide, take re
daughter,
A
ECEMBER 1
& Day Classes
Night
jr.,
to Mr. fuge at the Hotel, and hold seven
Cole of 909 A son, John Henry,
A son, Derryl DeWayne, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Richard
and Mrs. John Rolland of 916 No. hostages at gunpoint.
g11lArkanaas.
of
jr.,
James
Isom,
nd Mrs.
Key Punch
i A daughter, Jeanette, to Mr. and .Second.
8:00 to 9:00, LUCY DESI COMississippi.
Bolden of 1739 Ragan. A son, Jerry Fontaine, to Mr. EDY ON DESILU PLAYHOUSE,
Processing
Data
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Jes- Mn. Howard
a ALMA,IN —$178
i A son, Al, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe and Mrs. John Taylor of 233 Till. Red Skelton joins Lucille B all
ie Moore of 2159 Lyons.
KIMBALL-01a
/man.
Staten.
2377
of
& Filing
Typing
'Hawkins
mismadcap
a
and Deal Arnaz on
oils
MEISTER
ECEMBER 2
REMINGTON — SIM
to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter. Algnona, to Mr. and sion to Alaska.
turns on or off, adjusts vol— a slim, 17A son Robert Earl to Mr. and A son, Terry,
CABLE-NELISON
INTRODUCING
SMALL
Shorthand
PonBrown
390
of
William
Pisgah.
Mrs.
Mt.
917
of
Brown
Perry
PLAYER-02S
PUMP
REPORTS,
levels,
CBS
three
10:00.
to
9:00
of
Utah.
any
W.
ume to
rs. William Beck of 317
inch portable-table TV set,
to Mr. and totoc.
Accounting
"Iran; Brittle Ally." An hour long
SECOND ST. PIANO CO.
changes channels, just as you
A daughter, Yvonne Delores, to A son, Alfred Lee,
Zenith's Vienna. that you can
Hum- A daughter, Ora Denise, to Mr. television report on the oil rich
1633
of
Austin
L.
Edker
Mrs.
of
Chatmon
direct. Spare Command "300"
Henry
Mrs.
room
and
the
r.
operate from across
117 8 SECOND—JO 41-41,11
Robinson
of
Commodane
Mrs.
and
ber.
S. Ally which shares a 2,000 mile
remote TV tuning, an exclusPARK SR= NEXT DOOR
•1 Winnona at.
with silent, ultrasonic comHENDERSON
Mr. and Mrs. Wil- 829 Grove.
is
development,
common border with the Soviet
Zenith
ive
approthe
A daughter, Valeria Lynn, to Mr. A daughter to
press
Just
mands.
1170 N. Believe. A daughter, Patricia Ann, to Union. CBS News Correspondents
standard equipment in many
id Mrs. James Trammell of 1128 lie Matthews of
priate button on the hand conBusiness College, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmore Alexander Edward R. Morrow and Winston
dere.
receivers in the company's
ierce.
trol box and presto — the set
/ A son, Frederick, to Mr and of 1298 Gaither.
special
the
Burdette will narrate
new 1960 TV line.
JA 6-9754
Linden Ave.
SU
ECEMBER 3
to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Harvey of 1139 Grant. A son, Wendell Lowell, to Mr. filmed program. They will also
A son, William, jr.,
daughter, Peggy Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzella Hines of 927 interview Shah Mohammed Reza
A
rs. William Woodard of 1070 Col.•
land Mrs. Lee Galles of 1727 W. Center Lane.
Pahievi as well as other Iranian,
* Accounting
ege Apt. 40.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. from various walks of life, and
'Silver.
THIS It SPORT?
* Secretarial
of
Leath.
Jackson
299
ECEMBER 4
Coley
and
Mr.
to
serving the Midwest vatic
A son, Clint Andy,
American citizens living and work
* Office Machine
A son, Pier Jerome, to Rev- and Mrs. Clinton Davis of 1325 Mit- A son, Thomas Lee, to Mr. and insn Iran.
Accounting, Business Administration.
Mrs. Fred Hayes of 759 East 10:00 to 1130, LATE MOVIE,
rs. John W. West of 213
Refresher Course
.8 W. Es- chell•
Business Maelsines, Seoretarkil, IBM
Moreland.
x.
DECEMBER 8
Modern Equipment
"Hollywood Canteen" with Bette
Key Punall, Personality Deendspisaittp
ECEMBER 5
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Chester A daughter, Teressa Denise, to, Davis, Joan Crawford, Dane Clark.
Civil Serviott, Real Fatah sag
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Jones of 11081 Jack Carson and a host of stars
A son, Curley Levertis, to Mr. Berrynill of 895 Louisiana.
Court Reporting Cowen,
wartimel Owen Hornets bowed to the
nd Mrs. Curley Booker of 1480 A eon, Marvin Rickey, to Mr. Dunlap.
who visit the Hollywood
Sins. 194•
Ill.
and Mrs. June Harts of 1099 Capi- A son, Isaac, jr., to Mr. a n d canteen to entertain G. L's with towering height of Arkansas BapI list college cagers at Owen gymI
Mrs. Isaac Mackey of 3029 CalA daughter, Dianechle to Mr;tol
Vey NJ Ftssiog Chem
.n romantic story line WVfl
Friday night 99-86. Owen led at
nd Mr. and Mrs. Will Conard of A son, Wayne Keith, to Mr. and vent.
lino it.
Veterans APPnonta
halftime 97-94.
A son, Sulvester Williams, to Sat., Dec. 19
838 Castalla, Apt. 7.
Mrs. Willie Moody of 218 Turley.
Rehabilitation StvderdsWeleamed
A daughter, Ann Renee, to Mr.I A son, Keith Dwight, to Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Vestilia Williams of 10:30 to 11:00, THE LONE Ray Grimes, high scorer 26
Studoete IMMO/
OuPof.toont
and Aaron Henderson, 23
tirt Mrs. J. T. Hays of 1504 Orr. ilira. William Gray of 836 Heiskell. 1835 Castalia.
:RANGER, "Tenderfoot" Intimida- P°113t5'
A daughter, Marva Kay, to Mr. A daughter, Willie Mae, to Mr. A son, Aubrey Lydell, to Mr. and I tion, sabotage and attempted mur, points were the big guns for Ow.
(Wass epos Need)
and Mrs. Allaverenee Turner of and Mrs. Willie Waltaa of 190 Mrs. Willis Rushing of 742 Wil'NE ME.60 YVI40
der, involved in the sale of a r*nch el2L _..,
SatI-Hubbard,KA. Okada
l
Forwards,
lineupt
1385 Silver.
!Lams.
!Looney Alley.
SUBSTITUM THVG BOWLING l!AU-4,
JE5-6161
brings the Lone Ranger and Ton- "rung
center,
Henderson;
ore At John Gamine Hospital
and
to
and
Deborah
Adrene,
/ A daughter.
I A soa, Erie Lynn, to Mr.
FOR THE REGULATION SOCCE.R ALL?
to to the aid of a threatened Grimes
4448 Wallington
1_40.
.
Stki_mis M
t ECEMBER I
and
Taylor
guards,
Cannady
of
L.
Levon
and
Adams;
I
906
Mn.
D.
of
Mrs.
A.
Ragland
Mrs. James
owner.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Nathan pi.
!1099 Bammell.
Jordan.
11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING, Comith of 365 Mahanna.
Substitutes were Robert PalmA son, Rickey Louis, to Mr. and DECEMBER 11
starring Kirby Grant and Gloria
er, Henry Moses. Joe Ferby, Wal- Natchez at Owen Feb. 1, 1969
A daughter, Geraldine Arnette, Mrs. Melvin Taylor of 10511 No. A son, Melvin Benito, to Mr. and
it Pays To Advertise In
ten
A
"Dead
Givaway".
Winters.
Harris
Shorter Feb. 18, 1960
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W.
Mrs. John Siam o of 1171 N. Belveter Wilson and Eddie Hunt.
Second.
492 Vance Ave. - JA 7-1917
year
old
turns
ranch
his
visitor
The
Tri-State Defender!
1271 Dunivant•
Utica Feb. 19, 1940
REMAINING HOME GAMES
A son, David Stanley, to Mr. and dere.
imagination loose when he thinks
A son, Robert Earl, to Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Eskridge of 1219 Cum- A son, Keith O'Brien, to Mr. and
at Owen, Den 17, 1859 Philander Smith Feb. 23, Oen
Cohoma
19 BUSINESS SERVICES
13 BINTNESS SERVICES
he sees spacemen and sets up a
,rs. William Moore of 1070 Arnold. mings.
M. I. Feb. 24, 1960.
Mrs. John Bolden of 631 McKinley.
Okolona at Owen Jan. 8, 1960
of events which hold trouble
,
A son, Perry Monten to Mr. and A daughter, Angela Janell• to A son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs. •ehain
for
everybody.
rs. Ernest C. Cruther of 255 Pau- Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gardner of I Clarence Perkins of 380 Gaston.
11:30 to 2.30, HOLIDAY BOWL
ine cir.
A son, Timothy Dewayne, to Mr.
816 Speed.
the first of the year end
-GAME,
A daughter, Juanita Meshelle, to A son, Jerome, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. William Growder of 644
bowl games on Channel 3 . . . pitJA 6-9656
316 BEAU AVE.
•
Tr. and Mrs. Earl Ealy of 1714 J. D. Jackson of 203 Caldwell.
Miss.
ting Lenoir-Rhyne college of HickBoxtown rd.
A son, Stevie, to Mr. and Mrs.
DECEMBER 9
Individual Hair Styles
ory, N. C.. against Texas A and I
A daughter, Brenda Dianne, to A daughter, Naomi, to Mr. and Johnnie Clark of 642 Robeson.
• Specialists in Hair Processing
r. and Mrs. Robert Harrison of Mrs. Joe Guy of 677 Buntyn, Apt. A son, Lawrence DeWayne, to of Kingsville, Tex.. for the small
• Skilled Barbers and Beauticoons
college
To
be
championship.
play388 Azalia.
of
Moncrief
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
3.
ed at AEL.,ng Field in St. Peters
A stm to Mr. and Mrs. Bernard A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and 307 W. Person.
burg, Fla. Paul Christman and
Wilson of 2551 Supreme.
Mrs. John Lucas of 1237 Garfield. Twin sons, Dwight Roland and
Joe Boland announce.
DECEMBER
HARDY AND RATCLIFF
A son, Nelson Lee, to Mr. and DeWayne Guy, to Mr. and Mrs.
2:30 to 5:30, THE BLUEBONMr.
to
Maria,
A daughter. Joyce
Isaac Benson of 588 Boston.
Mrs. Leo Boyd of 749 Louise.
NET
BOWL,
Brand
of
new
bowl
Mayweather
Samuel
and Mrs.
game being played at Rice Sta663 101auker.
dium in Houston between Texas
Apiaghter, Patricia Ann, to Mr.
164 South Fourth
Christian university and Clemson
Jackson 6-9220
college. Tom Harmon and George
Connor will announce.
5:30 to 1.00, ANNIE OAKLEY.
"The Mississippi Kid". A young
southern boy has trouble adjusting to western habits but learns
enough to capture a gang of ban,
for faster, dire tensiete relief of
pains,
neuritis
neuralgia,
headache
dits, with Annie's help. Gail Davis
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
stars.
Road Service — Tires — Batteries
SLANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON,
Motor Tune-Up — Brake Service
—the combined action of severe!
"Case of the Lucky Legs'' with
medicallyapproved ingredients in
Wheel Alignment and Balancing
anxiety
Raymond Burr and Barbara Halo
OM easy-to-take dose—eases
The Wonder High school foot- I "We'll try and win them all."
WH 8-7390
1731 Castalia St.
relief
bringing
starts
A
tension,
beauty
contest winner disapand
ball season is over for the Lions' The Wonder High School choir
a
right away. sm* &(
pears
after
promislearning-that-a
With one of the most exciting game is one of the most entertaining
Test
held in this part of the country. organizations around the school. ed movie contract is worthless.
STANBACK
Complete Beauty Service
any
against
They played Luncoln high in For- especially at the great season of and Perry is asked to find the
m Cri, BOTHER CHARADES!
preparation
est City with the final score read- Christmas approaching. Mrs. T. missing girl,
you've Wier
7:30 to 8:00, WANTED, DEAD
UW:1
ing 21-21. The Lions now enter Durley is the directress. L. R. OR
9:30 to 10 (.4, S11.1. GUN SLADE.
ALIVE, Jay North guests as ment . . . bringing in santa Claus
the great season of basketball, ' Jackson is the principal
Shotgun Slade makes a women's
Ilimairosil by
a small boy who seads Josh Ran- alive. Steve McQueen stars.
I
N.
and
Delaney
hank
appeared
Coach
Combo
with
Tone
Star
The
11080.11.4,10/
▪
8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY, Mr. freight line safe for business after
,o•
Morris making this statement,'in Earle, Ark, at the school gym 'dell on his most aifficult assign- Lucky
becomes involved with a brutal fight with two men intent
Friday night. Dec. 11. They also
smugglers when he finds a mine on ruining the ore shipping line.
played for a dance in Turell, Dec. Alonzo Whitlock — Poor Bonnie attached to his floating gambling Scott Brady stars.
With and Without Appointment
15. The director of this combo is IS just like a map. Frank Earvin casino. John Vivyan stars.
10:00 to 10:30, MARKHAM, Markyours truly, Tommy Parker. For —say mournful, I like a big chick
324 HERNANDO ST.
8:30 to 9:00, ilAVE GUN, WILL ham becomes a target for an asand he's got it.
arrangements call RE. 5-1829.
JA 7-3056
TRAVEL, Paladin is challenged sassin when he is hired to imSOCIAL
NEWS
The dramatic club of Wonder
to a gunfight by a tricky, fast personate a mysterious internationMrs.
Rebecca
reLenixon,
who
High is presenting a series of
drawing trail boss itching for a al financier with enemies the world
Christmas plays to be held in the sides at N. Eleventh has just re- fight. Paladin refuses to fight un• ossr. Ray Milland stars.
cently
Greenville,
returned
from
18.
Dec.
school auditorium
he has cause such as the de- 10:30 to 12:00, MILLION DOI,- A
Miss., after visiting her father, lit
PEOPLE ARE TALKING
fense of a friendly herd tramp. I,AR PLAYHOUSE, "Uncertain
James Lacy and Matti, Parker Mrs. Lenison, who was once ill Richard Boone stars.
Glory" with Errol Flynn and Paul
at his borne but is now doing fine.
are like, crazy.
Benjamin Scott is ill at the pres- 9:1,0 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE, Dodge Lukas. A French crook poses as a
Joe Turmon, about a cute senior
when a hired saboteur to help his eountry in
girl — is the man really mar- ent at his home, 134 S. Twelfth. City residents panic
He was hurt on his job and is suf. killer comes to town. When Matt time of war.
ried?
ONE DAY SERVICE
finds who the intended vicR. C. I.acy, about a certain fering from second degree burns. Dillon
swings into action.
697 So. Lauderdale St. — Phone JA 5-9233
Memphis chick — poor fool's real He is a 1957 graduate of Wonder tim is, he
Jsmes .4rness is starred.
High school
Two Branches
gone cat.

• .rn at E. IL Cramp Memorial
tal
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We Give United Trading Stamps

Goodfriend's Laundry - Cleaners

Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

NCE
LIABILITY INSURA
EVERY DRIVER
AVAILABLE FOR

;mall Down Payment And Arrange Low Payments On Balance
, long playing nlburn• se,V 4006-11. 19 minima,
'
• e° Fwo 11
favorite* by th• Ootti rong writ•ra ol our limn.
4/6168NRIOS..

AT YOUR RECORD SitiOr

ENE'"um; INg1141/WF luq.111111
888

POPLAR AVE — JA. 6 0652

Stops Itch—Relieves Pain
For the first time science has found
•new healing substance with the astonishing ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve pain — without
surgery. In case after case, while
gently relieving pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took place. Moat
amazing of all— results were so theeough that stiff
made astonishing
statements like "Piles have ceased to
bri • problem!" The secret Is • new
beating substance (
rovers of a world-famous research
Institute.This substance is now avail.
able in tappesisnry or ointment Ores
called Preparar,ite HO. At all drug
sonatars— money bark spirants,.

GOODF R I EN D'S
LAUNDRY
CLEANERS
260 Illinois - Ph. WH 8-9503

CL

ROYAL CLEANERS
316 Vance Ave.

Lynom Floral Shop
257 SOUTH MAIN

JAckson 5-3794
L226

15

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town!!

Set., Dec. 19, 1959

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods For Sale, Do
You Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?

-The Tri-State Defender Announces A New Service To Want-Ad Advertisers.

Today

Lines For Two (2.) Weeks

You Do Not Have To Leave Home To Place A Want-Ad In The TriState Defender. Just Call Us And Say 'Charge It'. We Will Take Your Ad.

.70

YOU WILL GET RESULTS. PHONES JAckson 6-8397 JAckson 6-8398 Ask For Miss Fast Action Results
6

Autos For Sale

25 Autos For Sale

25

12-Cerreep, Clubs

Autos Far Se"

CLASSIFIED

INIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
I
I

TRADE

IIA

309 UNION

•
AT

▪ '57 Pontiac $1745
•
Co vertible. rpIty equip.

n
togo.
•
▪ Real

nice car and

ready

'53 Ford ...8595
•suoion wagon. 2-dcor.

•

Fully e''..uiPPed. Straight
drive. Runs good.

•'57 Chev. ..$1495
•4-door. Automatic, radio,
heater. w.w. tint Nice

'56 Chev. ..$1345

MI

4-door. Automatic, radio,
heater. w.w. tires. Nice.

'59 Lloyd ..$1095
▪
I. .600- Van. Green finish.
▪ A

N.

Y. 4-dr. Automafic,
power brakes and steering, R&H, w
Rea:IY
a top clean cYr, mechanically perfect.

El
El

Sports Suburban. Chrome
luggage rack on top, automatio. heater. A beautiful blue and white finish.
Ell A real road wagon with
MN style and lines to please
II any buyer!

".
IIII

'49 Cad.

4495

Automatic. RAIL Real
car. 4-dr. sedan, jet
black, all original.

nice

III

'54 Buick ...$74
2-dr. Dynaflow. R and If,
w. sr, tires. A nice second
car!

II
"•"'

'55 PlYnt- • .$743
Nice!
9-door.

R. and

Ford.
_ '56
Custom
U

H.

Suburban. Automatic. iacEo, heater, w, w.
tiles.

'S7 Plym. -11395
Convermie.
New
t,
o,
push button drive, radio.
heater, w w. tires. A real
nice

Fat clans "MO' 2-door
hvdtop. Automatie trans.,
rad:o, heater, w. w. tires.
and
steal at
this price.

▪

II

'54 Plym.

$595

Belvedere 4-door.
Automatic drive, radio, heater,
w.w, tires. Nice.

▪

'57 Chev. ..$1395
4-door. Automatic, radio,
heater. W. v. Urea.

I '55 Buick •.$1095

:

2-door
hard'op.
Radio,
neater,
etandard
transtli •lon, 2 tone blue and
white, also w. w. tires.
ICheck this one before you
•buyl

•

'56 Flynt. ..$895
2-dr.
Heater_ w. v, tires.
Clean, all original.

'57 Merc. ..$1595
tOntclalr

4-loor hardtop.
Radio,
heater,
5ferc-ornatic, tutone black and
white, w. tv. tires, Sharp'

'56 De Soto $1295
Real slick blue and
beauty.automat;c
Han
drive., radio, heater.
A
dandy car for both business and pleasure.

RIO SAVINGS

T. F.

subject

Tri.State

Defender

num•

hos

bens - the words comprising
whether name

the address

SAM( RA71 AS
S Imes velem
to,..

telephone, or

or

and

street

The

Tri-State

Defender

number - will be charged for

SAMI
KATI AS
7 hnee
mammy
c
.
P11 can

vertisers

will

be

billed

Special Services

TUNED

24

Estimated Herat

Years

Piano

In

Tuning

MEN'S SHOES

Rooms

$30.00

Lauderdale

$40.00

JAcksee cleat

26S4 Caines - 3 rms., bath
1435

PRINTING

'58 Plym. .5105•

JA

and 14

356

A-lerratic, R
Real nice!

DeSoto $1595•

Piano

E. V. WOLFF
Jackson

Beale

Lessons

The

GEORGE

JAckson

Easy

Free

Wa7

Harry

for anybody or money back. You

Holmes, Owner

DAY

RATES

Steam Heat - New Furniture
"A HOME AWAY FROM HOME"
84 East Calhoun Avenue
JAckson

64 West Randolph Street
Room 810
Chicago 1,

•
•
•

DONATION
Are

6-5860

LORRAINE HOTEL
AND MOTEL

PLEASE

Worried

Write

MME. HOWARD
7717 Kinsmen Road
Cleveland 4. Ohio

OES070 •••

PLYMOUTH - VALIANT

a

•

a
JA 3-1381•

OPEN
'TIL 9 P.M.

:309 UNION

COFFEE SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Baily
Owner - Manager

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU

KNOW

SHE

IS

1St

•
•

3

45c

4

60c

•

75s

1.50

30c

Insertion

•

Line

MADAM

BELL Is back after

a

away aid at lam she Is

back to stay in her new

home.

Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Ham
Figure
5

Average

Words

Per

The

To

Line

you lost faith I. your husband, wife or sweetheart?

(TWO

LINE

Ars you

Is bad ikealtb? Ar• you discouraged? If any of these Ire your
problems, come let MADAM
will read
Tell

CLASSIFICATION

Line.

long time of being

Tones

60c
90c
1.20

2
Per

you

BELL advise YOB RI area She

the to you lust as she would read

an epee

book.

why year Job or busbies, is not a success If you have

MINIMUM)
failed ha the rest came se• MADAM BELL at elm.

•

Located en Highway 51 South, lust ever Mississippi State
Lima, en the way to Hernando. Her home is S blocks bile,

•

where she need te stay right aside the DeSeto Motel. Ite sure
I. look for lb. RED ERICA ROUSH and you'll find her there
at all times.

•
•

Catch

She

yellow

had an eines In West Memphis.)

bee

109 SEAL!

•

Tri-State Defender

L

SOUTH

WELLINGTON

er smile WI sr we ep

.......

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEEj
gm.

Rhaetian. Wanted

Si.2

TRUCK DRIVER
LABORER
BOB TRUCK SPECIALIST
Boa Cord. 2103 Hunter M. Igenseldlie

Third

JA. 7-1402

ST.

"More Pee Th• Family
Al family di

AVE.

1013 ROADMASTER BUIC1
030005 - 2103 Hunter it.
BR 04103
Ail for Mt. or Mrs. YOH.

25 Autos For Sale

25 Autos For Sale

'51 Cad. . $2895 '55 Olds . $1050 58 Olds..$2495
Sedan DO 5ill,. Full power, air. Like new.

OS

4-dr.
hardtop.
Fall
air cond. A

titer,

real

%aloe.

radlo, heater..

IS

w. fixes, full power. alt
cond. One owner. Sh.srp

'58 Buick $1995 '55 Ford .e $695 '57 Olds $1695
Special 4-ioor, Entri9Pr4.
One owner.

Custorni.ne 4-door V • I.
Fordomatic, D., w.w.
tires.

611 Rol:day coop*. red.*,
heater, wow. tire', fral

power. Very clean.

a an

kr

'57 Merc.. $1795 '56 Buick .$1095 '56 Pont, $1195 ti4
st.„hief
'58 Opel • $1395 '59 Buick. $2795 '55 Cad. . 31695 tl
'55 Buick .$1095
'58 Pont. , $2195 '57 Pont.. $1495
'58 Buick. $2695
'56 TR-3.$1395 51 Chev.. $1495
'51 De So. $1395 '57 Buick. $1795 '56 Chev... $895
Tornpilie

Croker.

1-dr.

Rig., fall power.

Roidmavier corr. B. 11,
power.
•
Drea. NU
Special salts,.

hardtop,
2-dr.
hydramatic, radio, nslt.
tires.
w.w.
Extra
Orin.

er,

2-dr. 1 owner. welt clean.

Soper

H.,

Sabre 2-dr. hardtop,
•II power, alt cond.
Looks new.

Fleetwood. radio, heater,
power,
w.w. tire.. toll
air cord. Y'ery nice.

Super Chief 2-dr.
top. Full power,
Priced to sell.

Star Chief 4-dr. hardtop,
R. If., w.w. tires, tall
power. air toad.

2-dr. harcit,,p. R.,
tires, full poner.

75
hardtop.
4-dr.
Foil
power, Air cond. A like
new, I

osner car.

Tiresweep
herdtop,
antomatie trans., R.,
.w. tires.

hardcond.

RAIL w.w. firm
value.

A

real

Soper 4-dr. hardtop. Rd
If. w.w. tiros. tell DORM
()nit out nor. Ilk. new.

Het kir V-N set. cpe. Powerglide.
w.w. tires.
Sharp.

4-dr

station wagon. V -S,
E. H., w.w. tires. tsteal!

'59 Austin $2895 '56 OLDS.. $1395 '55 Buick . 995
Healey •e R v.
Reefer,
wire
overdrive. Like

bardtep.
wheels

new.

2-rir.

firmer.

98 hardtop.
Very clean.

Full

,
; Dye
Special 2-dr. hardt
tires,
naflow. R, H, w
air.

cond,

'57 Olds. • $1595 '56 Ford . $1395 '56 Ford • $1195 a
Soper Al 4-dr. Foil vwer
and air.

LATE

NO CHARGE

le • pea.

Readings Dilly Ores ea Sundays
I distil make

236

GUARANTEED OR
Hours

Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.

36

14105 SCHOOL
ORADUATE
DEWS
ttettd y gob good pay. Attending
school Km reforenee
WE MOIL

O pro.. coi•ntry sedan. R.
. xv.w, tires, sir cond.
Ci•s• owner. Oran.

Fairtene VIster is V-11, •
Fordainatte, radio, heater,
clean.
w w. tires.

Very

marked Whitehaves State tins and get

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO
SATISFACTION

Please send check
Money Order to ... or

CM WEEKLY. telephone
from
home,
,ruarantee Instructive folio 000 C JAY
Salem 565 Armor,. Cincinnati 14. 0050.

YOUNG EFFICIENT WOMAN DENTREP
work eloperienced I, Whltreee or dial'
washer Mre Dorothy Par.. WR. 11144011.

and
No.

576 WFXILLY AT
HOME
DIGNIPIEE!
housewives work. Ounortuntly folio ID WI
C. JAY SALL, UN Armory CincInnstL
()hlo

Me
Tenn

Madison

JA. 7-3421

61

RAIDS i5ll NILE DID AT ONCE
Out onreed Jobs 530-6,50 weekly
vvil
homes. Remora,. town Thketo advanced.
Uniforms, room a board free. A-I Arlene'.
1000 Main 55. Hempstead, Len, lal•Ms
NY
-HOUSE
coons, starr-ne
own room. television, 530----11613. Reply gipo
trig name. •thlress. phone or reference&
Tit eats sent Best Meld Agency, I 1.1noolf
A•, Roslyn Height. 5. L. 1, N. Y

Low Down Payments-Up to 36 Months to Pay

HAND SIGN.
CITY

"Coll The Money
Number"
AT THESE TWO
LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU

31 Female Help Wanted

We Have the Best Finance Plan Available

TELEPHONE

ADDRESS

On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature

LAIMEE
Beautiful 17.1nch Mended
r CARL NOCK LACS
Perfect tor gletnorigIns any outfill. Mel
hristmes gift
ONLY MAO POSTPAID
MRS. 06 LAWLER 04 rimier Aye.
Atlanti• Hiehlasde, N. J.
More P. C.

§PRICES REDUCED
for
QUI
CK
SAL
E"
IN

oft at Staut Lino and walk 2 Weeks and Dee MADAM BELL'S

NAME

FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.

air

This la her new office at the Mississippi

et Lnet

MORTG‘GES

Sharp.

NOT

GYPSY

A

I MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
•

MUSKRAT COAT-W Mil WM NOW OM
Pendia Wather_6111 Two Living
chairs 65 Pitch Call TA 0.11140 Aft0Till
o

With and Without Appoentment
324 Hernando St.
JA 7-3050

Loans

For Sale Misc.

Private Baths • Telephone • Radio

406 Mulberry
5-6834

State

S. SECOND

Tourists Invited

SEVEN SISTERS OF NEW ORLEANS
AND ALGIERS CANDLE tumor
offer. famous "SEMI BOSSES OF. . .
JAckson
THE
WORLD- Ble.wd 011, Cost 5250.
Stewed
mods/ And chain free with order. Send for
ROOM IN NICE HOME
Price Ilst of hundred. of bleesed product..
No COD
orderg
4111111 so BroadwitY, with Chrietian woman. For refine couple
or Individual
Dept. D. S. Los Angeles 07,
Calif.
I211 Effie e
Woe 5-4544
YOUR ASTROLOGICAL GUIDE.
TILLS
about past, preeent.
future,
Money, * Real Estate For Sale
love. health Bend birtheitty
$200
W. A, Johnson. 414 McRae, and
Wilmington. LAROE BEAuTtruc BRICE CHURCH.
N. C.
fully Air Conditioned
011 furnl.hIng.
go With bundling. Located on two bug
IP YOU HAVE A PROBLEM THAT
GI linea Plenty of
Parting 'Pace.
large
g•tU ig you dawn, C•11 BR. 11-0945
for on corner lot Boating capacity M. Lars.
appointment
Sunday whool rooms. 2 nursery rooms
525
000
financed
cash.
Balance
over
20
TROUBLED? MONEY PR002.151111?
DON'T near period.
Give Up, !Whitton Avallebla
HR. 2-1240 - BR. 0-7713
BR, SAM
DIXIE BALER
Z. B Godwin
Co.
P. 0. Box 1556
Ocala. NA
130 Monroe
--

111111111111111111MIMMissios1usimi

46

BEAUTY SHOP
is LOWS h

SPECIALISTS

PHONE JA. 6-5118

Daily Rates • Air Conditioned

.
•
:
.AUTOMOBILE SALES CO..
s

WI OWN OUR OWN FiffAkICE CO.

•

AVE. - ntrdP11011

Z•P;r-<A:r-)-*','sr-t'Z-g:Z-e-Z-A*AWA;f*A

V. HAMILTON

If YOH

UNION

Service

CHARNEL'S

161

25 Auto. For Site

MITCHELL'S HOTEL

ANY

QUESTION

'58 Olds ..$2695•

Complete Beauty

Restaurant

TELLER"

ANSWERS TO

• will be amazed and amused.
EXCITING AMUSEMENT
'57 Cad. ...52695
MAIL $3 for SWAMI to

93 HM:day 4-door hardtop. Fully equ:pred including factory Sr condificon.r.g and pon•cr. Just
like rev.% etunning twotOne tan and white finish.

and From

2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253

Spirit Slate
"

Ask the SWAMI any question about
the Future, Present, Love, Cuba,
Games and Etc.
It gives ANSWERS as if by magic,

•

Modern

Our

In

GIVE

TIRE SERVICE CO

7.0325

25 Autos For Sale
61

GOOD FOOD

7.9957

"
FORTUNE

Service

Auto

Ave. JA

Airport, Depot, Bus Station, Etc.

DODSON

,M51111TIXL ADVISOR

"The Swami

Coupe de V,Ile. Fully
equipped Including power. Finizhed In b,Autiful
2-tone blue and white, set
off with w V. tires. A
real buy in this beauty!

Transportation To

SAVE

$300 T. $5°0
MEN'S

519 VANCE AVE
MEMPHIS 5, TENN.

RETREADING

SAMPLE
SHOE STORE

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL

7-3510

Berl Olswanger
MRS.

Paci.r 4-dr
Telo-touch automatic trans
radio, heater, wllIte wall
tires, tutone paint, power
steering ar.d brakei.

$39.00

You'll Get

2-door V•8.

hardtop fully equip., Incl.:ding
rnsreer e A
evill
click
to rh
'You
wc.i'd have to see to so.
picciate. Will take tradein.

990 Peach • 3 rms.

Ines II nee

Tell Us

HOWARD & FOSTER

Phone JA. 5-5406

3111

Nationally Advertised
HAMAN & SON

Washington • $ rms., bath

Fast, Efficient, Depesdable
Service

4-dr. Automatic. radio. 1-xater, W. W. tires.
Real dean.

$40.00

$42.50

CO.

Linden

809 Henderson - 3 rms. - 330.00

HULBERT
'
S

'56 Buick ..$1295
s..;•r Riviera 2-door•

rms.,

• I

bath

and Rebuilding

WILLIAM'S SARSIIR SAKIP
1417 my at ems:
VIC 11-2416

advertiser.

726 Hastings - 3 rms.
Su.

RUFFLED CURTAIN/ IRONSID
Mr.. Titania WaallIngtou, 364 So. Fourth
Ant. C
JA. 14044.

address, hut

FOR RENT
319

YOUR POEM SET TO MUSIC, COPYrighted. published. contreCt. II music
le•d aheets. 50 commercial record. 45
runt, by 5-plece 3 Imo.. musical
record promotion All title in towed t possible priced packed.. deal lend po•ms
Or gong., free retie", Sound Song
,son
35633. Riverside Station. Miami, Florida
_
DAY, NICINT, SUNDAY
TV Ilervme
CL, 5-III1
Si" Glass Picture Tube
021 itd
11' Glos. Picture Tube ..
817 as
Inet•lied
CRY Wide TO llieeegep
1111041 Chelsea

ad
ad -

postage ii to be

Unranked

SI

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER
Repair.

our

excess

charged to the

rates.

received

mail

the

regular

will

to out of town

dressed to

at

Defender

The Tri-State
forward

noon Saturday

BREWER

A., torratic, power
steering,
power
brakes,
radio, heater. w, w. tires.

box

roars WANTED
To Be set To Music Send one or more of
tour INN poems tod•• for TREE EXAM.
IN AT1ON Any subtect. immediate cons d
eration
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE
CROWN MUSIC CO , ell W lInd 111.
Studio 934. New York 1

47$

TIME

DAY OR NIGHT

Work •nil Pieinting
Dew•y
'
s

Badness Directory

BONDS SIGNED ANY

Automobile Softy

without

rate

is

notice.

SAMI KATI es 4
hoes ...finery type

PIANOS

'54 Olds ....$795•
•

EZ FINANCING

change

MEMPHIS
BAIL BOND AGENCY

Directory

WRECKS
REBUILT

MATRIMONIAL A PEN PAL
-INTRODUCTIONS
Names. addr..s...
t•lepboue
number,
mod complete dinicrIptions of ladles td
gentlemen seeking marriage and friendship All race.. Loral and world wide.
CONTINENTAL CLUB
Eft let
laglevrood, Calif.
te

to

be given until 12 noon Saturday. Copy cancelled after 12

Mobile 2-door. RA. Economy plum.

4-dr. Radio, heater, w. w.
tires, new paint.

4-door. Automatic, radio,
and heater.

Tic

lines

Cancellations of want

•
U
'54 Plym. _1545
•'57 Ford ..$1545
•
'58 Edsel ..$1695
•
'55 Olds ...$1245
•
U Real nice a
gis
▪

5

Forbid) orders

(Till

'58 Go Go . .$795•

one!

position in column.

as part of the advertisement.

Sport

157 Ford ..$1295

. s995

60c

36 PT.

•

Be) Air 4-door hardtop.
Radio,
heater,
Powerglide, w.w. tires, "sporty'
2-tone green and ivory.
Take your present car in
trade.

sedan, 2club
white. Ford door. solid
°matte, R k H. w.w. t.
Double sharp insi de and
out.

4 lines

24 PT.

'57 Flynt.. $1695
•

'57 Chev. ..$1595

Station wagon V-8 4-door.
Straight transrn!s.ion. radio, heater.
Nice
solid
green finish.

43c

•

4-door. Radio, heater, w.
vr. tires.

'58 Ford.. 81695

111

4 - dr. Bel Air hardtop. Au.
tomatic, radio, heater, w.
w. tires.

'54 Chev. ...$595

.4-door country sedan station wagon. Has automatic shift, radio, heater, w.
w. tires and many more
outstanding features, real
nice finish and immaculate interior.

30c

3 lines

18 PT.

I

•
•
Dri(e.
•
'56 Chev. _51345
111 Ii

raider. 2-dr. Automatic,
radio, heater, w.w. tires.

•'56 Plynt. ..$1295

a

Belycdoie
4, door.
Has
pe-h
drive, radio,
l'eater. 2-tone blue paint.
A real b‘iy at. this
low

'57 Ford ..$1445

2 lines

554 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.
SAMI RATS i,2
100.
stainery type

1111

'57 Plym. 41395•

S..b'..rban V-8 4-dr. Automatic. R and H, w. w.
tires.

No guarantee can be given as
to

Business

WRITE TO CHRISTIAN PRIPEDIII
. 541ST
togas and old ,:nformation. write C M
Hearten's. 118161 A CI, Pasadena Garden..
Terns]. 20 Michigan

Monday

Miscellaneous

5 words to a line

V-8 C...stcm ' DO."
1.-;t
drLe. 3 tone
grey fin.sh. Sharp:

'57 Plym.. 81395

Neett

12

15e per agate line

•
'57 Ford ..$1045•

'53 Chrys... $695

steel! Economical works. er.

Want Ad
RATES

-9
TRADEI
I
I

iaiir

DEADLINES

HI

LONELY* FIND HAPPINESS, ETC Join
HEZEDIAR CLUE. 1510 OW ileitis°
.
III Send Nickel For lotorsalles.

any home calls or answer any titter.. Be sure
to leek for the right sign and the light name.

•

Many JOE SCOAEFFER'S
Others
,
To
Choose
7)9 UNION AVE
From

I Open
Evenings

•
2
7-1S1-

't

9 P.M.

*

,
TRI-STATII OEFRIDER
so...419;1959 •/1

MAW REVIEW I

sored a wonderful program last
Back with you is your reporter! week to express character, scholElton Gatewood, to bring you toe arship, leadership and service to
late news and information around the students. Officers are, preaY.
Hortense Spillers: vice president,
the campus of the big "M”.
Kenneth Cox; secretary, Barbara
Our hats are off to congratulate and Orrelia Pickett, Percy ChemWHO'S WHO IN SENIORS
Mull; assistant secretary, Eula
the boys who are participating in era and Mary Stiles, Stark JackMost studious, Walter Evans
Perry: corresponding secretary,
our sports this year. You have son, Ural Williams, Margaret Jackand Carolyn Springers; most like- Vonceiel Boga; treasurer, Sallie
added something extra to school son, James Sellers, Eddie Ray Elly to succeed, Walter Evans and Halley; chaplain, Ralph McCoy.
and to our trophy case. We sin- lis, Carl Smith, Jeane Rainey, OliHortense Spillers; most popular, The speaker was John C. Parker,
cerely hope that next year and the ver Ingram, Shirlene Body and
Arthur Hull and Dorothy B. Burn- . a graduate
of Harvard university
following year we will have a Lawrence Fant, were present.
ette; best dressed, Kenneth Cox and an insurance supervisor. The
successful year as this one has Talking about swinging
Earnestine
and
Strout;
neatest,
things,
sponsors were Mrs. Lytia Mc
been,
Ann Williams and Lawrence Tay- ney, Mrs.
just take one look at the Civil
Mary Collier, Mrs. 41
lor; most versatile, Eddie Stephens nie Echols,
We would like highly to con. Defense each and every Tuesday
Mrs. Gladys Spero a.
tratulate you in your sportsman' evening after school. Some of the
and Barbara Perry; most friendly, Mr. Cecil D. Goodlow.
Emma Cutheon and Kercenna Mcship on the field, in the ring and close watchers of this gay affair
Christen; handsome, Charles As I break around the campus
on the court. You have been more are Lonnie Williams and Essie
Glass; attractive, Carolyn Love; I can see various things that are
than good sportsmen. You have Boyde, Oliver Ingram and Carlene
been gentlemen, and that's what . Pearson, Larry Mitchell and Matcshyest, Drayton Rats and Mary center attraction to me. Every'
one is wondering why Francette
h takes. Our hats are off again to:ine Davis, Dorothy Fant, Claud.
Ayers; best dancer. Joe Smith and
ARM
Estes asked Bobby Polk for her
you
cite Greene, Annie Jamison Eel- DUNBAR DRIVE — The DunBarbara McKissack.
largest amount of money. Seen
Lydia Hicks, Essie Echols, Ira
ring back
Charles Parker is
R. A. Marie, Margaret Woods, NATIONAL HONOR
' Basketball is the physical ac- en King, Doreatha Davis, IdeIla bar Elementary PTA Room
SOCIETY
above Is the room mother agSharp, Lou Ella Parker, Kathesounding
on Maedale Smith. Inez
Dollie
Perkins, Frankie Willlivity being conducted in g y m Thomas, Lillie Austin and Mary Mothers drive climaxed reThe National Honor Society soon.
gregation at the school. They
rine Lyons, Virginia Glover,
Morrow
liams,
must
have a persuading
Geneva
Cummings, Cleo
'classes. This was done to give sen- Lewis.
cently when Mrs. Estelle Toliare Mrs. Sarah Brown, Mrs.
Louise Hastings, Katherine
smile to Roy Kinner for she has
Waller and 1.ula Ross. Mrs.
lor students privileges of enjoying A newly organized club in the
ver was crowned Queen by
Celestine Dixon, Mesdames
Walker,
Lillian
Turnstall,
Susie Bryant, third from left, The Hornets won both games on his "nose open". "I Believe to
la fine sport. Golf is next on the swing is the Dun-Tineo's Social •Irtue at her raising the
Barbara Jones, Cattle Williams,
Pearline Franklin, Viola Hill,
front row, is president of the the Homecourt. Last night they My Soul" Fred Malone is carrying
agenda. Paddle tennis and table,chils which has a heavy schedule
played the same team in Lexing- a torch for Dorothy Taylor. WilPTA.
tennis will be started in the fU-jfor the hollowsdays. First on the
ton. The girls lost and the boys liam Woods, did you tell Alberta
gure.
list is a Christmas party, Dec.
won.
der Mrs. Lerlia Cunningham, Humboldt is proud to welcome in hand
Carpenter "I'll Take Care of You?"
the type of minister they CLUBS MEET
ACTIVITY
25, 4906 Black, so keep eyes and
While Wardie Parks is telling the
seeks to enhance the pantry as as new comers, the newly elected needed
to
be
the
leader
of their The Hi•Society girls met Nov. girls "I'm A
The Jaycerettes are planning ears open and you'll be hearing
well as secure some toys and play- pastor and his wife, of the St. flock,
Jack of All Trades,"
and on the fifth Sunday in 29, with Frances Sullivan. After
their annual Charity Dance to lot from this club. Officers are as
Charles Marshall is really "Talkground equipment for the children. James Baptist , church, Rev. Wil- November
the
clerk,
Mr.
Marthe evening's business and discus- gig That Talk" to Margaret Bridge'
belp those less fortunate than follows. president, Jimmie MorThose who have clothes, shoes, liam Burrell, III who has lived ion Croom,
presented this young sion hour the hostess served a de- ford,
themselves. Plan to start the new ris; vice president, Annie P.
George Milian told Ann Whats and anything that can be us- in Brownsville -for the past year, man to
the
church
who
almost
Bridgeforth;
menu.
licious
secretary, Virginia
year right. Attend the Jaycerettes
hams "I Could Love You." 1
ed for going to church, or playing having been in the U. S. army, unanimously
accepted him as their The Rainbow Girls met with Flo- tense
charity dance Sunday, Jan. 3, 1900 F e rguso n; assistant secretary,
Spillers is "Honestly and
house, are asked to get them to the during which time he married the leader.
ra H. Harrell Tuesday, Dec. 8. ly" to Benjamin Lanier. Making
at Curries Club Tropicana. Pres- Margaret Bridgeforth; treasurer,
school.
former Audrie Dixon of Browns- The young minister
is
an
honor
The
girls
tdent, Eleanor Addison; report- Herbert Payne; reporter, Ben
to
names
exchange
drew
it
to
the service station to get
The establishment and mainten- ville for the past year, having been student
at Lane college, worked Christmas gifts at the next meetler, Lorraine Petties.
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Louise Reynold.
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cigarette „.. VICEROY.
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
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HERE'S THAT XMAS
GIFT SUITABLE FOR
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Admiral Admiral Y9-/
The El Capitan
Soper 20 Portable Stereophonic High Fidelity
Model Y979—C•nturian Grey and Charcoal
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People In America and England,
are not Angio-Sexons; neither are
there any Anglo-Saxon people or
institutions on earth, according to
S. D. O'Connell. of the Bureau of
, Statistics, Washington. D. C. x The
dominating influences of our civilization are not from any one or
two sources, but from many races
of the earth; and those who are
best able to choose say that the
predominant strain is the Celtic.
The Anglo-Saxon strain in our
blood itt very slight compared with
all the :Aber blood Infused with It4

The Man Who Thinks kr HimselfKnows
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER...A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE,
thief Flournoy says:"A policeman must know his job, be able
to act quickly.
... and think for
himself. When you think for
yourself, you can't be misled.
That's why I smoke Viceroy.

I checked all the filters and
picked the one with the beet
filtering, for the finest taste .
VICEROY. A thinking man'a
filter, a smoking man's taste..
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Admiral MODEL T24M23
The Allerton
IMPERIAL TV
CIIIr OVERALL DIAGONAL VIEWABLE AREA 262 34 na.,
Model T24M21--Charcoal Finish on Metal
Model TI4M22—Mabogieny Grained Finieh on Meted
Mode/ T24M23—Blonde Oak Grained Pitmen on Weal

PHONE (Night or Day) BR. 5-7766

Admiral.

MODEL T22M12
The Cromwell
SUPER TABLE TV

tr OVERALL DIAGONAL VIEWABLE AREA MI Eig. nu)
Model T22M11--Charcoel Finish on Metal
Model T22M12—Mahogany °reined Fink& on 14.1.1.1
Model T221.413—Bloode Oak Grained Finish on Wad

TR1-STATE VACUUM COMPANY
1583 MADISON

the bourbon
more people
buy for
themselves
than any other
It is America's
preferred bourbon
for the holIdays.
TmE OLD CROW DISIIllERY CO.. FRANKFORT, KY. KENTUCKY
STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY 90 110011
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